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SUMMARY
Gariwerd is a beating heart of Aboriginal spirituality.
this land vibrates with the energy of our ancestors.
It hums and sings and brings life to everything and everyone.1
Gariwerd is a significant cultural landscape for Traditional Owners. For more than 22,000 years,
Gariwerd was, and remains, the living, hunting, gathering, cultivating, ceremonial, Dreaming
Country and territory of Jadawadjali and Djab Wurrung language groups and their ancestors. The
land and waters provide a wealth of resources (plants, animals, minerals) and the People of
Gariwerd nurtured the land to which they are intricately connected. They pass down stories
about how the land was created, along with teachings on how to care for Country. Traditional
Owners have a spiritual connection to Gariwerd, to all plant and animal species, to the night
skies and the wider setting of the mountain ranges. They also have a cultural responsibility to
care for Country. Physical evidence, such as rock art, mounds, scarred trees, stone quarries and
stone artefacts, is widespread across Gariwerd and provide evidence for settlement by
Traditional Owners over more than 22,000 years.
This Traditional Owner Cultural Values report is concerned with the values — or meanings and
significance — associated with the places and features that are evidence of past culture and
heritage, it also recognises the current stories, knowledge and practices connected with the
Greater Gariwerd Landscape. The report acknowledges that all places with evidence of past
settlement, occupation and activities of the People of Gariwerd are important to the present day
Traditional Owners. In John Clarke’s words: ‘In a Maar sense, time is irrelevant. We never really
put any focus on when an event occurred. What's important is that it did occur.’2
The Victorian Government is preparing a Draft Management Plan for the Greater Gariwerd
(Grampians) Landscape. The plan will be prepared in partnership with the Traditional Owners of
the Greater Gariwerd Landscape. An understanding of and respect for Traditional Owner culture
and heritage will be an integral part of the Management Plan; and will guide the future
management of the landscape. This draft Traditional Owner Cultural Values report acknowledges
that Traditional Owners are the rights-holders for Gariwerd and that their culture and heritage
are central to the future management of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.
This report has been prepared for Parks Victoria and will also seek review and comment from the
three Traditional Owner Corporations — Barendji Gadjin Land Council Aboriginal Corporation
1

Louise Lyons, BGLC Traditional Owner participant, Cultural Values Workshop, Halls Gap 18-19 February
2020.

2

John Clarke is the Cultural Landscapes General Manager with the Eastern Maar Aboriginal Corporation.
ABC News. ‘How Gunditjmara words and traditions hold stories of Victoria's rich volcanic history’,
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-21/indigenous-stories-from-times-of-volcaniceruptions/12003576.
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(BGLC), Eastern Maar Aboriginal Corporation (EMAC) and Gundit Mirring Traditional Owners
Aboriginal Corporation (GMTOAC). It is intended that this report be published and made publicly
available.
Therefore the content and language used in writing this report is mindful of these two
audiences: one concerned with management of Country, the other the general public with an
interest in the culture and heritage of the People of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.
The information presented in this report is derived from archival or historical documents,
published information, government heritage registers and reports and, most significantly, the
knowledge and experiences of current Traditional Owners). A one-and-a-half-day, information
sharing workshop was held in Halls Gap in February 2020 to review available cultural heritage
information for Gariwerd and to enable Traditional Owner representatives to share their
perspectives and knowledge on a range of topics. These topics included: cultural heritage places,
practices, connections and values; threats and potential impacts to Traditional Owner cultural
values; and options to manage threats and values. The workshop also discussed ways to respect,
conserve and present the cultural values of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape. Participants at the
workshop were predominantly representatives of three Traditional Owner Corporations (BGLC,
EMAC and GMTOAC).
Based on the information gathered, and the perspectives presented at the Cultural Values
Workshop, this report provides:
• background information to this Cultural Values project (Section 1)
• an outline of the history, culture and heritage of the People of the Greater Gariwerd
Landscape (Section 2)
• information on Traditional Owner historic and contemporary places and practices (Section 3)
• an assessment of the values and importance of known places, practices and connections
(Section 4)
• A description and discussion of a range of threats to the protection and management of
places and values (Part 5)
• a cultural landscape framework, drawing on the concept of Caring for Country, for protecting
and managing culture and heritage (Section 6)
• principles, issues and directions relevant to respecting, caring for and managing culture and
heritage across the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (Section 7).
This report supports a landscape-scale planning approach to caring for objects, places, people
and practices, as well as for managing recreation and tourism across the Greater Gariwerd
Landscape. It emphasises the need for Traditional Owners with connections to the Greater
Gariwerd Landscape to have significant cultural responsibilities and roles in setting directions
and priorities for the planning area — across all areas of public land, including parks, and all
aspects of land, water, and all biodiversity (plants, animals) management.

ii
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The report presents a vision and principles that are intended to articulate the importance of the
culture and heritage of Traditional Owners as a primary consideration in the future management
of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (as set below and detailed in section 7). The principles are
intended as basic rules that direct the way in which management processes will be implemented,
as well as measured against. In short, these principles are intended to underpin all management
decision-making.
Based on these principles, the report provides directions statements for use by Parks Victoria and
the three Traditional Owner Corporations (BGLC, EMAC and GMTOAC) in preparing the Greater
Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape Draft Management Plan. That is, it is assumed that all
directions will be actioned through partnerships and/or agreements between Parks Victoria and
the three Traditional Owner Corporations; thus, paving the way for a management process that
facilitates healing in the community from the ongoing impacts of colonisation. The direction
statements should be considered preliminary and necessarily require review and discussion. The
vision for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape is that it is celebrated for its Traditional Owner
history, heritage, knowledge, voice, and cultural practices. It is Country actively cared for by
Traditional Owners and respected by local residents, visitors, tourists, workers and managers.

Principles
1. All parts of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape have cultural meanings and associated values
for Traditional Owners.
2. The Traditional Owners of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape are recognised rights-holders
for their Country.
.

Traditional Owner cultural heritage is central to all planning for the Greater Gariwerd
Landscape and a key to effective management.

4. Traditional Owners guide planning for the visitor experience of Greater Gariwerd
Landscape.
5. Traditional Owners have access to and use of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape for cultural
purposes, activities and events as part of strengthening connections to Country.
6. Gariwerd is celebrated, managed and promoted for its vibrant culture and use of local
languages, being a place of learning, with an emphasis on local produce and distinctive
experiences, and as a landscape of serenity and peace.
7. Traditional Owners guide the identification and documentation of new and known cultural
places including habitats and ecologies that support key cultural species.
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The directions statements cover four key areas of management:
• Caring for Country, which relates to the way that healthy Country relies on culturally
appropriate management of ecosystems, water, fire, geology and topography, night skies,
and peace, quiet and serenity.
• Caring for Culture, which is concerned with continuing cultural renewal and strengthening
and the wellbeing of Traditional Owners through the careful management of cultural places,
practices, values and access to Country.
• People on Country, which is concerned with the experiences offered to visitors and covers
matters such as visiting Country (and, in particular, the need for respectful and culturally
appropriate behaviours), interpreting Country, experiencing Country, activities on Country
and Traditional Owner cultural safety.
• Understanding Country, which recognises that researching Country and monitoring Country
are essential components of an adaptive management approach to public land management.

iv
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TERMS
Aboriginal. Descendant of the original inhabitants of Australia. Alternative terms can include
‘Indigenous’ or ‘First Nations’. However, as the Aboriginal people of the Gariwerd area are its
Traditional Owners, the terms ‘Traditional Owner’ and ‘People of Gariwerd’ are used throughout
this report.
Aboriginal cultural heritage. (1) Aboriginal places, Aboriginal objects and Aboriginal human
remains. Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.) (Part 1, Section 4). (2) Tangible values such as
places, objects, landscapes, archaeological sites, past land-uses and industries, and built
structures; and intangible values like song-lines, music, drama, skills, crafts, cultural practices
and the other parts of culture that can be recorded but cannot be touched; that are of aesthetic,
historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past, present or future generations. 3
Aboriginal intangible heritage. Any knowledge of or expression of Aboriginal tradition, other
than Aboriginal cultural heritage including oral traditions, performing arts, stories, rituals,
festivals, social practices, craft, visual arts, and environmental and ecological knowledge, other
than what is widely known to the public, and any intellectual creation or innovation based on
or derived from this knowledge, expression or tradition. Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.) (Part
5A, Section 79B)
Aboriginal object. Aboriginal material culture item or feature, such as a spear, basket, stone
artefact, ochre nodule, rock art motif, scar on a tree, etc.
Aboriginal place. An area in Victoria or the coastal waters of Victoria that is of cultural heritage
significance to the Aboriginal people of Victoria. Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.) (Part 1,
Section 5[1]). ‘Cultural place’ is seen as a preferable term by the three Traditional Owner
corporations and is therefore used throughout this report.
Aquaculture. The rearing of aquatic animals or the cultivation of aquatic plants for food.
Aquaculture was a Traditional Owner knowledge system and practice undertaken within the
Greater Gariwerd Landscape — e.g. in the vicinity of Duwul (Mount William) and Baribial (Mount
William Creek).
Archaeology. The study of past human cultures, behaviours and activities through documenting,
analysing and interpreting physical remains and their place in the broader social and physical
landscape.
Brambuk. Brambuk — The National Park and Cultural Centre.

3

Meaning used by Managing Country Together, Parks Victoria.
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Caring for Country. For today’s Australian Aboriginal people, the concept of ‘Caring for Country’
is a complex notion related to both personal and group belonging and to maintaining and looking
after the ecological and spiritual wellbeing of the land and of oneself.
Conservation Action Plan. Conservation action planning is an important component of Parks
Victoria’s approach to adaptive management and evidence-based decision-making. It involves
identifying conservation priorities and then developing and implementing strategies to address
those priorities to achieve defined conservation outcomes.
Country. Aboriginal-English word that refers to a knowledge system and concept with a wholeof-landscape meaning. Typically a word attached to a language group or clan name (e.g.
Jadawadjali Country).
Cultural landscape. (1) Those areas which clearly represent or reflect the patterns of settlement
or use of the landscape over a long period of time, as well as the evolution of cultural values,
norms and attitudes toward the land. (2) For Traditional Owners, cultural landscapes reflect the
management and modification of Country over many thousands of generations to provide
maximum benefit to all of the inhabitants of Country, both human and non-human. Cultural
landscapes are both material and symbolic and include Traditional Owner societies’ distinctive
worldview, ontology, history, institutions, practices and the networks of relationships between
human and non-human animals, plants, ancestors, songlines, physical structures, trade routes
and other significant cultural connections to Country.4
Cultural place. Phrase used in preference to ‘Aboriginal place’ (see reasoning above).
Cultural renewal and strengthening. Refers to continuously reconnecting with Country,
community and identity, which may include through language, stories, ceremony, dance and
song, as well as being on Country. Cultural renewal and strengthening is about cultural continuity
while acknowledging the impact of invasion and dispossession. Cultural renewal involves
revitalising existing and creating new knowledge and practices. ‘Renewal’ is an important role
and practice for Traditional Owners.
Cultural safety. An environment that is safe for people: where there is no assault, challenge or
denial of their identity, of who they are and what they need. In the context of Aboriginal people
working or being in the Greater Gariwerd Landscape, cultural safety refers to the environment,
relationships and systems that enable individuals to feel safe, valued and able to participate in
and express their culture, spiritual and belief systems, free from racism and discrimination. Parks
Victoria aims to be a culturally safe place for all diverse groups represented in the organisation.
Cultural safety also applies to Traditional Owners providing safe places for their communities.
Djab wurrung. Aboriginal language group who’s Country includes part of the Greater Gariwerd
Landscape.

4

x

Meaning derived and adapted from The Federation of Victorian Traditional Owner Corporations and
refined in consultation with the Parks Victoria Project Control Group.
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Elder. Status held within Aboriginal cultural groups, usually associated with custodians of
particular cultural knowledge.
Fire. Refers to both planned burns and managing and containing bushfire (wildfire). Aboriginal
people hold traditional ecological and cultural knowledge of land management practices
incorporating fire — commonly termed ‘cultural burns’.
Greater Gariwerd Landscape. A region of Victoria designated as a planning area by the Victorian
Government for the purpose of integrated land management (Figure 1.1).
Group names. Terms such as Djab wurrung and Jadawadjali refer to the people, their language
and kin networks and/or the geographical area recognised as Djab wurrung and Jadawadjali
Country.
Gunditjmara. The traditional Country of the Gunditjmara (and corresponding Dhauwurd
Wurrung language area) that lies east of the Bugara (Glenelg River), south of the Wannon River
and west of the Hopkins River in Victoria, south-eastern Australia.
Indigenous. (1) Collective term used to refer to Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples. (2) Collective term used for First Nations peoples in all parts of the world.
Indigenous Protected Area. Community-conserved protected area in Australia voluntarily
dedicated to conservation by Indigenous groups on Indigenous owned and/or managed land.
Intellectual property. ‘Refers to creations of the mind, such as inventions; literary and artistic
works; designs; and symbols, names and images used in commerce.’5 Indigenous intellectual
property is a term used to identify Indigenous peoples' claims of collective intellectual property
rights to protect specific cultural knowledge of their communities.
Jadawadjali. Aboriginal language group who’s Country includes part of the Greater Gariwerd
Landscape.
Mukjarrawaint. Cultural group who’s Country includes part of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.
Native title. Recognises the traditional rights and interests to land and waters of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples. Under the Commonwealth Government Native Title Act 1993,
native title claimants can make an application to the Federal Court to have their native title
recognised by Australian law.
Park. Means a national park, state park, marine national park, marine sanctuary, reserve or land
that, by section 17A or 18, is a park for the purposes of the National Parks Act 1975 (Vic.).
Planning area. In this report, equivalent to the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.
Registered Aboriginal Party. Organisation that holds decision-making responsibilities under the
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.) for protecting Aboriginal cultural heritage in a specified
geographical area.
5

World Intellectual Property Organisation.
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Special Protected Area. A designated zone created to protect highly sensitive natural and
cultural areas within Victoria’s parks. Regulations may be applied to manage these areas (e.g.
‘Set Asides’ are areas created to specifically protect Aboriginal cultural heritage values. National
Parks Regulations 2013 (Vic.), Regulation 65).
Theme. Historical influences that have shaped and continue to shape a place and that provide an
understanding of context and associations.
Threat. Natural process or event and/or human-caused action that can impact on a cultural place
and its value.
Totem. A ‘key cultural species’ (animal or plant) that has a special relationship to a person,
family, clan or language group and serves as a sign for that person or group. A totem expresses
Traditional Owner ‘kinship with the natural world’.6
Traditional knowledge. A living body of knowledge passed on from generation to generation
within a community that is held by Aboriginal peoples about the environment and is typically
embedded within social and cultural practices. It often forms part of a people’s cultural and
spiritual identity. Also termed: Aboriginal traditional ecological knowledge and biocultural and
ecological knowledge.
Traditional Owner. Aboriginal person with particular knowledge about traditions, observances,
customs or beliefs associated with an area and who has responsibility under Aboriginal tradition
for significant cultural places located in, or significant objects originating from, that area; or who
is a member of a family or clan group that is recognised as having responsibility under Aboriginal
tradition for significant places located in — or significant Aboriginal objects originating from —
that area ( Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Section 7) (Vic.)). Throughout this report, when
referring to the Traditional Owners of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape, the term ‘People of
Gariwerd’ is used as an alternative.
Traditional Owner Corporation. An incorporated body that represents the interests of
Traditional Owners in a particular area.7 They may hold rights under the Native Title Act 1993
(Cwlth), the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.) and/or the Traditional Owner Settlement Act
2010 (Vic.) on behalf of the Traditional Owners they represent, or they may have no formal
agreements in place.
Welcome to Country. A cultural and spiritual protocol that is embedded in Traditional Owners’
obligations to look after Country. It is a Traditional Owner’s responsibility to welcome visitors
onto Country and there is a reciprocal expectation that visitors will show respect for that
Country. A Welcome to Country can take many forms; including singing, dancing, a smoking
ceremony and/or a speech in traditional language and now also in English.

6
7

Rose et al. 2003.
See: Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006 (Cwth)
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Wellbeing. Encompasses social, physical, emotional, cultural and spiritual factors — all aspects
of an individual’s life. In broad terms, social and emotional wellbeing is the foundation for
physical and mental health for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. It is a holistic
concept which results from a network of relationships between individuals, family, kin (both
human and non-human) and community. It also recognises the importance of connection to
land, culture, spirituality and ancestry, and how these affect the health of an individual.
Wotjobaluk Peoples / Wotjobaluk Nations. Collective terms used for the Wotjobaluk, Jaadwa,
Jadawadjali, Wergaia and Jupagulk peoples. Barengi Gadjin Land Council Aboriginal Corporation
(BGLC) represents the rights and interests of Wotjobaluk Peoples.8
Value. The reason(s) why an object, place or practice is important to an individual or community.
NOTE: As this report is concerned entirely with Aboriginal cultural values, the report will
hereafter use the terms cultural values, places, objects, heritage and intangible heritage; that
they are Aboriginal is implicit. Exceptions to this convention are used where the context relates
specifically to legislative or other formally recognised terminology.

8

See: Barengi Gadjin Land Council Aboriginal Corporation. ‘Welcome to Barengi Gadjin Land Council,
https://www.bglc.com.au/; and Barendji Gadjin Land Council 2017.
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CREATION ANCESTORS
Babimbal the Wattlebird. Assisted the Bram-bram-bult brothers move Tchingal the Emu’s large
egg.
Barra / Purra. Giant Kangaroo who’s hopping through Country made the tracks and the bed of
the Wimmera River. His ferocious appetite resulted in Guru (Lake Hindmarsh) and Lake
Albacutya.9
Bram-bram-bult brothers. Two brothers, sons of Druk the Frog, who made the languages,
named the animals and gave the laws. Three of the spears hurled by the brothers at Tchingal are
visible in the Southern Cross, while the brothers themselves are the two Pointers to the
Southern Cross. Mount Abrupt is the body left behind by one of the Bram brothers
Bunjil. ‘Great Ancestor Spirit’10 who created the world, including all plants, animals and people.
Bunjil’s Shelter in the Black Range Scenic Reserve shows Bunjil and his two dingos. Bunjil takes
the form of Werpil the Eagle. Bunjil is represented by a star, Altair, that protects the natural
world, people and their beliefs.
Bunya. The man who was chased by Tchingal the Emu. For his timidity, Bunya was turned into a
possum by the elder Bram-bram-bult brother. Visible in the Southern Cross as the head star.
Bunyip. Encountered by Bunjil at a place in the Black Range Scenic Reserve.
Doan. Gliding possum and nephew of the Bram-bram-bult brothers.11
Druk (Dok) the Frog. Mother of the Bram-bram-bult brothers. Visible as the eastern star of the
Southern Cross.
Gertuk. A mopoke who the Bram-bram-bult brothers punished for his greed.12
Purra. Giant Kangaroo who’s hopping through Country made the tracks and the bed of the
Wimmera River. His ferocious appetite resulted in Guru (Lake Hindmarsh) and Lake Albacutya.13
Tarrakukk the Hawk. Took the firestick from Yuuloin keear the Fire-Tail Wren, and set fire the
whole of Gariwerd on fire.14
Tchingal. A ferocious Emu who lived on the flesh of people and animals. Created Barigar (Rose’s
Gap) and Jananginj Njaui (Victoria Gap) while chasing Waa the Crow. Fatally wounded by the
Bram-bram-bult brothers.
Werringan / Wilkurr. Dingo. Depicted in Bunjil’s Shelter as Bunjil’s two helpers.

9

Brown 2001, p.49.
Wettenhall 2018, p. 49.
11
Brown 2001, p.49.
12
Brown 2001, p.50.
13
Brown 2001, p.49.
14
Dawson 1881, p. 54.
10
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Waa the Crow. Ancestral figure who was chased by Tchingal the Emu. Moora Moora Swamp was
Waa’s totem site. Visible as the star Canopus.
Wembulin. A savage and bloodthirsty spider who killed the Bram-bram-bult brother’s nephew,
Doan.15
Werpil the Eagle. See Bunjil.
Yuuloin keear the Fire-Tail Wren. Took a firestick from the crows.16

15
16

Brown 2001, p.49.
Dawson 1881, p. 54.
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PLACE NAMES
In this report places with known Aboriginal language names are used and followed by the English
name in brackets, e.g. Budga Budga (Halls Gap). The names follow Clark and Harradine (1990)
and Clark and Hoydon (2002).
Gariwerd. Generic name for a pointed mountain17 or mountain range.18 More specifically, in
Jardwadjarli language, ‘gar’ means ‘pointed mountain’; ‘I’ means 'the' and ‘werd’ means
‘shoulder’.19
Table S1 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Aboriginal language names for cultural places

Alternative Aboriginal
language place name(s)b

Aboriginal language namea

English name

Bagara (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Mount Victory

Baribial (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Mount William Creek

Mukpilli (Djabwurrung,
Jadawadjali),
Wal-wal (Djabwurrung,
Jadawadjali)

Barigar (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Roses Gap

Barigawa (Jadawadjali)

Barri yalug (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Fyans Creek

Merputyal (Djabwurrung);
Martang (Djabwurrung)

Billawin (also Billywing, Jadawadjali)a

Victoria Range

Larneyannun (Jadawadjali);
Weerabberroo (Jadawadjali)

Bim (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Chatauqua Peak

Budja Budja (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Halls Gap

Budjun Budjun (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Briggs Bluff

Bugara River (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Glenelg River

Bugiga-mirgani (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Mount Rosea

Buurrung (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)a

Black Range

Djarabul (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Cherrypool

Djibilara (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Asses Ears

17

Wilkie 2020, p. 22.

18

Victorian Aboriginal Corporation for Languages 2020.

19

Clark and Harradine 1990.
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Budgem Budgem (Djabwurrung)

Barrawy (Jadawadjali);
Temiangandeen (Jadawadjali);
Worrewurnin (Jadawadjali);
Wurru-wurru (Jadawadjali)

Djibalara (Jadawadjali)
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Aboriginal language namea

English name

Alternative Aboriginal
language place name(s)b

Duwul (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Mount William

Worranneyan (Djabwurrung)

Gar (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Mount Difficult

Gawa (Jadawadjali)

Ginigalg (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Mount Stapylton

Gunigalg

Jananginj Njaui (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Victoria Gap

Jaranghi-jalil (?)

Moyston

Jaranula (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Mount Lang

Larngibunja (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Chimney Pots

Marum Marum (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Mount Nelson

Migunang wirab (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

MacKenzie Falls

Kurnung (Jadawadjali)

Mud-dadjug (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Mount Abrupt

Toline yarere corroke
(Djabwurrung); Wirriboot
(Djabwurrung) (Jadawadjali)

Mura Mura (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Mount Zero

Malubgawa (Jadawadjali)

Ngarra Mananinja gadjin (Jadawadjali
and Djabwurrung)

Redman Bluff

Ngarriwarrawil (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Burnt Creek

Ngumadj (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Mount McIvor

Warrinna-burb (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Mount Lubra

Werdug (Jadawadjali)a

Wartook

Wudjub-guyun (Jadawadjali and
Djabwurrung)

Hollow Mountain

Wurgarri (Jadawadjali and Djabwurrung)

Mount Sturgeon

Purdidj (Jadawadjali)

Malub gar (Djabwurrung);
Tolelokewearr (Djabwurrung)

From Clark, I. D. and T. Heydon’s Dictionary of Aboriginal Placenames in Victoria 2002, Victorian Aboriginal
Corporation for Languages, University of Ballarat, Mount Helen.

a

From Clark, I. D. and L. L. Harradine’s A Submission to the Victorian Place Names Committee: The restoration of
Jadawadjali and Djab Wurrung names for rock art sites and landscape features in and around the Grampians National
Park. Koorie Tourism Unit, Melbourne.
b
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Table S2 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Seasons

Season 20

Months

Description

gwangal moronn —
season of honey
bees

Autumn, late March to
June

When the Country starts to cool down after the
summer heat.

chinnup — season of
the cockatoos

Winter, June to late
July

Morning frosts, bleak mists and freezing winds, the
coldest time of the year.

larneuk — season of
nesting birds

Early spring, late July
to late August

The wettest time of year with rivers running high. It is
a time of dramatic weather changes with up to six
seasons in one day.

petyan — season of
wildflowers

Late spring, late August
to mid-November

The bush bursts into life. Nature’s rock gardens amaze.
The days are warmer although the weather can still be
tempestuous.

ballambar — season
of butterflies

Early summer, midNovember to lateJanuary

With the onset of summer heat, the land dries and the
weather stabilises.

kooyang — season of
eels

Late summer, lateJanuary to late-March

Hottest and driest time of the year. The risk of
bushfire (piikordal) is high. The streams are dry.

20

Source: Brambuk 2020. While different Traditional Owners recognise the various seasons within a yearly
cycle, the season names provided here are a modern-day reconstruction and not necessarily recognised
by all Traditional Owner groups.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ACHRIS

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Register Information System (Aboriginal Victoria)

BGLC

Barengi Gadjin Land Council Aboriginal Corporation

EMAC

Eastern Maar Aboriginal Corporation

GGL

Greater Gariwerd Landscape

GGNP

Grampians (Gariwerd) National Park

GMTOAC

Gunditj Mirring Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation21

ILUA

Indigenous Land Use Agreement

IPA

Indigenous Protected Area

MCT

Managing Country Together (Parks Victoria)

RAP

Registered Aboriginal Party

RSA

Recognition and settlement Agreement

TO

Traditional Owner

TOGE

Traditional Owner Group Entity

VACL

Victorian Aboriginal Corporation for Languages

VAHR

Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register (Aboriginal Victoria)

21

Prescribed Body Corporate (established 2005) that formally represents the native title holders and
manages the native title consent determination of the Gunditjmara.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 BACKGROUND
1.1.1 Aim
In May 2019, the Victorian government committed to preparing a Draft Management Plan for
the Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape by mid-2020. The Draft Management Plan will
supersede Parks Victoria’s 2003 Grampians National Park Management Plan (2003) and Black
Range State Park Management Plan (1998) and will incorporate a broader landscape planning
approach, taking in surrounding parks and reserves. The landscape incorporates fourteen areas
designated as National Parks, State Parks and Reserves, which together cover over 180,000
hectares (Figure 1.1).22
The purposes of this Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape — Traditional Owner Cultural
Values report are to:
• Inform the preparation of the Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape Draft Management
Plan
• Provide a public document that informs future discussions between Parks Victoria and
Traditional Owners of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL).
The specific aims are to:
• Provide a summary of information on the history, culture and heritage of the People of
Gariwerd
• Identify historic and current connections held by Traditional Owners for cultural places
within the GGL
• Identify the values and importance of known cultural places, practices and connections
• Identify impacts and threatening processes that may harm cultural places, practices and
connections
• Establish cultural landscape management and caring for Country objectives
• Present principles and management directions that can inform the preparation of the
Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Draft Management Plan regarding planning for and
management of parks and reserves within the planning area.23
The project was undertaken by Context from November 2019, though the project was not
continuously worked on since that time.
 A Draft Preliminary Report was submitted to Parks Victoria on 28 January 2020. Parks
Victoria provided comments on the Preliminary Report on 25 March 2020.

22

The Greater Gariwerd Landscape covers 291,747 hectares. Of this area, parks and reserves cover 62%
(180,991 hectares), other public land occupies 16% (46,614 hectares) and private land makes up
remaining 22% (70,142 hectares).

23

This list of aims is a plain English version of ‘key issues’ identified in the Parks Victoria project brief.
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 A Draft Report was submitted to Parks Victoria on 14 April 2020. Parks Victoria provided
comments on 11 May 2020; and these comments were discussed with the Parks Victoria
Project Control Group on 18 May 2020.

 This preliminary Final Report has been revised in accordance with the feedback received.

2
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1.1.2 Study area
The study area for this Traditional Owner Cultural Values report is the Greater Gariwerd
Landscape (GGL; Figure 1.1), which is one of 16 areas across Victoria for which Parks Victoria is
developing management plans. The GGL includes a series of mountain ranges — Gar (Mount
Difficult Range), Serra Range, Billawin (Victoria Range), Buurrung (Black Range in the Black
Range State Park) — running roughly north to south — and rising above the otherwise flat
terrain of Victoria’s western plains. The highest point is Duwul (Mount William). The mountains
are drained in the north and east by Baribial (Mount William Creek), Barri yalug (Fyans Creek)
and MacKenzie Creek, which in turn feed into Barringi Gadjin (Wimmera River). In the south and
west, the mountains drain into Dwyer Creek, the Wannon River and Bugara (Glenelg River).
Thus the hydrology of the Gariwerd mountains has a significant environmental and cultural
influence on the surrounding areas.24
The GGL study area is situated within four local government areas — Ararat, Northern
Grampians, Southern Grampians and Horsham. The planning area for the Greater Gariwerd
(Grampians) Landscape Draft Management Plan consists of 15 parks / reserves within the study
area (Figure 1.1). These are: Gariwerd (Grampians) National Park; Brambuk — The National Park
and Cultural Centre; Black Range State Park; Brady Swamp State Game Reserve; Fyans Creek
Bushland Reserve; Mount William Creek Streamside Reserve; Cherrypool Highway Park; Lady
Somers Bridge Streamside Reserve; Mount Difficult Plantation Campground; Moyston West
Bushland Reserve; Rowes Bushland Reserve; Millers Creek Bushland Reserve; Mount Talbot
Scenic Reserve; Red Rock Bushland Reserve; and Black Range Scenic Reserve. Other than the
dual naming of Gariwerd (Grampians) National Park, Brambuk is the only one of these areas
that has an Aboriginal language name. All areas are managed for their natural and cultural
heritage values.

1.1.3 Traditional Owners
The Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape Draft Management Plan is being prepared by
Parks Victoria in partnership with Traditional Owners. Three groups are recognised as having
connection to the GGL (the planning area) and represent the Traditional Owners of Gariwerd —
Barendji Gadjin Land Council Aboriginal Corporation (BGLC), Eastern Maar Aboriginal
Corporation (EMAC) and Gunditj Mirring Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation (GMTOAC).
The partnership approach includes overseeing the development of the GGL Management Plan,
as well as guiding a number of associated projects including this Traditional Owner Cultural
Values report.
There is no Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP) appointed under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006
(Vic) for the GGL as a whole.25 However, some parts of the GGL fall within the boundaries of
two RAPs: the Black Range State Park and an area along the north-west edge of the GGL lies
24

For an overview of the geology, landforms, soils, climate, water, flora and fauna of Gariwerd, see Wilkie
2020, pp. 1–12.

25

Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Council 2020.
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within the BGLC RAP area; and a narrow band of land inside the south-eastern border of the
GGL, and adjoining the Grampians National Park, lies within the EMAC RAP area (Figure 1.2).
There are no native title holders for the GGL under the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth)26 or
negotiations underway under the Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010 (Vic.). However, there
is an Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA) signed between the State of Victoria and six
individuals who collectively represent the three Traditional Owner Corporations (listed above).
The area covered by the ILUA is shown in Figure 1.3. The ILUA means that any future acts by the
State of Victoria (from the agreement date of 3/12/2018) will not extinguish the rights to native
title by the claimants.
Abundant food, water and shelter and connections with Creation Stories make this area
an important and spiritual place. Known by Wotjobaluk Peoples (and others) as
Gariwerd, it contains a high number of occupation sites and [the majority] of rock art
sites in Victoria.27
Gariwerd is a significant cultural landscape. For more than 22,000 years, Gariwerd was, and
remains, the living, hunting, gathering, cultivating, ceremonial, Dreaming Country and territory
of Jadawadjali and Djab Wurrung language groups and their ancestors. The land and waters
provide a wealth of resources (plants, animals, minerals) and Traditional Owners nurture the
land to which they are intricately connected. They pass down stories about how the land was
created, along with teachings on how to care for Country. Traditional Owners have a spiritual
connection to Gariwerd, to all plant and animal species, to the night skies and the wider setting
of the mountain ranges. Physical evidence, such as rock art, mounds, scarred trees, stone
artefacts and quarries provide widespread evidence for settlement of the landscape across the
GGL.
This Traditional Owner Cultural Values report is concerned with the values — or meanings and
significance — associated with the physical remains of Aboriginal culture and heritage, as well
as recognising the stories, knowledge and ongoing practices associated with the GGL. The
report recognises that Traditional Owners’ connection to Country is based on land, culture and
enduring associations which can be attached to a specific location or place and also attributed
to broader landscapes and landscape features.

26

In 2016, a Native Title claim was submitted over 1672 square kilometres of Crown Land in the
Grampians National Park by a coalition including three Traditional Owner organisations (BGLC, EMAC
and GMTOAC). This claim has subsequently been withdrawn.

27

Barendji Gadjin Aboriginal Corporation 2017, p. 9.
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Gariwerd (Grampians)
National Park

Figure 1.1 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Boundary of the study area, showing the location of parks
and reserves (the planning area) and local government boundaries. (B.R. = Bushland Reserve, H.P. =
Highway Park, S.R. = Scenic Reserve, SS.R. = Streamside Reserve, W.R. = Wildlife Reserve)
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Figure 1.2 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Boundaries of Registered Aboriginal Parties appointed
under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.), as at March 2020.

6
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Gariwerd (Grampians)
National Park

Figure 1.3 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Area covered by Indigenous Land Use Agreement. Source:
National Native Title Tribunal No. VI2018/001.
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1.2 APPROACH
1.2.1 Tasks
To achieve the aims of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL) Traditional Owner Cultural Values
project, the following tasks were undertaken:
1. Gathering information on cultural places, as well as practices and associations with places
and features, across the GGL study area through:
• Preliminary scoping discussions with Parks Victoria staff and a Project Control Group
(PCG), consisting of staff from Parks Victoria and the representatives from the three
Traditional Owner Corporations. (The role of the PCG is to provide advice on the
preparation of the Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape Management Plan.)
• Drawing on seven ‘linked projects’ commissioned by Parks Victoria that are aimed to
inform the preparation of the Draft Management Plan (Table 1.1).
 Drawing from two draft, unpublished reports: Grampians – Gariwerd Indigenous Cultural
Heritage Strategy (Parks Victoria 2008); and Gariwerd – Grampians Indigenous Cultural
Heritage Strategy: Rock Art Sites Conservation Action Plan 2010-2016 (Parks Victoria
2010).28
• Preparing an overview of the Traditional Owner history of the study area from 22,000
years ago to the present (Section 2).
• Preparing a synthesis of places within the GGL that are recorded on the Victorian
Aboriginal Heritage Register as well as places documented during recent field surveys
(Section 3 and Appendix 2).
• Facilitating a Parks Victoria Staff Workshop (Brambuk, Halls, Gap, 17 February 2020) to
gather information from on-the-ground staff (i.e. based in Halls Gap) about the current
and emerging issues and risks in managing cultural values.
• Facilitating a one-and-a-half-day Cultural Values Workshop (Brambuk, Halls Gap, 18–19
February 2020) with representatives of the three Traditional Owner Corporations (BGLC,
EMAC, GMTOAC), to identify Aboriginal places, practices and connections, as well as their
associated values, with the study area (Section 4).
2. Integrating these strands of information on culture and heritage and providing management
directions as to how places and values can be recognised, protected and managed within the
GGL (Section 7). This process draws on a cultural landscape and ‘Caring for Country’
approaches, as discussed in Section 6.

28

8

These draft documents are not publicly available reports.
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Table 1.1 The seven linked projects.
1.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Desktop Analysis for the Grampians National Park (in preparation; draft
available)

2.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment at Summerday Valley Special Protected Area* (Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Permit available)

3.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Conservation Works at Rock Shelters in the Victoria Range (Parks
Victoria September 2019)

4.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessments at Climbing Sites Outside of Special Protected Area* (in
preparation; PowerPoint summary available)

5.

Environmental Assessments at Climbing Sites Outside of Special Protected Area (Parks Victoria,
October 2019)

6.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Cataloguing of New Special Protected Areas (Gunn 2020)

7.

Grampians Peaks Trail: Draft Interpretation and Signature Experiences Activation Plan (Parks
Victoria, November 2019)

*Reports not provided to Context at time of preparing this report. One other linked project (Oral
Histories) has restricted access and was not available to Context.
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1.2.2

Methods

A key task in the project was to understand the places and their connections and meanings for
the Traditional Owners of the GGL. This involved four components:
1. Talking with Parks Victoria. Information on the management of Aboriginal cultural heritage
across the GGL was provided by Parks Victoria staff at a project inception meeting
(Melbourne; 20 November 2019), meetings with members of the Parks Victoria Project
Control Group (Halls Gap; 18 November 2019), meeting with local Parks Victoria staff and
Managing Country Together staff (Halls Gap; 17 February 2020), and a meeting to report on
the results of the project on the cultural values of rock climbing sites (Halls Gaps; 17
February 2020). These meetings provided information and discussions on the importance of
Gariwerd’s culture and heritage, known and recently documented cultural places, threats to
cultural values, and government and Traditional Owner community perspectives and
aspirations for the future management of the GGL.
2. Researching primary, archival documents and secondary sources as a basis for writing a
history of the Traditional Owners for the study area. The purpose of this work was
threefold. First, it enabled an understanding of the range and diversity of cultural places,
practices and connections for the GGL that are associated with more than 22,000 years of
Traditional Owner presence. Second, it provided an information base with which to discuss
and complement Traditional Owner knowledge. Third, and particularly through the use of
historic themes (discussed below), it provided a way of analysing known culture and heritage
information, and thereby gaining an understanding of gaps in current knowledge.
3. Investigating and analysing culture and heritage studies and registers; and examining
available archaeological and environmental evidence. A synthesis of information on culture
collected through the field of archaeology, when combined with environmental information,
enables a deep-time Traditional Owner history for the GGL to be assembled. Such a history is
a way of connecting dramatically changing environments (from an Ice Age 18,000 years ago
to the modern-day Anthropocene) with physical evidence of occupation in order to
understand diverse and changing Traditional Owner life ways. This narrative is always partial
(i.e. it depends on available surviving evidence) and therefore can be made richer and more
comprehensive when combined with information from living memory and oral traditions.
4. Talking with Traditional Owners. Traditional Owners hold knowledge and experience of
culture, cultural places and practices, whether contemporary or of the past. To document
this knowledge and experience, an information-sharing workshop was held in Halls Gap on
18–19 February 2020. The aims of the workshop were to review available information and to
understand the perspectives of representatives of Traditional Owner corporations (BGLC,
EMAC and GMTOAC) on: cultural places, practices, connections and values; threats to and
potential impacts on cultural values; and options for managing cultural heritage. It also
considered ways to respect, conserve and present the cultural values of the GGL.
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Figure 1.4 Participants at the Traditional Owner Workshop, 18-19 February 2020. Brambuk – The
National Park and Cultural Centre – The Mural Room (Credit: J Hackel, Parks Victoria February 2020).
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In order to collate and analyse information, an ‘historic themes framework’ has been used to
summarise the history of the GGL (Section 2.2). Themes, or storylines, are valuable way to
understand common threads in the history of an area, across time and across peoples. In
applying an historic themes framework, Traditional Owner historic themes specific to the GGL
were developed (Table 2.1).29 They draw on, and link to, the Australian Historic Themes
Framework,30 Victoria’s Framework of Historical Themes31 and an Aboriginal Post-contact
Heritage Themes Framework.32 The framework of themes for the GGL recognises that every
locality has its own stories and that applying this framework will help link stories about
particular places of significance to Traditional Owners with other human storylines across the
broader landscape (Section 3.4, Table 3.3).
1.2.3

Report format

The report is presented in the following format:
• Background information on the project (Section 1).
• An outline of the Traditional Owner history, culture and heritage of the GGL (Section 2).
• Information on Traditional Owner historic and current places, practices and associations
(Section 3).
• An assessment of the values and importance of known places, practices and associations
(Section 4).
• A description and discussion of a range of threats to the protection and management of
places and values (Part 5).
• A cultural landscape framework, drawing on the concept of Caring for Country, for
protecting and managing culture and heritage (Section 6).
• A management framework comprising principles, issues and directions relevant to
respecting, caring for and managing culture and heritage across the GGL (Section 7).

1.3 LIMITATIONS
This Traditional Owner Cultural Values report has been undertaken in a relatively short
timeframe (Section 1.1.1) to enable Parks Victoria to meet a deadline of mid-2020 for the
development of the Draft Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape Draft Management Plan.
This has meant that the overview history (Section 2) is primarily compiled from secondary
sources, rather than original archival documents. Information held by Aboriginal Victoria on its
former Aboriginal Historic Places Register was unavailable to the consultants as this Register has
been closed and not all information on it transferred to the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage
Register (VAHR).33 In addition, oral history interviews with relevant Traditional Owners were
29

These themes take into account work undertaken for the Grampian Peaks Trail (Parks Victoria,
November 2019).

30

Australian Heritage Commission 2002.

31

Heritage Victoria 2010.

32

Goulding 2002.

33

In part, this is because many items identified on the Aboriginal Historic Places Register do not have
accurate location and cadastral information.
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unavailable to the consultants due to issues of confidentiality and intellectual property. It is
expected that information from the oral histories and access to the Aboriginal Historic Places
Register would add more cultural places to Table 3.3.
Consultation with Traditional Owners was limited to a one-and-a-half-day Cultural Values
Workshop. While some time was spent at this workshop on mapping cultural places and
features known to Traditional Owners, this mapping exercise was preliminary and therefore not
comprehensive or complete.34 Since more work is required with Traditional Owners to map and
document cultural places and features, cultural mapping has not been undertaken as part of
this report due to the need for agreement with relevant knowledge holders on the use and
representation of such information. Nevertheless, this report is intended as a basis for ongoing
discussions between the three corporations (BGLC, EMAC and GMTOAC) and Parks Victoria
concerning the GGL’s Traditional Owner cultural values and their protection and management.
This report does not contain specific management strategies or actions (Section 7.5) for either
particular places (e.g. any of the places associated with creation stories) or for categories of
places such as rock art, stone artefacts, stone quarries, ochre sources, scarred trees, mounds,
etc. In the latter case, Traditional Owners may wish to consider each place on an individual
basis: for example, different stone artefact scatters — depending on size, location, number of
artefacts and threats — will require different forms of management.
This report does not include information on assemblages of cultural materials collected from
the GGL, such as weapons, tools, baskets, clothing and body adornments, or collections of stone
artefacts — either made by amateur collectors, land owners or, over the last 50 years,
archaeologists. Some of these collections are held by museums, while others are in private
collections and some may be held in Traditional Owner keeping places or community centres.
The return of objects removed from Country without Traditional Owner consent is an important
aspect of cultural renewal and strengthening.

34

A map has been produced based on the information provided by the representatives of the three
Traditional Owner Corporations, but is not included in this report because: (1) the information is
incomplete and needs to be checked for accuracy; and (2) agreement to include such information has
not been obtained from the relevant knowledge holders. Nevertheless, the map will be an important
resource for a future cultural mapping project.
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2.0 History of the Landscape and People of Gariwerd
2.1 INFORMATION SOURCES
This story of the Traditional Owners of Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL) is compiled from
historical and ethnographic accounts as well as drawing from secondary sources. Specific
historical reference to the GGL’s Aboriginal history is limited.35 In addition to Traditional Owner
knowledge, much of what we know of the history of the Gariwerd area from the contact period
comes from references in letters from local settlers to Governor La Trobe in 1853, the
retrospective accounts of pastoralist James Dawson who settled in the Western District of
Victoria in the 1840s, and the journals of George Augustus Robinson, Chief Protector of
Aborigines, who travelled through the Gariwerd area on his way back from Portland to
Melbourne in 1841.36 Unfortunately, Robinson’s description of the cultural places and features
he encountered in the Gariwerd region is often lacking in precise locational detail and only
general references to an area can be determined without, for example, specific archaeological
enquiry.37 The accounts of Traditional Owner life by contemporary commentator Robert
Brough Smyth’s are often generic in nature with reference to traditions in ‘southern parts of
Australia’ and the Western District more broadly.38 Howitt’s later reminiscences are likewise
broad references to his experience throughout south-east Australia.39
A list of the ethnographic and historical sources is provided in the reference list in this report.
There were varying opinions amongst Traditional Owner participants at the GGL Cultural Values
Workshop (18-19 February 2020; Halls Gap) as to the veracity of ethnographic and historical
accounts. Some workshop participants see some of this material as reliable and important
material for language and continuing cultural renewal.40 Other participants agreed with James
Dawson’s view that Aboriginal people were ‘apt to coincide with the questioner, and thus assist
him at arriving at the wrong conclusion’.41
Historical and ethnographic accounts provide only a part of a much broader narrative that
includes the archaeology and, more importantly, the story of the Traditional Owners of

35

Bird and Frankel 2005, p. 8. Many references refer more generally to the Western District or the
broader Port Phillip District/Victoria.

36

Bride 1898; Dawson 1881; Robinson was the Chief Protector of Aborigines from1839. From May to
August 1841 he travelled from Portland District back to Melbourne via Gariwerd area noting his
encounters with Aboriginal people in his journal. His journals were edited and published by Gary
Presland for the Victorian Archaeological Survey in 1980; In July 1853 Governor La Trobe sent a circular
letter to a number of early settlers requesting information about their experiences as settlers which
were published by Bride in 1969. Several of these document experiences with the Aboriginal people of
the Grampians and surrounding area whose land they occupied.

37

Robinson 1841 in Presland 1980, p. iv

38

Brough Smith 1878.

39

Howitt 1904.

40

For example, Howitt’s 1880s notes (published in 1904) documenting aspects of the Bunjil creation story.

41

Dawson 1881, p. v.
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Gariwerd themselves — creation stories, traditions and stories passed down through the
generations, and their contemporary associations to place. Colonial government policies
resulted in Traditional Owners being removed and, to varying degrees, disconnected from
Country, thus retaining only parts of their traditional knowledge. The partnership between
Parks Victoria and Traditional Owners in the Draft Management process provides an
opportunity for Traditional Owners to strengthen reconnections to Country now and into the
future. The Cultural Values Workshop with Traditional Owners allowed for conversation around
current associations to place, the ways in which Country is valued and the importance of
strengthening connection to the GGL.

2.2 HISTORICAL THEMES
A history of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL) with reference to the Traditional Owner
experience, or story of the People of Gariwerd, has been developed around historical themes. A
thematic structure has been adopted because it provides context and linkages between people,
places and stories both in the development of an overall history and for use in future
management of the area, including interpretation. Historic and Traditional Owner themes that
are specific to the history of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape were identified in the Preliminary
Draft Report.42 In developing these themes for the Preliminary Draft Report, reference was
made to: Victoria’s Framework of Historical Themes;43 The Australian Historic Themes
Framework;44 stories and themes developed for the Draft Grampians Peak Trail Interpretation
and Signature Experience45 in consultation with Traditional Owners. The relationships between
the Traditional Owner themes for the GGL, Victoria’s Framework of Historic Themes, and the
storylines developed for the Grampians Peak Trail are presented in Table 2.1.
The Traditional Owner historical themes, or storylines, are intended to reflect a Traditional
Owner cultural perspective on history. The initial list of themes developed by Context was
presented and discussed at the Cultural Values Workshop held with representatives of the
three Traditional Owner corporations (BGLC, EMAC and GMTOAC). The feedback from this
workshop was that the themes were appropriate and, following the workshop, an additional
two themes were added.46 These themes are elaborated in the sections that follow.

42

Context January 2020.

43

Heritage Victoria 2010, Victoria’s Framework of Historical Themes was developed jointly by the
Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Council and Heritage Council of Victoria. It is designed to encompass the
whole story of human use and occupancy of Victoria. It is linked to a national set of themes — the
Australian Historic Themes Framework — which has relevance to the GGL owing to the National Listing
of the Gariwerd/Grampians National Park.

44

Australian Heritage Commission 2002.

45

Parks Victoria 2019b. For a previous themes / values framework, see Parks Victoria 2008, p. 14.

46

Self-determination and land justice; and Gariwerd as a symbolic landscape; other themes were deemed
appropriate to rename and combine — Industry & Employment and Sport & Recreation have been
combined under the theme Work and Livelihood; Spiritual Life is embedded throughout the various
themes.
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Table 2.1 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: themes and their relationships to the Victorian Historical
Themes and Grampians Peak Trail storylines.

Creating Country
This theme relates to the making of Gariwerd by creation ancestors as illustrated in
creation stories.
Victorian Historical Themes

Grampians Peak Trail Storyline

1.1 Tracing climatic and topographic change
1.2 Tracing the emergence of Victoria’s plants and
animals 1.4 Creation stories and defining Country

Dreaming stories

1.5 Living with natural processes

Living on Country
This theme describes the ways in which Traditional Owners settled and occupied Gariwerd for more than
22,000 years and how they used its resource-rich landscapes.
Victorian Historical Themes

Grampians Peak Trail Storyline

1.5 Living with natural processes
2.1 Living as Victoria’s original inhabitants

• An ancient sustainable culture
• Caring for Country

2.3 Adapting to diverse environments
3.7 Establishing and maintaining communications
4.1 Living off the land
4.6 [Utilising] other mineral, forest and water
resources

• Six seasons
• Fire — managing the landscape
• Campsites and shelters
• Moving and gathering

5.1 Processing raw materials

Caring for Country
This theme explores the ways in which Traditional Owners managed the landscape and adapted to
changing climate and environments over a long period of time.
Victorian Historical Themes

Grampians Peak Trail Storyline

1.5 Living with natural processes
2.1 Living as Victoria’s original inhabitants

• The impact of introduced species
• Fire — an integral part of the landscape

2.3 Adapting to diverse environments

• Seasonal rhythms of the land

3.7 Establishing and maintaining communications
8.1 Maintaining spiritual life

• Climate change
• Changing (PV) park management practices

Spiritual life
This theme explores the Traditional Owner traditions of ceremony and ritual, relationships with the
land and the cosmos.
Victorian Historical Themes

Grampians Peak Trail Storyline

8.1 Maintaining spiritual life
8.5 Preserving traditions and commemorating
8.6 Marking the phases of life

• Astronomy
• Celebrations
• Art Sites
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Table 2.1 (cont.) Greater Gariwerd Landscape: themes and their relationships to the Victorian
Historical Themes and Grampians Peak Trail storylines.

Resistance and defending Country
This theme addresses conflict between Traditional Owners and colonists, as well as resisting
government restrictions on Aboriginal lives. It also incorporates the stories of Traditional Owners who
fought in the armed services.
Victorian Historical Themes

Grampians Peak Trail Storyline

3.7 Establishing and maintaining communications
2.6 Maintaining distinctive cultures

• Witnessing the past
• Conflict over land — ‘frontier conflicts’
• Dispossession, dispersal and massacre

Living with settlers
This theme explores the Traditional Owner experience of colonisation — disease, violence, friendship,
trade and exchange of goods, government interventions, and forced removal from Country —
particularly during the 19th century until the mid-20th century.
Victorian Historical Themes

Grampians Peak Trail Storyline

2.6 Maintaining distinctive cultures
2.8 Fighting for identity
3.7 Establishing and maintaining communications

• Witnessing the past
• Reflections on early settlement
• Interacting with Traditional Owners
• Wheat replaces murnong
• Sheep and cattle replace kangaroo and emu
• The impact of introduced species and
farming (1830-1890 — catastrophic and
irreversible change: rabbits, foxes, habitat
clearing, sheep grazing, cropping)

Work and livelihoods
This theme relates to employment in and around Gariwerd and the livelihoods of Traditional Owners,
particularly in the 20th century. It also relates to the GGL as a place of recreation and enjoyment.
Victorian Historical Themes

Grampians Peak Trail Storyline

2.8 Fighting for identity
5.6 Entertaining and socialising

• Local stories
• Connecting people and place

5.7 Catering for tourists
5.8 Working

• Mining
• Industry

9.1 Participating in sport and recreation

• Water — controlling water resources
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Table 2.1 (cont.) Greater Gariwerd Landscape: themes and their relationships to the Victorian
Historical Themes and Grampians Peak Trail storylines.

Cultural renewal and strengthening
This theme relates to mechanisms that allowed for continuing cultural renewal and strengthening,
including changes to legislation, in particular, to the period from the 1960s when Aboriginal peoples
increasingly gained recognition and rights as Traditional Owners with responsibilities to care for
Country.
It also relates to cultural heritage management, as well as the return and repatriation of cultural
material and Ancestral remains that had been removed from Country by settlers, ethnographers,
anthropologists and archaeologists.
Victorian Historical Themes

Grampians Peak Trail Storyline

7.5 Protecting Victoria’s heritage
8.5 Preserving traditions and commemorating

• Caring for Country
• An ancient sustainable culture

9.3 Achieving distinction in the arts
9.4 Creating popular culture

• Interacting with Traditional Owners
• Sharing across generations
• Climate change — managing a changing
landscape
• Fire management — fuel reduction,
cultural burning

9.5 Advancing knowledge

Self-determination and land justice
This theme, which is closely linked to cultural renewal, relates to Aboriginal activism to ensure
recognition, rights to Country, native title claims and joint management of parks.
Victorian Historical Themes

Grampians Peak Trail Storyline

1.1 Tracing climatic and topographic change
1.2 Tracing the emergence of Victoria’s plants and
animals 1.4 Creation stories and defining Country
1.5 Living with natural processes

• Interacting with Traditional Owners

Gariwerd as a symbolic landscape
This theme relates to current ideas of Gariwerd as a healing place and the feelings evoked by the
landscape when approaching and leaving it.
Victorian Historical Themes

Grampians Peak Trail Storyline

2.6 Maintaining distinctive cultures
8.1 Maintaining spiritual life
8.2 Preserving traditions and commemorating

• An ancient sustainable culture
• Astronomy
• Art sites
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The themes presented in Table 2.1 relate to two time periods:
1. Pre-contact history (i.e. prior to the 1830s, although with associations that endure to the
present day). The themes identified here seek to capture Traditional Owner knowledge and
experience of living in and around Gariwerd for many thousands of years. They reflect
different perspectives or worldviews, and the depth and duration of Traditional Owner
history. While typically associated with ‘traditional’ and ancient knowledge, these themes
are also relevant to Traditional Owners and their lives today. The themes include: Creating
Country that relate to the making of the Gariwerd landscape; Living on Country, which
relates to the ways in which peoples settled and lived on Gariwerd for more than 22,000
years; and Caring for Country, which relates to the ways in which the People of Gariwerd
managed the landscape and adapted to changing environments over thousands of years.
2. Post-contact history (1830s to the present day). The themes identified here relate to the
experience of invasion and occupation of Country by colonial settlers. The themes include:
Resistance and defending Country, which addresses conflict between Traditional Owners
and colonists, and resisting government restrictions on the lives of Aboriginal people; Living
with settlers, which relates to the Traditional Owner experience of colonisation — disease,
violence, friendship, trade and exchange of goods, and forced removal from Country; Work
and livelihoods, a theme which relates to employment of Aboriginal people in and around
Gariwerd; Cultural renewal and strengthening, which relates in particular to the period
from the 1960s when cultural revitalisation was enabled by access to land and the
recognition of the rights and responsibilities of Traditional Owners to care for Country; Selfdetermination and land justice, which relates to Aboriginal activism to ensure recognition,
rights to Country, native title claims and joint management of parks; and Gariwerd as a
symbolic landscape, which relates to current ideas of Gariwerd as a healing place, the form
of the landscape and the feelings evoked by the landscape when approaching and leaving it,
as well as being in it. In many ways, this latter theme concerns Gariwerd as an ‘inspirational
landscape’.

2.3 CREATING COUNTRY — AN ANCIENT LANDSCAPE
To provide context for the history of the GGL, this section provides a brief overview of the
creation of the landscape. There are two perspectives on the origin of the GGL: one is based on
Traditional Owner knowledge and the other on Western knowledge derived from geology and
the study of ancient environments (palaeo-environmental studies; see Table 6.1).
The geology of Gariwerd is made up of sediments deposited about 400 million years ago. 47
These sediments are composed of layers of massive sandstones, siltstones and mudstones
which were originally deposited in a river or shallow marine environment folded and tilted
during the Middle Devonian period, with later smaller earth movements causing further
warping. Much of the landscape is sandstone with a high quartz content. Valleys were formed
through erosion of softer surrounding sediments and along fault lines throughout the area.
47

Cayley and Taylor 1997.
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Granitic magma intruded into the Grampians sediments around 395 million years ago. The
resultant deeply weathered batholiths (intrusive igneous rocks) formed low hills between the
Victoria and Serra Ranges48.
At the southern margins of the study area are the extensive volcanic plains of western Victoria.
Volcanic activity that began some two million years ago created flows of basalt that blocked old
drainage patterns which led to the formation of a well-watered landscape of swamps, shallow
lakes and fertile grasslands.49 This was a land of plenty for the original inhabitants. While
linguists suggest the Jadawadjali and Djab Wurrung languages are less than 5,000 years old, we
know Aboriginal Traditional Owners have occupied the area from at least 22,000 years ago (and
see Section 3.3).50
In traditional times, and continuing today, the People of Gariwerd people explain the creation
of the landscape and its features through stories of the journeys and actions of creation
ancestors51. The journeys of these ancestral beings ‘sculpted the landscape’ and created the
land, animals, plants and people. Physical landscape features demonstrate the presence of
creation ancestors.
The story of the creation of Gariwerd is available from numerous published sources. 52 It tells of
the creation of the world by Bunjil, the Great Ancestor Spirit, and his appointment of the Brambram-bult brothers to name the plants and animals and bring order to the world. From these
stories we can understand connections to physical places in the landscape. For example,
Tchingal, a ferocious Emu who lived on the flesh of people and animals, created Barigar (Roses
Gap) and Janangini Njaui (Victoria Gap) during a fierce battle with Waa, the Crow. Moora Moora
Swamp was Waa’s sacred territory. Mount Abrupt is the body left behind by one of the Bram
brothers. The story of Tchingal, Waa and the Bram-bram-bult brothers is visible in the night
skies as recorded in the Southern Cross star constellation.53
Bunjil’s shelter, in the Black Range Scenic Reserve, depicts Bunjil and his two Werringan (dingos)
and recalls an episode whereby the Bunyip fought with Bunjil and caused him to break into
many pieces; birds subsequently put him back together again.54 Other story references are

48

Early accounts note that this was known to settlers as the Sierra Range.

49

Bird and Frankel 2005, p. 4; Calder 1987, p. 22.

50

Wettenhall 2019, p.8; Bird and Frankel 2005, p. 11.

51

Creation stories also served as a mechanism of wayfinding through the landscape. REF

52

Wettenhall 2019, pp. 49–50; Wilkie 2020, pp.17–20, 26–28; the story continues outside the Gariwerd
area with the blood of Tchingal forming the Wimmera River and her egg being taken by the Bram-brambult brothers to Horsham. See also the Budja Budja Aboriginal Cooperative. ‘Gariwerd Creation Story —
The Dreamtime Story’, https://budjabudjacoop.org.au/about/gariwerdgrampians/.

53

Wilkie 2020, p. 28–29; Wettenahll 2019, pp. 6, 50; Dawson 1881.

54

Clark 2014 and Clark et al. 2018; citing Mathew 1925; The bunyip — a large amphibious animal that
lived in swamps and waterholes, feared by Aboriginal people for its habit of taking children. The bunyip
story is told in many parts of Australia. [Barrett 1946].
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more obscure, such as Bunjil and his family (and mother-in-law) jumping from a high,
precipitous ledge somewhere in Gariwerd.55
The Djab Wurrung and Jadawadjali language groups knew their Country intimately and
understood the natural cycle of plants and animals through a concept of six seasons. 56 In Early
Summer, people delighted on the sweet nectar obtained from flowering banksias. Late Summer
was the time of large gatherings and feasting on eels. Autumn, the season of the honeybee,
provided an abundance of food and water. It was a time of great gatherings in the wetlands of
Lake Lonsdale (and further afield at Lake Bolac). During Winter, the season of cockatoos, people
moved to the high country seeking refuge from the cold winds in rock shelters. Early Spring was
the season of nesting birds. It was the time for harvesting the tuberous roots of the murnong
(yam daisy, Microseris lanceolata), a plant foot cultivated across large areas of land, and which
provided an important part of the People of Gariwerd’s diet. Spring was the season of petyan
(wildflowers) when birds laid eggs, snakes and lizards emerge, and the sound of frogs and
insects fill the air.
The first colonists to encounter Gariwerd were the Surveyor-General of New South Wales,
Major Thomas Mitchell and his exploratory party, which included Granville Staplyton, an
Aboriginal guide from Sydney named Piper, a botanist, and various servants. When the party
approached Gariwerd in the winter of 1836, they were entering into an ancient landscape
characterised by the abrupt appearance of a series of ranges rising out of the relatively flat
plains of western Victoria, interrupted only by low rounded (volcanic) hills. These ranges —
Gawa (Mount Difficult Range)57, Worranneyan (Mt William Range)58, Serra Range59, Billawin
(Victoria Range)60 and Burrunj (Black Range, in Black Range State Park)61 to the west — form the
southern extent of the Great Dividing Range and part of the GGL.62 Giving of English names to
these mountains by colonists such as Mitchell was part of the process of colonisation and
dispossession, despite Mitchell’s insistence that he had ‘always gladly adopted [A]boriginal
names and, in the absence of these, [had] endeavoured to find some good reason for the
application of others’.63

55

Clarke et al. 2018.
56 See: Brambuk 2020 for a modern interpretation of the six seasons of Gariwerd.
57

Clark and Heydon 2002, pp. 75: Gawa (big mountain) [Jadawadjali, northern Grampians]

58

Clark and Heydon 2002, p. 242: Worranneyan (no translation) [Giraiwurrung, Ararat]

59

Gunn 1989, p. 8: Judje.gow.er.rer or Wal.to.ktte.

60

Clark and Heydon 2002, p. 226: There are four names for Victoria Range, depending on the feature that
is pointed out (river, camp, etc): Bareng (river) [western Kulin; southern Grampians], Billawin (stomach)
[western Kulin, southern Grampians], Larneyannun (nest/camp of) [Jadawadjali, southern Grampians]
and Weerabberroo (black fish) [western Kulin, northern Grampians]

61

Clark and Heydon 2002, p. 33: Burrunj (darkness) [western Kulin, northern Grampians]

62

Bird and Frankel 2005, p. 4.

63

Mitchell 1836, Vol. 2, July 15.
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2.4 LIVING ON COUNTRY / CARING FOR COUNTRY
These themes are closely related and intertwined and are presented together in the discussion
below. At the time of the invasion of colonial settlers in the mid-1830s, Victoria was home to 38
Aboriginal language groups, each comprised of numerous clans or family groups. The most
recent map of these groups is provided by the Victorian Aboriginal Corporation for Languages
(Figure 2.1). The Greater Gariwerd Landscape was and is the traditional Country of the
Jadawadjali and Djab Wurrung64 Early 19th century documentation suggests that the Jadawadjali
were divided into at least 37 clans and the Djab Wurrung.65 The legacy of early colonialist
observations and policies of removal from Country is that language and clan boundaries are
issues for Traditional Owner groups today which impacts on their ability to satisfy the
conditions imposed by federal and state governments to apply for recognition and rights under
the various legislations – Native Title Act 1998 (Cwlth), Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic),
Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010 (Vic.).
Clark identified five Jadawadjali clans and nine Djab Wurrung clans associated with the ranges.
These groups spoke closely related languages, sharing about 90% of their vocabulary. 66 To them
the Grampians were known as Gariwerd — meaning the nose-like or pointed mountain.67 They
had close ties with their neighbours to the north, east and south through intermarriage, a
common language and shared matrilineal moiety organisation. 68
At the time of colonial settlement, the smallest social unit of Aboriginal society the extended
family unit which comprised small bands of men and women, their sons and unmarried
daughters along with various other relatives who would join the group. Clans were
amalgamations of a number of bands and only people with rights of access (generally acquired
through marriage or descent) were permitted to enter another clan’s territory and use their
resources.69 Territories (band and clan boundaries) were generally defined by rivers and
mountain ranges. People were divided into moieties according to parental bloodlines and a
newborn child was given a totem — a plant or animal species — that connected them to
Country. Djab Wurrung and Jadawadjali people divided themselves into two moieties — the
yellow-tailed black cockatoo and the sulphur-crested cockatoo. Marriages within the same
moiety was forbidden.70

64

For accounts, based on historical sources, of the social, spiritual and economic systems of the
Jadawadjali and Djab Wurrung language groups, see Clark 1995.

65

Clark 1990, pp. 311, 108–109.

66
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Figure 2.1 Aboriginal Languages Map (source: VACL 2016)

The forests, rivers, streams, valleys and wetlands of Gariwerd were abundant with a rich
diversity of plant and food resources that Traditional Owners had been cultivating and
harvesting for millenia. The many waterholes and larger lakes that dotted the plains
surrounding Gariwerd were fringed with reeds, grasses and herbs, providing rich resources,
including diverse birdlife (and their eggs), fish and freshwater crays. Early settlers noted the
large range of plants that were found only at Gariwerd. The pastoral occupation of the area,
which destroyed the native plants on the open grasslands, did not wreak the same damage on
the ecology of Gariwerd proper, and many native plants, with their own cultural uses for food
and medicinal and other cultural purposes, were preserved.
Edible plants in the region included seeds, berries, lilies and tuberous roots such as clematis and
murnong (yam daisy).71 The People of Gariwerd used plants not only for food but for medicine
and for manufacturing tools. Bark from trees was stripped and fashioned into vessels and
shields as well as canoes, and wood was fashioned into spears, spear throwers and spear shafts,
and message sticks. Reeds were used as straws. Limbs of trees were also made into a platform
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extending into rivers and lakes upon which to lie to catch fish.72 The leaves of sedges, rushes
and lilies were woven into baskets, nets and mats, and soaked and beaten to make string.
Campsites were a hive of activity as people went about their daily activities. Animals and plants
were roasted on embers or baked in earth ovens. Like plants, animals were also used for more
than food with all many parts of animals put to good use. Kangaroo sinews were used as ties,
skins of the kangaroo and possum were worked into cloaks and rugs, kangaroo teeth were
fashioned into necklaces, bones were made into tools and worn as personal adornment,
feathers were fashioned into skirts and headdresses, and fat was used to anoint the hair and
body.73. Before leaving a campsite, rubbish was burnt and buried. 74
Although Mitchell was aware of the presence of Aboriginal people, it would appear that he had
very few encounters with them at Gariwerd.75 A rare insight into the daily procurement
activities of the local population was reported by Mitchell after happening upon a discarded
woven basket which contained:
…three snakes; three rats; about two pounds of small fish, like white bait; crayfish; and
a quantity of the small root of the cichoraceous plant tao, usually found growing on the
plains with a bright yellow flower. There were also in the bag various bodkins and
colouring stones, and two mogos or stone hatchets.76
The reminiscences of early settlers and travellers in the 1840s describe various aspects of
Traditional Owner life including reference to their tracks made as they travelled through
Gariwerd.77 There were numerous tracks throughout the ranges and that Mitchell and his party
used some of them to navigate through the landscape. These tracks and pathways would have
been used by groups of Traditional Owners going to important cultural sites and gathering
places. Large groups of local and visiting tribes are known to have gathered at Lake Bolac and
on the Duwul (Mount William) wetlands in late summer to catch the migrating eels. Robinson
describes coming across eel traps near Duwul (Mount William), where he:
…observed an immense piece of ground trenched and banked, resembling the work of
civilised man but which on inspection I found to be the work of Aboriginal natives,
purposely constructed for catching eels… These trenches are hundreds of yards in
length… In single measurement there must have been some thousands of yards of this
trenching and banking… The whole of the water from the mountain rivulet is made to
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pass through this trenching ere it reaches the marsh; it is hardly possible for a single fish
to escape.78
During the late summer migration of kooyang (eels), the Jadawadjali and Djab Wurrung lived in
large semi-permanent camps or villages set up adjacent to channel systems constructed to
catch and feast on kooyang. At these places, people constructed sturdy wuurns (wind resistant
huts) made from strong limbs fashioned into a dome-shape and covered with bark, grass and
earth. Such huts are described as being large enough to comfortably fit a whole family and tall
enough for a person to stand up comfortably.79
In a letter to Governor La Trobe, C.B. Hall describes fish traps in the Grampians time of his
residence, that “had apparently been much more so [abundant], judging from the traces left by
them in the swampy margins of the river. At these places we found many low sod banks
extending across the shallow branches of the river, with apertures at intervals, in which were
placed long, narrow, circular nets (like a large stocking) made of rush-work. Heaps of muscle
shells were also found abounding on the banks, and old mia-mias [huts] where the earth
around was strewed with the balls formed in the mouth when chewing the farinaceous matter
out of the bulrush root.80
Other collective activities took place on the open plains, where women and children in large
numbers would collect murnong, (a particularly favoured plant food) by first burning the grass
to expose the roots before digging them up with digging sticks.81 Men hunted kangaroo and
emu with the aid of their companion dingos, snared birds and other game (often from hides),
and caught fish in nets. At times, large and well organised hunting parties, comprising several
tribes summoned by messengers, would encircle and drive driving herds of kangaroos or
wallabies to a compact area and killed and thus support large gatherings of people.82
Dawson recounts a tradition of fire use related to the Gariwerd area as follows:
…fire, such that could be safely used, belonged exclusively to the crows inhabiting the
[Gariwerd]Grampian Mountains; and, as these crows considered it of great value, they
would not allow other animal [sic] to get a light. However, a little bird called Yuuuloin
keear — ‘fire-tail wren’— observing the crows amusing themselves by throwing
firesticks about, picked up one, and flew away with it. A hawk called Tarrakukk took the
firestick from the wren, and set the whole country on fire. From that time there have
always been fires from which lights could be obtained.”83
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Figure 2.2 Sketch of huts in the Western District, from the notebook of William Thomas (Protector
of Aborigines 1839–49). Source: State Library of Victoria.

Fire was used for many purposes including as a land management tool to assist, for example, in
hunting, and the cultivation of certain plant species. The consequence of thousands of years of
‘fire-stick farming’ was that the vegetation on the ranges and across the plains made the
landscape open and accessible, a situation which changed rapidly following colonial settlement
of the GGL.84 The first squatters to occupy Gariwerd, ever intent on claiming more and more
land for their own material gain, complained about traditional cultural burning of the landscape
to government officials, such as Robinson.85

2.5 SPIRITUAL LIFE
Much of what is discussed elsewhere in section 2, in relation the themes of creating country,
living on and caring for country, cultural renewal, and Gariwerd as a symbolic landscape, should
be considered relevant to this theme also and is not repeated here.
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Traditional Owner have a spiritual connection to the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL), to all
plant and animal species, to the night skies and the wider setting of the mountain ranges;
nature and culture are not separate, but inter-connected and form part of their spiritual life.
The clan system provided rules about relationships with other people and with country. Clans
were required to care for country through regular ceremony and singing the creation of their
country. Movement across the landscape would have been determined, to some extent, by the
spiritual responsibilities of clan.86
The creation of Gariwerd is associated with the story of Bunjil and various specific sites as well
as the night skies have been identified as connected to this story (see Section 2.3). The telling
and retelling of the stories of Bunjil and other creator ancestors would have formed an
important part of storytelling as told through song, dance and ceremony. Storytelling would
have formed ritual, didactic and social purposes, and Brough Smyth recounts how the
storytelling during corroborees included the spectrum from tragedy to comedy.87
Traditional Owners engaged in various ceremonies and ritual to mark the passage of years and
important life events, such as births, initiations/coming of age, marriage, sickness, healing and
death. 88 These are culturally sensitive and specific events which early ethnographers report on
learning about but which few witnessed. Some events involved large clan gatherings of where
marriages were arranged, goods and resources were traded, arguments were settled, and
ceremonies were performed (Morgan 1852: 52). Large gatherings were held at Lake Lonsdale,
and people were summoned to these meetings by message stick or smoke signal.89
Motifs associated with stories and ceremonies occur in the rock art throughout the GGL. A
number of other specific places were identified as being of spiritual importance to the
participants at the Cultural Values Workshop in February: Bunjil’s Shelter, places with motifs
associated with stories and ceremonies, rock shelters with art, Rocklands Reservoir burial site,
Reedy Creek ancestral remains, Lake Lonsdale ceremonial ring, ‘Asses Ears’ stone arrangement,
ochre sources, silhouettes in the landscape. More generically, rock shelters without any
tangible evidence of occupation were noted by participants in the Traditional Owner Cultural
Values Workshop as being of spiritual significance and having a capacity to evoke the presence
of ancestors.
The spiritual importance of the GGL cannot be captured in a few tangible associations but
pervades the area as a whole. At the Cultural Values Workshop in February, participants spoke
about the spiritual significance of the landscape as a place the ancestors walked over; where
their ancestors were buried; a place that heals the spirit and cleanses the soul; where they can
connect with the ancestors; and where remnants of ceremony could still be found. The current
symbolism of the GGL is discussed further in section 2.11.
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2.6 LIVING WITH SETTLERS
At Sydney Cove in 1788, Captain Arthur Phillip declared possession of Australia in the name of
King George III. Unbeknown to the original inhabitants of Australia, they were now British
subjects, subject to and protected by British law. From the outset, there was disparity in the
way in which the law was applied to Aboriginal people compared to the colonial settlers. 90 The
area that later became the Colony of Victoria officially became part of the Colony of NSW in
1836, with the establishment of the Port Phillip District.
The Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate was established by the Governor of New South Wales,
Richard Bourke, in 1838, following a recommendation of a Select Committee of the British
House of Commons in 1837. George Augustus Robinson was appointed Chief Protector in 1839,
and he oversaw four assistant protectors who were appointed to particular regions: William
Thomas to the Melbourne and Westernport regions, James Dredge to the Goulburn region,
Edward Stone Parker to the Loddon or Northwestern District and Charles Wightman Sievwright
to the Western District. Their role was to protect the Aboriginal people in their respective
districts and to minimise conflicts between them and the colonial settlers. 91 From May to
August 1841, Robinson travelled through the Western District from Port Fairy to Melbourne,
travelling through the GGL. Along his way he recorded his observations and encounters with
Traditional Owners of this area.92 He refers to the people living in Gariwerd (Grampians) as
among ‘the best — the most civil, the most industrious and quiet I have met’.93 In July 1841 he
travelled through the Gariwerd area and his journal recounts episodes of shootings by the
settlers and other violence (including sexual violence) against Aboriginal men, women and
children. He quotes Traditional Owners asking why, if the ‘white fellow’ takes the kangaroo,
can’t they take the white fellow’s sheep?
Squatters pushed into the Gariwerd region mainly from the south and the east, bringing with
them thousands of head of sheep and cattle. There was some delay in the settlers’ occupation
of the Gariwerd proper, as squatters preferred to graze their flocks on the rich, well-watered
plains around Gariwerd rather than on the mountains themselves. Some parts of Gariwerd were
avoided altogether by squatters.94 There were obvious risks of losing stock in the rocky and
mountainous landscape of Gariwerd, much of which was not easily accessible. While squatters
were established on the plains on the eastern side of Gariwerd by the early 1840s, there was
also a delay in settlement on the western side, which did not occur until a few years later. 95
By the mid-1840s, the plains on all sides of Gariwerd had been taken up. The pattern of this
invasion followed the main watercourses, the Glenelg, the Wimmera and the Hopkins rivers, as
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well as Mustons Creek and Salt Creek, with squatters taking up prime sites along those rivers.
Rivers were critical for the watering of stock and were also often used as a sheep-wash; this
meant that water quality was soon compromised. The many waterholes and larger lakes that
dotted the plains surrounding Gariwerd were also soon fouled by stock and the larger lakes
were most likely also used for washing sheep (with arsenic a common treatment in the washing
process). Fringed with reeds, grasses and herbs, these freshwater soaks had once provided rich
resources, including diverse birdlife (and their eggs), fish and freshwater crays.

Figure 2.3 Detail from Tyers and Townsend’s Trigonometical Survey of Part of the Country Between
Melbourne and the River Glenelg, February 1840. (Source: Public Record Office Victoria)

In 1846 the NSW colonial government granted pre-emptive rights of 640 acres to eligible
squatters in the Port Phillip District, which established the permanent occupation of homestead
sites. Through subsequent provisions in Victoria’s land legislation, including the selection acts of
the early 1860s, this also set in train the accumulation of vast areas of surrounding land as large
private pastoral estates. The occupation of the area by the squatters caused massive disruption
and upheaval to the lives of the Djab Wurrung and Jadawadjali — not just in reducing
Traditional Owner access to the land and its resources but by bringing disease with them. While
smallpox had spread through western Victoria’s Aboriginal communities prior to its colonial
occupation, colonial settlers in the Gariwerd region introduced other diseases, viruses and
infections, such as bronchitis, measles, scarlet fever, chicken pox, influenza and respiratory
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problems96. Sexual abuse of Aboriginal women by white men of all classes led to outbreaks of
venereal disease, syphilis and gonorrhoea, amongst clans. Local Traditional Owners had no
immunity to these diseases, and the population was decimated. Early nineteenth century
estimates of the Jadawadjali population are 1500–4400, and for the Djab Wurrung 1600–
5000.97 By the mid-19th century, the number of Jadawadjali is estimated to have been 455 and
Djab Wurrung 403.98

Figure 2.4 Extract from Squatting Runs in Victoria by Thomas Ham, 1849. Each open dot represents
the home station or homestead of a pastoral run. (Source: National Library of Australia)

The European settlers also introduced exotic pests and land-use practices that impacted on
indigenous animals and plants. Rabbits, goats, deer, foxes and feral bees severely impacted on
local plant species and their ecosystems. Stock wandered freely over the landscape eating and
trampling on important plant foods, notably murnong and other tubers. Introduced grasses
suffocated native grasses, native orchids, lilies and herbs.99
By the mid-1840s there were almost 300 squatting runs licensed in the Western District,
reaching into the Greater Gariwerd area. In the immediate vicinity of Gariwerd there were 20–
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30 runs.100 To the new arrivals, the land was something apart from them — a commodity, a
means of profit-making, a resource to be bought, sold and used for personal gain. To the People
of Gariwerd the land was part of their identity; they, the land, the water, and everything on it
were interconnected.101 The arrival of the settlers around Gariwerd, as was the case in the rest
of the Port Phillip District, irrevocably changed the lives of the Traditional Owner populations. It
is, therefore, ironic that some Traditional Owners acted as guides to escort the colonists
through their Country. The guides showed the colonists the locations of waterholes, led them
on the most accessible routes, saved their lives by giving them food and water, and brought
them to ‘grazing lands’ which the newcomers took possession of. The new settlers were viewed
as guests in the GGL and, in Aboriginal society where reciprocity was a key element, they would
have been anticipating and expecting positive relations and outcomes in return for these
welcoming gestures.102
The rapid advance of pastoralism through western Victoria also caused the rapid destruction of
the native tubers that had provided the local Traditional Owners with what was one of their
most important food sources.103 Whereas murnong had grown prolifically across the western
plains when settlers had first moved into the area, it was not long before the plant was largely
destroyed by cattle and sheep. Robinson had seen murnong when he travelled through the
Western District in 1841, but this plant had ‘become increasingly unavailable as sheep ate off
the tops and the Aborigines were prevented from burning off which they used to encourage its
growth’.104 By the mid-1840s, this resource had been virtually destroyed. As Richard Broome
explains, the native vegetation was destroyed by ‘the sheep that ate the kangaroo grass and
murnong roots with relish and trampled the watercourses’. 105 By the late 1840s, squatter John
Carfrae, who occupied the ‘Ledcourt’ run in the Wimmera District, observed that a coarse grass
had replaced the ‘natural grass and herbs’.106 On his tour through the Western District in 1857,
Bonwick noted that at Chepstowe, near Ballarat, ‘the myrnongs were devoured by the
sheep’.107 This plant, significant to the diet of the local population, was virtually eradicated
throughout Victoria one season after the arrival of sheep.108
Other traditional food sources were significantly diminished. Kangaroo, which was another
important source of food for the People of Gariwerd and had been plentiful on the surrounding
plains, were slaughtered by the settlers in their thousands (Figure 2.4).109 Traditional Owners
people had little choice but to take sheep as an alternative meat source. Reprisals by settlers for
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‘sheep-stealing’ and other ‘crimes’ against them added to the decimation of the local
population.
While a romantic reminiscence, a painting by von Guerard in 1864 (Figure 2.5) shows the
swamp lands to the east of Mount William, which would have been an area rich in water birds,
kangaroos, emus and other wildlife that the Traditional Owners would have hunted. This area
was settled by the squatters and became part of the expansive farmland on the plains
surrounding the Greater Gariwerd area.

Figure 2.5 Nicholas Chevalier, Mount Abrupt kangaroo hunt, 1865. (Source: State Library Victoria)

In March 1839, following the establishment of the Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, the Chief
Protector, George Augustus Robinson, appointed Charles Wightman Sievwright to oversee the
Western District. This appointment did nothing to stop conflict between Traditional Owners and
the settlers and by the 1840s there began to be systematic killings of Aboriginal people by some
colonial settlers in the region. The killings were carried out by station managers and overseers,
station employees including stockmen and shepherds, as well as squatters and police. The
attitude that led to this situation can be summed up in this personal reflection by a Western
District squatter, Niel Black:
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The best way [to procure a run] is to go outside and take up a new run, provided the
conscience of the party is sufficiently seared to enable him without remorse to
slaughter natives right and left.110

Figure 2.6 Eugene von Guerard, Mount William, 1864. (Source: National Gallery of Victoria)

Robinson was in favour of creating reserves for Traditional Owners in the Gariwerd region in the
1840s.111 However, his pleas to government largely went unheard or were ignored. An
Aboriginal Protectorate station of 100 square miles was established in 1842 at Mount Rouse,
not far south of Gariwerd and within the traditional country of the Djab Wurrung, but this was
short-lived and was closed in 1850.112
Squatters exerted considered pressure on the government in their desire for more and more
land, and their interests ultimately prevailed. By 1849, the Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate
had proved a failure and collapsed and by the 1850s the plains surrounding the Gariwerd ranges
were almost completely in the control of the squatters. A map showing the extent of pastoral
runs in Victoria shows that by 1851 Gariwerd itself has become part of the jigsaw of
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interconnecting pastoral runs, with several runs encroaching on the Gariwerd ranges (see
Figure 2.6).113
Although there were Traditional Owners living (and working) on pastoral stations through the
1850s, many others were living in dire circumstances on the fringes of settlements, with
depleted sources of food and clothing, and reliant on hand-outs. Moravian missionaries who
arrived in the district in the late 1850s proposed an Aboriginal mission at Mount Zero, as one of
three possible locations, but ultimately selected a site at Antwerp, north-west of Gariwerd.114
Colonial government processes, later enshrined in administrative policies, meant that
Traditional Owners lost access to their land and their means of subsistence; the Jadawadjali and
Djab Wurrung were not spared. In less than ten years after colonisation, they found themselves
without access to their traditional living, hunting, ceremonial and ritual places, including in the
GGL. Squatters and pastoralists took ‘ownership’ of the land of the Djab Wurrung and
Jadawadjali and, in doing so, the landscape and ecosystems that the People of Gariwerd relied
upon became irrevocably changed.
In 1860, following the steady decline of the Aboriginal population and the expansion in colonial
settlers, the Victorian colonial government established the Central Board for the Protection of
Aborigines (BPA). The Board oversaw the establishment of missions and reserves throughout
Victoria, none of which were set up in the Gariwerd area. By this time, the numbers of Djab
Wurrung and Jadawadjali were reduced to several hundred people. This was the last decade in
which they held large gatherings and performed religious ceremonies and corroborees on
Country before they were moved to missions and reserves.115 Some continued to live on
pastoral stations, for example at ‘Nareeb Nareeb’, where squatter Charles Gray, a local guardian
and correspondent to the BPA, provided a local clan of the Djab Wurrung with rations. Similarly,
C.M. Officer served as a local guardian at ‘Mount Talbot’ station, to the north-west of
Gariwerd.116 By the 1870s, most of the People of Gariwerd were relocated (both forcibly and
voluntarily) to the reserves at Lake Condah, Ebenezer and Framlingham.
The missions and reserves provided Aboriginal people with food and shelter, but in return they
were expected to become Christian and ‘civilised’, and adopt Western values and customs.
Further injustice was inflicted through the introduction of the Aborigines Protection Act 1869
(Vic.). This Act sanctioned the removal of Aboriginal children from their families and saw those
children adopted or placed in institutions, where they were trained for domestic service or as
farm workers.
In 1879 the Board for the Protection of Aborigines reserved 73 hectares for Traditional Owners
at Dergholm (Jadawadjali Country), but in 1902 this land was returned to the Department of
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Lands. A reservation of 251 hectares was set aside at Tallageira in 1887, and in 1907 it was
revoked on the grounds of population decline.117

Figure 2.7 A.S. Kenyon’s plan of pastoral holdings in Victoria to 1851, published in 1932. (Source:
State Library Victoria) overlain on the Greater Gariwerd Landscape area.

Traditional Owners continued to live on the missions in western Victoria, where they sought,
against the odds, to preserve what they could of their language and culture. Under the
provisions of the Aborigines Protection Act 1886, also known as the ‘Half-caste Act’, many
people were forced to leave the missions and reserves if they were believed to have any
European ancestry. This broke up many families and led to difficulties for Aboriginal people who
117
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subsequently needed housing and employment. By the late 1920s, the Victorian government
had closed the Aboriginal reserves in western Victoria. The remaining residents were moved to
Lake Tyers in Gunai Kurnai country (Gippsland), which was a long way from home. Some of
those who remained on Country near Gariwerd lived impoverished lives in camps and shanty
towns up to the mid-20th century.

2.7 RESISTANCE AND DEFENDING COUNTRY
Aboriginal people have been impacted by the actions and policies of the colonial governments
of NSW (1836–1850) and Victoria (1851–1900) since British colonisation, and subsequently,
from 1901, through the policies of the Victorian State government. Aboriginal history since
British colonial occupation and settlement can be characterised by resistance, persistence, and
cultural survival renewal.118
From 1835, when the first colonial settlers arrived at Port Phillip, Aboriginal people suffered the
dispossession of their Country and countless other injustices and deprivations; not least of
which was the loss of life through resistance to the newcomers. From the beginning, Traditional
Owners people defended their Country. This resistance took the form of targeted attacks on the
new settlers for reasons such as retribution for taking Traditional Owner land, food sources and
women. The resistance waged by Aboriginal people against settlers was particularly fierce in the
Western District.119 As was common elsewhere on the volcanic plains of western Victoria, the
Gunditjmara used rough, rocky country to their strategic and defensive advantage — for
example, at Eumerella Rocks and the Stony Rises.
The Gariwerd area also provided a refuge or base from which the Djab Wurrung and
Jadawadjali mounted raids on the settler’s properties, taking their sheep and cattle to
compensate for their loss of traditional foods.120 Local histories record several cases of this
happening. One account recalls that Traditional Owners on the north side of the ranges would
raid sheep runs in the Wimmera and ‘drove the sheep to hideouts in the rough country
between Mount Zero and Lah-arum’.121 In an account south of the Grampians in the 1840s, the
Djab Wurrung captured more than 100 sheep from Henry Dwyer’s run in the Victoria Valley and
hid them in a sheepyard in the bush 40 miles away, which was guarded by around 30 men. 122
The first synthesis of killings of Aboriginal people by settlers during the early colonisation period
in the Western District was produced in 1995.123 Often referred to as ‘frontier wars’, these
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violent clashes between the traditional population and the early European colonists illustrate
the disparity in the dissemination of justice to the two groups. Traditional Owners were
confronted by the superior weaponry and often set upon in retribution for offences committed
by other bands or clans. This fact was inconsequential to the squatters who often pursued them
with a fervour disproportionate to the crimes committed.124
The Native Police Corps, appointed and based in Melbourne, operated from 1837–38 and then
from 1842 to 1853. The Native Police were responsible for controlling Aboriginal people in the
country districts and tracked those said to have committed crimes against the squatters. On
occasion, the Native Police were instrumental in killing Aboriginal people, such as recorded in at
least one of several recorded massacres in Gariwerd.125 Wettenhall recounts a specific incident
of a dramatic chase of Jadawadjali men — who had taken sheep from the Victoria Valley — over
the Victoria Range to Mt Zero, which ended with the sheep being drowned and several
Jadawadjali men killed.126
Robinson commented on the squatters attacking the camps of the local Aboriginal peoples
‘under pretence of looking for stolen property’ and claims that it was a system that ‘ought not
be tolerated, it is provoking hostility’.127 His sentiments were recognised by some other settlers
who laid the blame for the guerrilla warfare on the provocations of the squatters.128 Dawson
commented that Aboriginal people generally were free from ‘the inclination to vengeance’ and
that the reprisals by local Aboriginal people against the squatters could be viewed as
justifiable.129
As access to resources to sustain themselves diminished, Traditional Owners mounted attacks
on some of the squatters and their stations. The Native Police were often called on to quell such
attacks resulting in them also being responsible for the murder of local Jarwadjali and Djab
Wurrung. Throughout Victoria, Traditional Owners found it difficult to compete against
weapons such as guns, swords, and cutlasses. More sinister perhaps was the lacing of foodstuffs
and blankets with poison — strychnine, arsenic and plaster of paris. In the Gariwerd area
specifically, there were a number of settlers, who were either responsible for or took part in
massacres of the People of Gariwerd (Table 2.3). It is often difficult to determine the precise
location of these massacres as they are referred to in a general area or in relation to a pastoral
run. Figure 2.8 provides a map of specific locations and pastoral runs mentioned.
Despite a reluctance to detail the violence being perpetuated against Traditional Owners by
settler witnesses, many massacres became public knowledge. Survivors often fled to Christian
missions and government-run protectorate stations and recounted their experiences. When
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brought to the attention of the Chief Protector, these accounts were often investigated and
recorded in the Protectorate records. One of the most comprehensive studies on massacres
was undertaken by historian Ian Clark in 1995, who searched contemporary archival material,
used traditional oral histories, analysed secondary source material and investigated place
names which infer a place of killing. In the same year, the Koorie Heritage Trust produced a map
of known massacre sites in Victoria between 1836 and 1853 130.
Recent research undertaken by the University of Newcastle estimates that a total of 54
massacres were perpetrated in Victoria between 1788 and 1930, totalling approximately 1207
victims.131 The Djab Wurrung were victim to at least 35 recorded massacres; for the Jadawadjali
there are at least 17.132 Table 2.3 has been compiled primarily from these three secondary
sources and details massacres recorded within the Greater Gariwerd Landscape boundary area.
Notably Barton Station just to the east of the GGL witnessed.
The Boer War pre-dated the first Defence Act 1903 (Cwlth) which enabled the Commonwealth
Government to call on Australian men to defend their home country (but not go overseas). The
subsequent Defence Act 1909 required all Australian males aged between 18 and 60 years to
perform military service within Australia and its territories. Its caveat was that only men of
‘substantial European origin’ were able to enlist in the armed forces. 133 Despite this, and the
fact that Aboriginal people were not recognised as citizens until 1967, some 500 Aboriginal men
enlisted in World War I.134
In 1917, military regulations were changed to allow ‘half-caste’ men to enlist, but racism
persisted within the military; some Aboriginal men were denied enlistment, while others were
accepted only to be discharged later on racial grounds under the Defence Act 1909. The actual
number of Aboriginal people who enlisted is unknown. However, it is known that, in some
families, multiple generations of men served in different wars. Historian Jessica Horton notes
that ‘joining the military was one of the few actions Aboriginal men living under the Protection
Acts could undertake without asking the Board for the Protection of Aborigines’ permission.’ 135
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Figure 2.8 Location of pastoral runs and general location of sites of massacres referred to in Table
2.3. Reference to locations are generic. The map developed is not GIS referenced or based on more
than high level research. The Chimney Pots site is problematic as it may have been confused with a
site near Wando Vale to the west of Gariwerd (Fighting Hills Massacre), as there is discrepancy in
the sources (Clark 1995, Gardner 2010 and the references in the Gippsland Guardian 6 July 1860 and
Ararat Advertiser June (?) 1860.
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Table 2.3 Traditional Owner massacre locations, perpetrators and numbers of deaths in the Greater
Gariwerd Landscape.
Date: between 01 June and 30 November 1839
Location: Chimney Pots
Traditional Owner deaths: 69
Perpetrators: George Whyte, William Whyte, John Whyte, James Whyte, Daniel Turner, Benjamin
Wardle, William Gillespie, Thomas Shilton, William Fox
One of the party involved in this massacre reported it in the Gippsland Guardian. He described the four
Whyte brothers, two other men and himself shooting down 69 Aboriginal people after pursuing them
for taking about 100 sheep into the Grampians ranges.136
This Date: 1840–1841
Location: Grampians and surrounds
Traditional Owner deaths: at least 9
Perpetrator: J.C. Francis
Robinson was provided with numerous reports of killings of Aboriginal people by Francis. E.S. Parker
(Assistant Protector) provides accounts of these killings from the Pyrenees to the Grampians137
Date: 1840
Location: Grampians
Traditional Owner deaths: 1
Perpetrators: unknown
No further information.138
Date: 1841
Location: Near Lake Lonsdale
Traditional Owner deaths: 20 (Koorie Heritage Trust map)
Perpetrators: Station owners, cooks and shepherds
20 Aboriginal people shot by station owners, cooks and shepherds.139
Date: 1841
Location: Lexington (?)
Traditional Owner deaths: unknown
Perpetrators: Horatio Spencer Wills (Lexington, La Rose, and Mokepilly stations), along with Alfred
Taddy Thompson (who squatted for a time near Mount William), Captain Richard Hanmer Bunbury
(Barton station) and Captain Robert Briggs (Ledcourt station)
Various reports were made to Robinson in July 1841 of previous murders of Aboriginal men and women,
presumably in the vicinity of Lexington. Apart from three known men (Mittecum, Wobburrermin and
Wottecoerrermin and two known women (Coombernin and Inboter), the report states that they shot
‘plenty’ of Aboriginal people.140

University of Newcastle 2020; Gippsland Guardian 1860. This account relies on Gardner 2010. A
discrepancy is noted between this account and Clark 1995 who considers this to relate to the Fighting
Hills Massacre at Wando Vale to the west of the Gariwerd area.
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Table 2.3 (cont.) Traditional Owner massacre locations, perpetrators and numbers of deaths in the
Greater Gariwerd Landscape.
Date: 1841 or early 1842
Location: Lexington, La Rose and Mokepilly stations
Traditional Owner deaths: at least 2
Perpetrators: John Williams, an American in CB Hall’s employ
A youth had informed Assistant Protector E.S. Parker that two Aboriginal men had been shot by a man
named John Williams, an American creole in Hall’s service ‘because they would not give him their
women’. The murder was reportedly committed at some distance from the stations.141
Date: June 1841
Location: Foot of Mount Sturgeon
Traditional Owner deaths: unknown
Perpetrators: Robert W. Knowles, the manager of Dr Robert Martin’s Mount Sturgeon station
Robert W. Knowles told George Robinson that he gone after some Aboriginal people who he thought
had stolen cattle. When he came to their camp there was a clash with Aboriginal men, resulting in
several deaths. Robinson recorded that ‘attacking the camp…under the pretence of looking after stolen
property is a system that ought not to be tolerated, it is provoking hostility and would not be allowed in
civilised society’.142
Date: July 1841
Location: Hall’s outstation, Hall’s Gap
Traditional Owner deaths: 2
Perpetrators: Hall’s hut keeper
Two Aboriginal men were shot by C.B. Hall’s hut keeper in an outstation hut in Hall’s Gap. They were
pushed out of the hut and shot with muskets as they were leaving; their belongings burned.143
Date: July 1841
Location: Near Mount William
Traditional Owner deaths: 1
Perpetrators: Tarenbe/Tanabe (shepherd at Burrumbeep station)
Bood bood yarramin (Poinmoin arrermin), alias ‘Good Morning Bill’, after whom Good Morning Bill
Creek is named, was shot by Tarenbe, near Mount William.144
Date: 12 March 1842
Location: Barton Station
Traditional Owner deaths: 1
Perpetrators: Stock keeper of Captain Richard Bunbury
Assistant Protector ES Parker was informed by Charley, alias “Neptune” an employee of Captain Robert
Briggs’s at Ledcourt station, that one of Captain Richard Bunbury’s stock keepers had killed an Aborigine
named ‘Cockatoo Jack’. Bunbury was at Barton Station on the head of Mount William Creek.145
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Table 2.3 (cont.) Traditional Owner massacre locations, perpetrators and numbers of deaths in the
Greater Gariwerd Landscape.
Date: 06 August 1843
Location: Wannon River / Victoria Range
Traditional Owner deaths: 20
Perpetrators: Captain Dana and Native Police
A group of Aboriginal people attacked the station of a Mr Purbeck (Koroite station on Konongwootong
Creek) and took 180 sheep. Captain HEP Dana, head of a detachment of Native police stationed at
nearby Mount Eckersley, was notified of the alleged attack. He, along with seven native police troopers,
followed the Aboriginal people into the Victoria Range. According to the Port Phillip Gazette, in the
conflict that ensued seven or eight Aboriginal people were shot dead on the spot, and many wounded;
the remainder retreated to the scrub and it is supposed about 20 of them had also been wounded.146
Date: 13 August 1843
Location: near Mount Zero
Traditional Owner deaths: at least 4
Perpetrators: Captain Dana and detachment of Native Police
On 9 August Captain H.E.P. Dana was informed by Henry Dwyer, a squatter at Victoria Valley station on
Dwyers Creek, that Aboriginal people had attacked his station and taken 111 sheep. Dana proceeded to
his station with four of his men and eventually found the tracks of the people, which they followed over
the Victoria Range and across the head of the Glenelg River, through swamps and scrub for four days.
They caught up with them in the mountains about 24 kilometres from Mount Zero. At least four
Aboriginal people were killed before Dana and his men recovered the sheep.147
Date: 15 April 1844
Location: Ledcourt, Benjamin Boyd’s station to the west of Lake Lonsdale
Traditional Owner deaths: 1
Perpetrators: William Ryan, a shepherd in Benjamin Boyd’s employment
William Ryan reported to Assistant Protector E.S. Parker that he had been compelled to fire in defence
of his life and his master’s property.148
Date: May 1844
Location: Grampians Range
Traditional Owner deaths: 2
Perpetrators: unknown
No further information149
Date: 1845
Location: Grampians
Traditional Owner deaths: 1
Perpetrators: unknown
No further information. 150
University of Newcastle 2020, Port Phillip Gazette 1843.
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148 Clark 1995, p. 81.
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Table 2.3 (cont.) Traditional Owner massacre locations, perpetrators and numbers of deaths in the
Greater Gariwerd Landscape.
Date: October 1847
Location: Mount Talbot (just outside the GGL boundary)
Traditional Owner deaths: 1
Perpetrators: John Stockell
Chief Protector George Robinson reported the killing of a ‘domesticated’ youth by John Stokell, the
overseer of a sheep station at Mount Talbot.151

Despite the injustices of the frontier wars, the history of Aboriginal people enlisting for service
to fight alongside other ‘British subjects’ dates back to before Federation — e.g. Aboriginal
people fighting in the Boer War (1899–1902). A stimulus for signing up was a belief, or hope,
that any consequence of military service would be an improvement in the social, political and
economic well-being of Aboriginal people, their families and communities.152
On returning from service, Aboriginal soldiers were denied the privileges afforded their white
counterparts. They were not granted land parcels, they were not granted full citizenship, and
they were still required to live under protectionist legislation that controlled almost every
aspect of their lives. It is remarkable that Aboriginal people went on to enlist during World War
II and in the later conflicts that the Australian Defence Force has been involved in.

2.8 WORK AND LIVELIHOODS
Large gatherings of clan groups provided people with the opportunity to organise marriage
partners and trade special commodities. Wattle gum, prized for its adhesive properties, was
brought into the area from Geelong, volcanic glass was brought from Dunkeld, maleen (tea
tree)153 saplings for making spears came from the Wimmera, and Grass Tree (Xanthorrhoea spp)
for manufacturing light spears and making fire were brought from Cape Otway. Items for
clothing and personal adornment, such as kangaroo and possum skins and fresh-water shells
were also exchanged, as was red ochre, a valuable commodity for painting people, implements
and rock shelter walls.154 As access to and availability of traditional resources diminished,
traditional means of livelihood gave way to working for the colonial settlers.
Throughout the Port Phillip District, Traditional Owners were engaged in various manual
labouring jobs during the early colonial period (late 1830s and 1840s). They were employed in
pastoral work, farming, bark-stripping, labouring and seasonal work. Aboriginal women found
employment as nursemaids and domestic help, and also traded items with settlers, such as
151
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traditional woven baskets and animal skins. Both men and women did seasonal work
harvesting. Men undertook work such as carrying water and chopping wood in return for
food.155
Aboriginal men from western Victoria were employed in the Native Police Corps, which
operated from 1837-39 and then from 1842-1851. The Native Police worked as armed and
mounted troopers under the supervision of white police officers. Their main role was to assist in
‘controlling’ Aboriginal people in regional districts. Other duties included patrolling the
goldfields and searching — as skilled trackers — for escaped prisoners and others lost in the
bush.156 Aboriginal men continued to be employed as trackers, to assist in the search for people
lost in the bush, long after the demise of the Native Police. The best known example was the
widespread search for the Duff children in 1864, who were lost in the brush country near Mt
Arapiles; this culminated in their discovery by tracker Jungunjinanuk (also known as Dick-aDick), who was a Wotjobaluk man.157
Some of the early settlers kept Aboriginal servants who they paid in rations or token wages. The
British Masters and Servants Act was in force at the time but it is unlikely that these servants
had any knowledge of this legislation, or its harsh penalties, which they were subject to. 158 It is
likely that Aboriginal men worked as stockmen and women as domestic help on pastoral
properties in the Greater Griwerd area. For example, Aboriginal people were employed
seasonally by Charles Myles Officer (a member of and a local guardian for the Central Board for
the Protection of Aborigines) at his Mount Talbot station.159 South-east of Gariwerd, pastoralist
Charles Gray employed a clan of the Djab wurrung who lived on their traditional Country at
‘Nareeb Nareeb’ station.160
Aboriginal men were renowned as excellent stockmen and many of the large pastoral
properties in western Victoria in the mid-nineteenth century operated with the skilled
assistance of Aboriginal labour. This was especially the case after the gold rush when labour
became expensive and hard to find and Aboriginal men found employment washing sheep,
ploughing, driving bullock teams and constructing dams.161
Aboriginal stockmen, like many workers, are less visible in the historical records than the men
they worked for, and Aboriginal women are virtually invisible. In general, Aboriginal workers are
mentioned occasionally and by chance, for example in recounting a particular episode such as
that provided by Campbell.
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From the 1850s to the turn of the century, water infrastructure projects and mining and
quarrying industries were active in the Gariwerd area. In 1880 a weir was built on Fyans
Creek162 to provide water to Stawell and in 1887 the first reservoir was constructed at Lake
Wartook to supply the Wimmera Mallee Stock and Domestic Supply System. 163 The desire for
high quality sandstone for building construction in the early years of Melbourne spurred the
quarrying industry, especially at Mud-dadjug (Mount Abrupt) and Gar (Mount Difficult) at
Heatherlie. In 1900, gold was discovered on the eastern side of Mount William.164 Direct
reference from historical sources to Aboriginal people working in these industries in the
Gariwerd area has not been located.
Other industries emerged in the Gariwerd area. Timber mills were built and bark was harvested
for roofing and for use in the leather industry as tannin. Other industries also developed in
response to wartime demands during. Charcoal was burnt to provide an alternative to petrol for
vehicles and firewood was needed for homes and industries in Melbourne.165
From the late 1860s, the ‘Grampians’ was promoted as a place of remarkable scenic beauty. In
1885, a Victorian Railways Tourist Guide marketed the area as a tourist destination from the
mid-1850s describing it as ‘a favourite resort for sportsmen, artists and camping-out parties
who wish to enjoy wild grandeur and lone magnificence of the region’.166 At the turn of the
twentieth century, a local tourist association was formed to renew interest in the area after a
period of local economic decline. In the 1920s the Grampians, as they were then known,
became a popular holiday destination for motorists. Government spending on road making, and
the building of guesthouses and cottages (e.g. Zumstein cottages) along with the keen interest
shown in the area by the Field Naturalists Club of Victoria all combined to kickstart tourism in
Gariwerd and its surrounding area. A 1950s poster highlights the interest in flora, depicting
what looks like murnong in the foreground (Figure 2.7).
The 2003 Grampians National Park Management Plan noted the Gariwerd area contributed
approximately $100 million per annum to the Victorian economy in 1994.167 In July 2017, local
media reported that some 931,000 Australians visited the area in the twelve months up to
March that year.168 Since 1990, this is an industry in which Traditional Owners have been
directly involved through the establishment of Brambuk — The National Park and Cultural
Centre.
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Figure 2.9 Hutchison, Grampians via Stawell, travel poster, c. 1950s.
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The Cultural Values Workshop held in Halls Gap (18–19 February 2020) provided information on
recent work experience in the Gariwerd area. For example, one participant spoke of her brother
working as a stonemason at Jimmy’s Creek in the 1950s. Some Traditional Owner corporation
members have participated in survey work as part of the preparation of Cultural Heritage
Management Plan (e.g. Bellfield pipeline project). For one participant, her first visit to Gariwerd
was as a field survey participant in the Parks Victoria Environmental Assessments of Climbing
Sites Outside Special Protection Areas undertaken as one of the linked projects to the
development of the Draft Management Plan. Others have previously worked as park rangers in
the area.
Traditional Owners also engaged in numerous social and interactive activities across the
landscape. In 1881, up to 100 Aboriginal youth were sometimes involved in a football game in
the Western District. This involved two sides (teams) tossing and kicking a ball, made of possum
skin stuffed with pounded charcoal and held together with kangaroo sinew. The side that kicked
the ball the furthest and most often was deemed the winner. The person who kicked the ball
the highest was awarded the privilege of burying it until the next game. Dawson noted the
similarity of this game to the ‘white man’s game of football’. 169 They kicked the ball with the
instep of their bare feet and leapt high into the air to retrieve it. Tom Wills, who founded the
‘Australian Rules’ code of football in 1858, was the son of pastoralist Horatio Wills of Lexington
station in Gariwerd. Wills witnessed this game being played as a young boy and played it with
the local Aboriginal boys. He went on to coach the first Australian Aboriginal Cricket team,
comprised solely of Aboriginal men from the Western District who toured England in 1867.170
In Brough Smyth’s general commentary on the activities of Traditional Owners in Victoria, he
states that the girls and women also played a ball game whereby they threw the ball back and
forth to each other. He also describes children amusing themselves by getting together and
beating possum-skin rugs and chanting or singing, imitating women who perform in
corroborees.171 The Djab Wurrung and Jadawadjali likely played all the games described by
Dawson — including wrestling, and a range of throwing games, using spears, toy
boomerangs172, rushes, fern stalks and other objects.173 He describes the setting on fire of the
toy boomerangs at night — effectively creating fireworks. By the 1860s, many Aboriginal people
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were working on pastoral stations and playing cricket with other station hands, as well as more
formally as part of local cricket clubs.174
Traditional songs and music were enjoyed by Traditional Owners as part of ceremony but also
would have been enjoyed in non-ceremonial pastimes. In July 1841, while in the Gariwerd area,
Robinson recorded hearing music being played by his Aboriginal companion which he likened to
the soft music of an Aeolian harp. He described the instrument being used as a slender twig,
three feet long, stripped of its outer bark which he waved to and for in the air to create a soft
sound.175
Another pastime was to imitate hunting an emu by stalking a feather. 176 Brough Smyth noted
the enthusiasm for storytelling around campfires are other recreational and social activities,
which were common to all Traditional Owners in Victoria. It is likely these and other activities
described by Brough Smyth were part of the recreational, amusement and social activities of
the Jadawadjali and Djab Wurrung people.
In the Western District, young Aboriginal girls were seen to play with wooden figures. These
were covered with possum skin and had a little basket attached to the back, perhaps in
imitation of a mother carrying a baby.177 Aboriginal children also liked to play at pretending to
hunt using toy spears, and held mini corroborees.178 Young girls engaged in dancing, particularly
in spring and autumn, adorned with bracelets and coronets of wildflowers. Storytelling around a
campfire was another social activity known from Brough Smyth’s descriptions of Aboriginal
people in Victoria. It is likely that these and other activities described in his account were part of
the ceremonial and social activities of the Jadawadjali and Djab Wurrung peoples.
More recent recreational experience of the Gariwerd area was discussed at the Cultural Values
Workshop. Some of the participants recalled fond memories of camping at Gariwerd — specific
sites such as Wartook, Lake Bellfield, Borough Huts — and places to visit such as Elephant Rock,
the Mermaid, Reed Lookout, and the Pinnacle. They recalled that they could see the stories in
the landscape — for example, the landscape feature where the Bram-bram-bult brothers laid
down and the ‘baby in the rock-wall’ behind Brambuk. Creation story locations and places
where there is evidence of their ancestors camping hold great significance for Traditional
Owners. These are places where care is needed in terms of visitor kinds of behaviours, including
with artefacts. Some Traditional Owners expressed concern for the unknown consequences of
actions such as touching stone artefacts.
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The now disbanded Rock Art Collective (part of the South West Cultural Heritage Program) used
to meet every few months and visit different art sites in the GGL. There was discussion at the
workshop that this group could be re-established. The Budja Budja Aboriginal Cooperative
Women’s Group visits various places around Budja Budja (Halls Gap) in order to be together on
Country. Places of particular importance to this group were noted as including:
• Venus Baths Waterholes — a place of peace and a location that the women can go with their
children
• Boronia Peak — a place that feels ‘spiritual and connected’
• Reed Lookout
• MacKenzie Falls.

2.9 CULTURAL RENEWAL AND STRENGTHENING
Our identity and culture are intrinsic to who we are… It is important that we cherish and
nurture all aspects of our lands, water and heritage in order to preserve the strength
and resilience of our peoples.179
Despite dispossession and removal from Country, government policies of assimilation, forced
removal of children, banning of language, control over movement and employment, Aboriginal
culture has endured and continues to be part of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL).
Cultural heritage protection in Victoria commenced with the introduction of the Archaeological
and Aboriginal Relics Preservation Act 1972 (Vic.). This was superseded by the Aboriginal
Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.)180. This later Act reflected a distinct shift in government policy,
including consultation with Traditional Owners during its preparation (and subsequent
amendment in 2016). The 2006 Act provided Traditional Owners with legislative ownership of
all ancestral remains and secret or sacred objects in Victoria. It established a system of
Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) to enable legislative control and management of cultural
heritage in their defined geographic regions. The Act also establishes the Victorian Aboriginal
Heritage Council, made up entirely of Traditional Owners, granting them specific statutory
responsibilities. Currently, only an area to the northwest and a narrow area of land to the
southeast of the GGL are covered by Registered Aboriginal Parties (BGLC and EMAC
respectively, see Figure 1.2). This means that for the bulk of the GGL, decisions under the Act
about the management and protection of cultural heritage are made by the Secretary of the
Department of Premier and Cabinet. While this current state of play means that Traditional
Owner groups do not reap the full economic benefits of managing their cultural heritage within
the GGL, they are engaged in the preparation of Cultural Heritage Management Plans which
includes ‘consultation’ regarding the management of their cultural heritage and employment in
field work (survey and archaeological excavation).
Complementing the preservation of cultural heritage through Victoria’s legislation was the
passing of the National Parks Act 1975 (Vic.). The Grampians National Park was declared in
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1984. In 1989, historian Ian D. Clark sourced historical and ethnographic accounts to develop an
inventory of Aboriginal place names in the Grampians National Park and its surrounds.181 The
park was temporarily renamed the Grampians/Gariwerd National Park in 1991 but, after a
change of government, reverted to the Grampians National Park. In 1995, the then Minister for
Tourism, Steve Crabb, recommended dual naming of the Park, but it was another three years
before this was sanctioned by the State government. Today, Parks Victoria adopts dual naming
of features in the Gariwerd (Grampians) National Park based on Jadawadjali and Djab Wurrung
names.182 The to-ing and fro-ing about the name of this significant cultural landscape is a
significant issue for its Traditional Owners. From discussions with at the Cultural Values
Workshop, dual naming (or changing to Aboriginal language names) was supported — with the
proviso from Traditional Owners that names need to be fully researched in consultation with
the relevant Traditional Owners.
Cultural renewal is also about Traditional Owner groups having their sites recognised as
belonging to their culture and traditional knowledge. A stark example of cultural heritage being
denied is the debate over the Aboriginal authenticity of the paintings in Bunjil’s shelter that
ensued following its presentation to the general public by the Field Naturalists Club of Victoria
in 1957. After decades of debate as to whether the painting was of Aboriginal or European
origin, it was struck off the Victorian Aboriginal Survey Register in 1980. By 1983, its
authenticity as an Aboriginal site was confirmed and it is currently listed on the Victorian
Aboriginal Heritage Register.
One of the most significant examples of a cultural heritage initiative in the GGL was the
establishment of Brambuk — The National Park and Cultural Centre in 1990, which occupies a
prize-winning complex at Halls Gap. Wettenhall expresses the feelings of many Traditional
Owners when he states that the Centre ‘stands as testimony to the survival of Aboriginal or
Koori culture in the wake of European invasion’.
Our community was instrumental in the establishment of Brambuk – a cultural centre
that has been operating for two decades and which provides employment, training and
cultural heritage services to our people, as well as education for the broader
community. Our citizens still regularly go to Gariwerd – meeting with family or camping
in Rocklands Reservoir.183
The Centre’s education officers teach culture and run guided tours for visitors. Cultural heritage
officers work with Parks Victoria and Aboriginal Victoria staff protect and conserve the cultural
heritage of the area. Importantly, the staff ensure cultural heritage knowledge is documented
and shared appropriately.184 For some Traditional Owners at the Cultural Values Workshop,
Brambuk provides a safe place and a sense of belonging. Others expressed the view that there
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was, at times, culturally inappropriate activity, and wanted to see more local and relevant
produce and objects offered for sale. In early 2020, Parks Victoria announced that the current
operator’s permit for Brambuk will expire on 30 June 2020, and that Parks Victoria will
‘temporarily manage the centre while future business development options are explored
through a Strategic Partnership Committee of Traditional Owner corporations’ (i.e. EMAC, BGLC
and GMTOAC).185
Participants at the Cultural Values Workshop (February 2020) also spoke fondly of a four-day
Tanderrum festival / ceremony that was held in Gariwerd in the early 1990s. Tanderrum is
recognised as an important historical and cultural event that Traditional Owners expressed
interest in renewing in the area.

2.10 SELF-DETERMINATION AND LAND JUSTICE
Aboriginal people were denied civil liberties and any form of reparation for the loss of their
land. The disproportionate incarceration of Aboriginal people compared with the rest of the
Victorian population that exists today has its roots in these systems that, on the one hand,
ensured the survival of Traditional Owners but, on the other, facilitated the near destruction of
their language, culture and independence.
Traditional Owners in Victoria have long challenged unjust government policies. They have
protested for the right to be granted citizenship and the right to vote, which was granted in
1967 and, in Victoria they won the first major land rights case in 1971. Following the Mabo
decision in Queensland in 1992, the Federal government passed native title legislation in 1993;
Victoria introduced an alternative to the federal process in 2010 through the introduction of the
Traditional Owner Settlement Act. The latter allows Traditional Owner groups and the State
government to make agreements that recognise Traditional Owner’s relationship to land and
negotiate for certain rights on Crown land.
In seeking land justice, the Gariwerd Native Title Group — representing members of the
Gunditjmara People, the Eastern Maar People and the Wotjobaluk (Wotjabuluk, Jaadwa,
Jadawadjali, Wergaia, Jupagalk) People — filed a Native Title determination application in the
Federal Court of Australia on 26 May 2016. This application was in respect of the land and
waters of an area of approximately 1,708 square kilometres of land and waters within the
Gariwerd area that is commensurate with the Gariwerd/Grampians National Park and Crown
Lands (Figure 1.3). The claim related to the State of Victoria wanting to extinguish native title in
Gariwerd as part of the planning process for the Grampians Peaks Trail Project. The Native Title
process required that a single entity proceed with the claim. This would have required the
establishment of a single incorporated body representing the three Traditional Owner
corporations and all other Traditional Owner claimants to successfully register a claim and for
the Victorian Government to progress a Recognition and Settlement Agreement. At this time
Parks Victoria Media Release 3 February 2020
https://www.parks.vic.gov.au/news/2020/02/02/23/58/traditional-owners-and-parks-victoria-toconsider-future-management-for-brambuk
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this was not possible and the claim was subsequently withdrawn. The Native Title application
was formally dismissed on 18 June 2019. The current journey to partnership between
Traditional Owners and Parks Victoria is a consequence of the deferred outcome of formal
recognition.
In December 2018, an Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA) was registered between the State
of Victoria and six individuals on behalf of themselves and the Gariwerd People (i.e.
representing the three corporations — GMTOAC, EMAC and BGLC). The ILUA protects these
three Traditional Owners groups from extinguishment of Native Title for any future acts (public
works) undertaken by Parks Victoria that would otherwise cause extinguishment to occur under
the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth).
Under current state government legislation, joint management is tied to having a recognition
and Settlement Agreement (RSA) between a Traditional Owner Group Entity (TOGE) and the
State. Where no RSA or native title determination exists, TOGE status can also be achieved by
gazettal from the Victorian Attorney-General. For joint management arrangements to be
established over Gariwerd, the Attorney-General would need to gazette a (single) Traditional
Owner entity that nominates all the participating Traditional Owner groups. Once gazetted, that
entity becomes the TOGE that nominates Traditional Owners representatives to participate on a
Traditional Owner Land Management Board.186 Joint management is the aspiration of Parks
Victoria and the assertion of Traditional Owner groups and, in the belief that this will happen in
the future, the three Traditional Owners corporations are in partnership with Parks Victoria in
the development of a Draft Management Plan for the GGL. A view from Traditional Owners
from the Cultural Values Workshop is that this involvement must be as inherent rights-holders
not stakeholders.
In 2006, Victorian introduced the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
2006. Section 19 of this Act recognises that Aboriginal people hold distinct cultural rights,
including the right to:
• enjoy their identity and culture
• maintain and use their language
• maintain their kinship ties
• maintain their distinctive spiritual, material and economic relationship with the land and
waters and other resources with which they have a connection under traditional laws and
customs.
Acknowledgment of Traditional Owners and Welcome to Country are ways of showing respect
to Traditional Owners and acknowledging their continuing connection to the land and waters of
Victoria. A Welcome to Country is a cultural and spiritual protocol that is embedded in
Traditional Owners obligations to look after Country. It is a Traditional Owners responsibility to
welcome visitors onto Country and there is a reciprocal expectation that visitors will show
respect for that Country. A Welcome to Country can take many forms; including singing,
dancing, a smoking ceremony and/or a speech in traditional language and/or English. In 2007,
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the Brumby government introduced a policy whereby ministers and public servants made an
Acknowledgment of Country at events and functions but this policy position was overturned by
the Liberal/National coalition government under Ted Baillieu in June 2011.187 The current state
government position is that it supports Welcomes to Country and Acknowledgments of
Traditional Owners as part of the process of reconciliation and healing188. Currently, all state
and local government events, and many in the private sector, begin with such an
acknowledgement. A Welcome to Country ceremony is performed by Traditional Owners for
people visiting their Country. In Victoria, where there is a Registered Aboriginal Party, elders
from those organisations are now regularly invited to open public events — government and
private sector — with a Welcome to Country.
The first recorded Welcome to Country occurred in Perth in 1976.189 Since then they have
become commonplace across much of Australia. These ceremonies vary from speeches of
welcome to traditional dance and smoking ceremonies. In Victoria, the state government
recommends that a Welcome to Country ceremony is organised for major public events, forums
and functions in locations where Traditional Owners have been formally recognised (i.e. under
the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006, the Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010, or the Native Title
Act (Cwlth) 1993). A welcoming ceremony is also appropriate if an event, meeting or other
gathering, has broad impact on, or is significant to, Aboriginal people.190
Brambuk — The National Park and Cultural Centre is a place of cultural significance and where
government and public events and meetings are regularly held. It is currently located within an
area that does not have a Registered Aboriginal Party thus protocols for Acknowledgment of
Country and Welcome to Country. This is an issue that came up at the Cultural Values
Workshop which will need further discussions with Traditional Owners and Parks Victoria to
develop appropriate protocols and guidelines.
In 2016, the Victorian government made a commitment to Aboriginal self-determination and
acknowledged that Victorian Traditional Owners are best placed to make decisions about what
is best for them to meet their social, cultural and economic needs. Self-determination is now
enshrined in Victorian legislation. It recognises that Aboriginal people should have selfdetermination to enable them to overcome the legacy of colonisation and dispossession.
Treaties are a self-determining right and provide an opportunity to recognise the wrongs of the
past and support reconciliation. In February 2016, at self-determination forum, the Victorian
Aboriginal community continued calls for treaty in Victoria as necessary for promoting
Aboriginal self-determination. As a result, the Premier made a public commitment to exploring
developing a treaty. In early 2016, the Victorian government embarked on a process for Treaty
which commenced with widespread consultation with Victorian Traditional Owners, the
establishment of a Treaty Commission and a Treaty Commissioner, and the launch of a public
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education process through the Deadly Questions campaign. The Commissioner’s role was to set
the framework for an Aboriginal Representative Body (the First People’s Assembly). The
Assembly is now established and is made up of 32 Victorian Traditional Owners – 11 designated
(Registered Aboriginal Party) seats and 21 elected representatives. In August 2018, the
Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act 2018 (Treaty Act) became law. This
Act represents a landmark in Australian history as the first piece of Treaty-related legislation.
Under this Act, the Assembly is working in partnership with the State to set up an independent
Treaty Authority, a self-determination fund and a Treaty negotiation framework.191

2.11 GARIWERD AS A SYMBOLIC LANDSCAPE
This theme captures the current views of the GGL landscape as expressed by Traditional Owners
at the Cultural Values Workshop. A particular sentiment expressed was that the whole
Gariwerd landscape is important and sacred as somewhere the Ancestors walked. For some
being at the rock shelters was described as experiencing restful places that hold memories. One
participant said that visiting Bundaleer Shelter ‘made her feel physically calm and her soul calm’
with a sense or feeling for the presence of the ancestors and their activities. Another said that
sitting in a shelter can enable an experience of connecting to past ancestors.
A general theme from the workshop was that the whole of the Greater Gariwerd landscape is
symbolic, that the ancestors walked across it everywhere not just where there is tangible
evidence; their stories are embedded in the landscape (see section 2.3, 2.11). It is also
embedded in the night skies above Gariwerd (see Section 2.3).
A feeling that came through strongly was that Gariwerd was a place of healing and spiritual
renewal; a place that reconnects the body, soul and mind, and connecting Aboriginal and nonAboriginal people. It is somewhere that allows Traditional Owners to reconnect with Country
and that they would benefit from having opportunities for Tanderrum and other cultural
gatherings.
One participant summed this sentiment up explaining that Gariwerd is ‘a beating heart of
Aboriginal spirituality’.
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3.0 Places
3.1 WHAT ARE ABORIGINAL PLACES?
Aboriginal cultural heritage means Aboriginal places, Aboriginal objects and Aboriginal
human remains. — Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.) (Part 1, Section 4)
... an Aboriginal place is an area in Victoria or the coastal waters of Victoria that is of
cultural heritage significance to Aboriginal people generally or a particular group or
community of Aboriginal people of Victoria. — Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.)
(Part 1, Section 5[1])
(1) … Aboriginal intangible heritage means any knowledge of or expression of
Aboriginal tradition, other than Aboriginal cultural heritage, and includes oral
traditions, performing arts, stories, rituals, festivals, social practices, craft, visual
arts, and environmental and ecological knowledge, but does not include anything
that is widely known to the public.
(2) … Aboriginal intangible heritage also includes any intellectual creation or innovation
based on or derived from anything referred to in (1) above. — Aboriginal Heritage
Act 2006 (Vic.) (Part 5A, Section 79B).

The definitions above are established in Victoria’s Aboriginal Heritage Act (2006), an Act that
provides protection for Aboriginal cultural heritage and Aboriginal intangible heritage in
Victoria. These meanings are used in this report. However, and at the request of the three
Traditional Owner corporations, we use ‘cultural place’ rather than ‘Aboriginal place’ (except
where referencing the Victorian legislation), ‘Traditional Owner heritage’ and ‘Traditional
Owner culture and heritage’ rather than ‘Aboriginal cultural heritage’, and ‘Traditional Owner
intangible heritage’ rather than ‘Aboriginal intangible heritage’. The reason for not using
‘Aboriginal’ in these phrases is to avoid the impression that First Nations culture is the same
across all of Australia (see ‘Terms’ at the front of this report). Rather ‘Traditional Owner’ and
‘People of Gariwerd’ are used to emphasise the distinctive nature of the culture and heritage
associated with Gariwerd.
The focus of this part of the report is on known cultural places, including the physical evidence
of past occupation and settlement of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL) (occupation/living
places, scarred trees, rock art, quarries, landscape features, etc.) and the stories and cultural
knowledge associated with such places (i.e. Traditional Owner intangible heritage).192
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It is important to note that tangible (or material) heritage and intangible heritage are not
‘separate’ categories of heritage, although often treated as such,193 but rather deeply
interconnected dimensions of each and every Aboriginal place. For example, the painting of the
creation ancestor Bunjil at Bunjil’s Shelter is powerfully and inseparably connected to the
account of how Bunjil created the world as well as to Bunjil’s worldly form — an eagle — and
Bunjil’s existence as the star known to Western astronomy as Altair.194 Furthermore, the
painted image of Bunjil is simultaneously a tangible motif and the product of an intangible
cultural practice. It is important to note that intellectual property applies to both tangible and
intangible heritage, although in practice this is a complex matter (see points made in Section 7
of this report).
Cultural places are identified through four main sources:
• Places identified through Traditional Owner cultural knowledge and memory. Typically,
Traditional Owner knowledge is a mix of present-day information (e.g. places associated
with recent meetings and gatherings), historical experience (e.g. the location of massacre
sites) and ‘deep-time’ memory (e.g. oral transmission of past geological and climatic events,
which may extend back tens of thousands of years195).
• Places that represent Traditional Owner experience and sense of the landscape. Traditional
Owners also build knowledge through experiences that can enable them to ‘read’ the
landscape. This is particularly the case for Traditional Owners who live on Country (e.g. at
Halls Gap), been employed on Country (e.g. by Parks Victoria) or worked on Country as
community representatives on cultural heritage field surveys (e.g. assessing Aboriginal
cultural values of rock climbing sites196). This experience can inform an ability to read the
landscape — e.g. reflect on where ancestors might have walked, travelled and lived,
recognise parts of the landscape associated with past uses (e.g. harvesting plant foods), and
develop an innate, often emotional, sense of the presence of ancestors at some places (e.g.
rock shelters) and through some objects (e.g. stone artefacts).197
• Places identified from historical sources. These are places identified from historical archives,
including diaries, journals, letters, newspapers and photographs (Section 2.1). Such sources
are usually based on information either provided to colonists by Aboriginal people or
observations by colonists of the activities and practices of Aboriginal people. The reliability
of historical sources can vary considerably (i.e. the ways in which colonists documented
information) and should be assessed in collaboration with Traditional Owners.
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• Places identified through archaeological field surveys. Cultural places containing physical
evidence for past presence and activities of Traditional Owners are frequently identified and
documented as part of archaeological field surveys. The types of material evidence located
can include stone artefacts, stone quarries, ochre sources, rock art, grinding grooves, stone
arrangements and hearths, as well as landscape features such as scarred trees, mounds,
aquaculture channels and fish traps.
The types of cultural places in the GGL are outlined below. They are grouped in two ways.
• Places known through traditional and current knowledge and experience, and places
identified from historical sources (Section 3.2)
• Places documented as a result of archaeological field surveys (Section 3.3).
Table 3.3 provides a summary of places in relation to the Traditional Owner themes identified in
Part 2. Section 3.5 considers the range of cultural places that have not been documented, either
because they have not been located or because they may relate to sensitive and restricted
knowledge held only by Traditional Owners.
These place lists are not exhaustive and could be expanded with a dedicated historical research
project.

3.2 KNOWN PLACES — TRADITIONAL / HISTORICAL /
CURRENT
This section is concerned with those cultural places identified through Traditional Owner
cultural knowledge, experience and memory, as well as from historical sources. It identifies a
range of cultural places by theme and provides examples of such places (Table 3.3). It should be
noted that the information is incomplete and there is no attempt to list every place associated
with each theme (e.g. not all places of frontier violence are identified, though there is
substantial information on this topic available through historical sources and Aboriginal oral
tradition — as outlined in Section 2.7 and Table 2.3). To identify all such places will require
considerably more work with Traditional Owners in addition to further historical research.

3.2.1 Cultural places connected to creation stories
For Traditional Owners of the GGL, all of the landscape is part of one or more creation stories
(see ‘Creation ancestors’ listed at the start of this report). Bunjil is recognised as the ‘Great
Ancestor Spirit’ for all parts of the GGL and beyond.198 The stories of Bunjil tell of how he
created Country, including all people, plants and animals. A primary cultural place associated
with Bunjil is Bunjil’s Shelter, which contains a painted image of Bunjil and two accompanying
dingoes. The place is associated with initiation ceremonies 199 and, as noted at the Traditional
Owner Cultural Values Workshop, is associated with a nearby women’s place. Bunjil is also
associated with a place at Buurrung (Black Range State Park) where he encountered Bunyip;
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and another place — the Bomoma Range — which takes the physical form of Bunjil, and is a
place where he rested.
Bunjil appointed the Bram-bram-bult brothers ‘to bring order to the new world; to name the
animals and creatures, to make the languages and give the laws.’200 The brothers are associated
with silhouettes or outlines visible on the skyline of parts of the Mount William and Mount
Difficult ranges. The brothers were responsible for spearing and killing Tchingal, a ferocious
Emu who lived on the flesh of people and animals. Landscape features associated with the
stories of Tchingal include Barigar (Rose’s Gap) and Jananginj Njaui (Victoria Gap).
There are many rich and powerful stories associated with the GGL, of which those referenced
above are shortened examples. Some of the cultural places and landscape features associated
with these stories are identified in Table 3.3. It should be noted that the while the locations of
many of these places are known, the exact ‘boundaries’ are not well defined and therefore
require further discussion with Traditional Owners. In many cases, these places may not have
precise or exact boundaries (e.g. Jananginj Njaui / Victoria Gap). In addition, some parts of the
landscape may have generic associations or ways of talking about the landscape, such as Emu
Country, White Corella Country and Dingo Country.201

3.2.2 Cultural places associated with traditional, pre-contact lives
Aboriginal people have been present in the GGL from at least 22,000 years ago. It is an area
where many people have lived for more than 1,100 generations.202 Throughout this time, there
have been considerable climatic, environmental and ecological changes. Past lives, social
structures and economic practices were not always the same over this 22,000-year period, but
changed and adapted as a response to these. This has meant that some aspects of modern
Traditional Owner lives have deep time histories (e.g. knowledge of plant and animal species)
while some are the result of change and adaption by Traditional Owners (e.g. cultivating plants
such as murnong [yam daisy, Microseris lanceolata] and aquatic animals such as kooyang
[short-finned eel, Anguilla australis]) and others are comparatively recent (e.g. the Tanderrum
event held at Halls Gap in the early 1990s).
In this section, the emphasis is on cultural places associated with the period immediately prior
to and during colonial invasion and settlement (i.e. early- to mid-19th century) that have
enduring and continuing meanings to Traditional Owners in the present day, and that are
known through the historical record and from current traditional knowledge. Deeper-time
cultural places that have been identified through archaeological investigations are discussed in
Section 3.3.
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As is the case with most human societies, knowledge and experience underpinned Traditional
Owner culture in the GGL. While this knowledge related to creator ancestors and the making of
the landscape (Section 3.2.1), it also related to an intimate knowledge of climatic features,
environmental events, landscape character and changing position of star constellations
throughout the year as illustrated, for example, by the six distinct seasons recognised in the
Gariwerd yearly cycle (Section 2.4).203
Knowledge of the seasons and their cycles underpinned hunting, plant food cultivation,
aquaculture and the timings of gatherings and ceremonies. Traditional Owner knowledge of
seasons illustrates the complex associations between cultural places and knowledge of plant
and animal species, climate and the guidance provided by stars. For example, March to June
(Autumn) is the season of sunrises, native honey bees and flocking birds, when the land starts
to cool after the heat of summer.
Traditional owner knowledge of GGL is also illustrated by the extensive open plains where
murnong was cultivated204 and the extensive channels, weirs and traps that are evidence of
kooyang aquaculture. The area around Duwil (Mount William) was described by George
Augustus Robinson in 1841 as comprising extensive ‘trenches’, ‘for the purpose of catching
eels’, covering an area of ‘at least 15 acres’ and associated with ‘large ovens or mounds’.205 The
mounds are evidence of Aboriginal occupation and settlement over a long period of time.

3.2.3 Cultural places associated with post-contact lives
During the 1830s-1840s, the Traditional Owners of Gariwerd experienced huge impacts
associated with introduced diseases and conflict with colonial settlers. This section identifies
Aboriginal places associated with locations where Traditional Owners and colonists
encountered one another — sometimes in friendship and sometimes in conflict. This period
includes places where Traditional Owners were attacked, including massacre sites, as well as
isolated pastoral properties which were attacked by Traditional Owners and from which sheep
were taken. Generally, the precise locations of such places of encounter and conflict are not
well documented (however, see Table 2.3).
From the 1840s, the numbers of Traditional Owners of the GGL declined considerably. Surviving
men and women increasingly occupied ‘fringe camps’ on pastoral properties and on the edges
(or fringes) of newly established small towns. Some Traditional Owners took up work as
stockmen and domestics, and undertook seasonal casual work on properties or in towns.
Traditional Owners continued traditional games and increasingly participated in sport with the
colonists (e.g. cricket; Section 2.8). Increasingly, Traditional Owners who passed away were
buried in local cemeteries or on pastoral properties. Again, there is limited information about
where such places were located.
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From the 1870s, Traditional Owners with associations to Gariwerd were increasingly moved —
voluntarily and by force — to missions and reserves, though none of these were located within
the GGL (Section 2.6). For almost the next 100 years from this time, governments and religious
institutions controlled Traditional Owners’ lives and, thus, opportunities to return to Gariwerd
became increasingly difficult and challenging.

3.2.4 Cultural places associated with continuing cultural renewal, cultural
strengthening, self-determination and land justice
We’re still living the culture, still passing on knowledge.206
The period from the 1950s saw the progressive closure of missions and reserves and the
‘assimilation’ of Traditional Owners into non-Aboriginal society (Sections 2.6-2.8). Some
Traditional Owner families returned to live on Country and participated in the life of local towns
(e.g. Halls Gap) through work, religion and government systems of housing, justice, medicine
and education (represented, for example, by places such as residences, court houses, jails,
hospitals, orphanages and schools). There is limited information on such mid- to late- 20th
century associations.207
Increasingly from the 1970s, Traditional Owners became politically active and pressed for land
rights, land ownership and land return. This period also saw the establishment of Aboriginal
organisations such as land councils, Aboriginal health centres and community centres
associated with cultural heritage management.
For example, the Budja Budja Aboriginal Cooperative208, located at Halls Gap, was established
by Tim Chatfield in 1999 — in Country shared by Djab Wurrung and Jadawadjali Traditional
Owners. The Cooperative delivers a range of cultural, medical, health and wellbeing services to
both the local Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal community. The purpose-built facility at 20-22
Grampians Road, Halls Gap, is an example of a cultural place associated with selfdetermination. In 2014, Budja Budja Aboriginal Cooperative expanded its services to establish
the first permanent pharmacy in Halls Gap, located at the Stoney Creek shops.
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build an Aboriginal Historic Places Register. However, this Register no longer exists — although some
information from it was migrated into ACHRIS. Aboriginal historic places are defined as: ‘A location that
is important because of its associations with, and cultural significance to, Aboriginal people.’ Aboriginal
Victoria. ‘Fact Sheet: Aboriginal Historic Places’, https://www.aboriginalvictoria.vic.gov.au/fact-sheetaboriginal-historical-places .

208

The Victorian Archaeological and Aboriginal Relics Preservation Act 1972 did not provide for any
legislative powers to co-ops. Co-ops were granted decision-making authority under the Commonwealth
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984 following an appeal to the Hawke
government when an attempt to change the Victorian legislation to allow for this failed. While they
were given statutory powers they were not provided with funding; funding went to five regional support
centres set up around Victoria who employed Aboriginal Cultural Heritage staff. Both staff of the reginal
centres and co-ops could become Inspectors under the Archaeological and Aboriginal Relics
Preservation Act 1972 (pers.com. D.Rose and H. Webber 3 June 2020).
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Brambuk — The National Park and Cultural Centre is an example of a cultural place associated
with continued cultural renewal, cultural strengthening and self-determination.
Kooris regard the location of Brambuk… as a special place. They believe that the outline
of Bunjil, lying on his back, can be seen in the rock formations of the ranges to the east
of the cultural centre. The undulating roof-line makes reference to both Gariwerd’s
peaks and the shape of the Djab wurrung’s and Jadawadjali’s totemic symbol, the
cockatoo.209
Brambuk was designed by architect Greg Burgess, drawing design inspiration from workshops
held with Aboriginal community members who had links to Gariwerd. Elements from each of
the communities are incorporated into Brambuk’s design — e.g. mud bricks relating to
Ebenezer Mission, timber poles symbolic of Framlingham forest and stone walls referencing the
stone fish traps and stone huts of Tae Rak (Lake Condah). The northern gallery space is in the
shape of a whale and the pathway connecting the three levels of the building evokes a kooyang
(eel) — the whale and eel representing coastal and inland food resources respectively.210
The centre also provides a ceremonial space for Traditional Owners with the large fire pit area
used for welcomes, healing and cleansing rituals (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Brambuk ceremonial space: Welcome ceremony undertaken as part of the Traditional
Owner Cultural Values Workshop, 18 February 2020. (Credit: J Hackel, Parks Victoria February 2020).

209

Wettenhall 2018, p. 69.

210

Wetherall 2018, pp. 69–71.
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Brambuk is also home to a collection of artefacts that are currently managed by Parks Victoria.
The collection has recently been added to the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register but the
details of the collection are yet to be recorded. It is likely that documentation relevant to the
collection may be held by Gariwerd Enterprises. The origin of these artefacts in this collection is
unknown therefore interrogation of associated archive material is critical to understanding this.
It is anticipated that the full recording of this collection will be done with assistance from
Aboriginal Victoria. 211

3.3 KNOWN PLACES — ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD SURVEYS
This section provides an overview of nearly 50 years of archaeological investigations
undertaken to identify and document cultural places, and their intangible associations, across
the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL). The archaeological investigations comprise research
studies and impact assessment projects — though these are typically overlapping fields, rather
than distinct and separate. The source of information for this section includes published sources
(particularly those overviews of the archaeology of Gariwerd by archaeologists Caroline Bird
and David Frankel212) and unpublished reports — in particular, reports and maps provided by
Aboriginal Victoria.
Archaeology is the study of the ancient and recent human past through documenting, analysing
and interpreting material remains (e.g. stone artefacts, quarries, rock art, marked trees,
remains of plant and animal resources) and their place in the broader social and physical
landscape. ‘Indigenous archaeology’ is recognised as a distinct sub-field of the broader
discipline of archaeology. Indigenous archaeology has a strong emphasis on ethical working
practices and collaboration with Aboriginal communities and includes community engagement,
field survey, excavation, analysis, interpretation, and heritage management.213 Indigenous
archaeology is always linked to contemporary cultural concerns (e.g. the history, meanings and
interpretations of past Aboriginal occupation of Australia and rights to Country and heritage).
Finally, it should be noted that archaeological methods are one approach used to find and
document cultural places, while Traditional Owner knowledge is based on other ways of
knowing and understanding the landscape.
An overview of the findings of archaeological investigations across the GGL is provided in
Appendix 2.

3.3.1 Categories of cultural places identified through archaeological survey
This section describes different categories of cultural places identified through archaeological
survey and their distribution across the GGL (Tables 3.1 and 3.2; Figure 3.1). Such places
typically contain objects (e.g. stone artefacts, hearths and painted rock images) and include
human-created landscape features (e.g. mounds, channels and modified trees). Some objects
211

Pers. Com. Emmanuel Cahill, Parks Victoria 22 May 2020

212

Bird and Frankel 2005; Frankel and Bird 2013.

213

Phillips and Allen 2010.
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and landscape features have intangible cultural associations (e.g. painted images associated
with creation stories; remains of historical places where Traditional Owners are known to have
worked); such associations have been noted in Section 3.2 and are listed in Table 3.3.
The GGL contains 474 registered Aboriginal places (comprising 587 features) on the Victorian
Aboriginal Heritage Register (VAHR) as at 27 May 2020 (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1), with 277
Aboriginal places located within parks and reserves.214 Places are continually added to the
VAHR: for example, as part of the 2019/2020 Parks Victoria project to identify cultural places
and cultural values in climbing areas within the Grampians National Park, 125 climbing areas
were inspected.215 The survey resulted in 37 previously undocumented cultural places being
identified — 23 stone quarries, four rock shelter deposits, three potential archaeological
deposits, three artefact scatters, three rock wells and one ochre source (Table 3.1).216 A further
survey specific to rock art sites in the Special Protection Areas (SPAs) within the Gariwerd
(Grampians) National Park resulted in two previously unrecorded art sites being located and, in
addition, image-enhancement technology enabled the identification of additional art at known
sites.217
As illustrated in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1, stone artefact scatters, most of which are low density
with small numbers of artefacts, dominate the documented cultural places in the GGL, making
up almost half (47.2%) of all the VAHR recorded cultural places. Shelters with painted (pigment)
rock art are the next most common component, with 132 places comprising 22.5% of all
recorded places.218 Scarred trees, mounds, stone quarries and hearths are the next most
common place types. The GGL contains relatively few recorded examples of burials, stone
grinding ‘patches’, ochre sources, rock wells and fish traps. It should be noted that the extent of
archaeological survey has been relatively limited across the GGL (discussed in Section 3.5), and
therefore these numbers probably represent a fraction of the number of cultural places that
actually exist.
Table 3.1 also shows the number of places / features throughout the GGL separated into Parks
Victoria managed land and other land. Of the 587 places / features across the GGL, 327 (55.7%)
are located within parks and reserves managed by Parks Victoria.
Table 3.2 describes the different kind of cultural objects, features and places that have been
located and recorded as part of archaeological investigations. These are typically objects or
214

The difference between the numbers of ‘places’ and ‘features’ is that a registered place may consist of
more than one feature (e.g. an art site with stone artefacts; or a stone artefact scatter and a scarred
tree).

215

This figure represents 44% of known climbing areas in the Grampians National Park. Martin in prep.

216

Martin, in prep. At 27 May 2020, records on these cultural places had not been added to the Victorian
Aboriginal Heritage Register.

217

Gunn (2020, p.9) notes that these discoveries ‘highlight that much of the Park has yet to be
comprehensively surveyed for rock art and other cultural sites. As a result, all areas in the Park
proposed for development (for rock climbing or other) must be preceded by an adequate survey for
cultural sites.’

218

This number represents more than 60% of the state’s rock art sites (Parks Victoria 2003).
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features that can be observed in the landscape, such as stone artefacts, rock art, scarred trees
and so forth. It should be noted that these objects can provide information on the ways in
which a cultural place was used and for how long. For example, stone quarries are places where
stone was obtained to manufacture stone artefacts; the presence of stone artefacts can
indicate locations where tools were manufactured, where hunting, foraging or resource
processing activities took place, and/or where short or long-term campsites or ‘villages’ were
occupied by family groups or larger clan groups; and mounds are evidence of intensive
occupation and resource preparation and consumption.

Table 3.1 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: categories and numbers of cultural places and features.

Place / Feature

VAHR number *
Land managed
by PV

Other
land

New places /
GGL total Features**

% of GGL
Total

Art site

124

8

132

2

22.5

Artefact scatter

113

91

204

3

34.8

Burial

0

3

3

0

0.5

Hearth

1

25

26

0

4.4

Grinding grooves **

0

2

2

0

0.3

Object collection

6

5

11

0

1.9

Quarry - Ochre

1

0

1

0

0.2

Quarry - Stone

24

7

31

23

5.3

Low density artefact
scatter

36

37

73

0

12.4

Mound

2

35

37

0

6.3

Fish trap (aquaculture
channel)

0

1

1

0

0.2

Scarred (modified) tree

15

44

59

0

10.1

Shell Midden

2

0

2

0

0.3

Soil Deposit

1

0

1

4

0.2

Soil Feature

0

1

1

Stone arrangement

1

1

2

0

0.3

Water source (rock well)

1

0

1

3

0.2

327

260

587

35

TOTAL

0.2

100

Source: Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register, 27 May 2020.
* Aboriginal places features listed on the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register at 27 May 2020.
** Additional cultural places identified by Martin (in prep.) and Gunn (2020). The numbers do
not include three potential archaeological deposits.
*** Grinding ‘patches’ situated on a rock outcrop in the Lake Wartook area (Gunn 2020).
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Some cultural places, including mounds and rock shelters, contain accumulated evidence of
many years of Traditional Owner occupation and settlement. Archaeological excavation is a
method of systematically removing and documenting built-up sediments to investigate the
history of occupation of, and activities that have taken place at, a cultural place. Within the
GGL, excavations have been undertaken at several rock shelters, including: Drual, Billimina,
Manja and Jananginj Njaui in the northern part of the Victoria Range; Mugadgadjin in the Black
Range State Park; and Mount Talbot.219 Drual has the earliest evidence of human presence in
the region, with radiocarbon dates of more than 22,000 years ago, meaning the shelter was
occupied during the last Ice Age, which was at it coldest from 24,000 to 18,000 years ago.
Aboriginal people were using Billimina Shelter prior to 11,000 years ago; while Mount Talbot
and Mugadgadjin shelters show evidence of occupation from around 5,000 years ago. 220
Together with Traditional Owner knowledge and environmental evidence, the information from
excavated and dated occupation deposits supports the work of understanding the Aboriginal
history of the GGL over tens of thousands of years.
Finally, the kinds of objects, features and places that can be identified through archaeological
survey masks the full range of cultural places associated with the GGL. For example, such places
do not represent places documented in the historical record that were only used once or shortterm: examples include bird and kangaroo catching hides, holes dug to trap emus,221 platforms
of branches extending over waterways to catch fish,222 or the extensive areas cultivated for
particular plant resources (Section 3.2.2). Additionally, there are many material culture objects,
including baskets, spears, nets, and clothing and ornamentation items, held in various
collections in the area (e.g. Dunkeld Museum), state repositories (e.g. Museum of Victoria), and
overseas institutions. The ‘object collections’ listed in Table 3.1 include collections of wooden
objects recovered in recent decades from the ground surface of rock shelters in the GGL.223

219

Bird and Frankel 2005; Frankel and Bird 2013.

220

Frankel and Bird 2013, pp. 69–72.

221

Wettenhall 2019, p.40; Dawson 1881, pp.89–91.

222

Dawson 1881, pp. 22, 55, 95.

223

See Gunn 2009.
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Gariwerd (Grampians)
National Park

Figure 3.1 Distribution of cultural places in the Greater Gariwerd Landscape that are registered on
the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register (VAHR). Note that the categories of cultural places are
those used in the VAHR. Source: Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Information System (ACHRIS),
Aboriginal Victoria. (Figures showing specific cultural places are provided in Appendix 3.)
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Table 3.2 Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL): Aboriginal objects, cultural places and features, their
distribution and heritage values, and key threats.

Description

Distribution

Aboriginal cultural
and scientific values

Threats 224

Aboriginal burials, and
the places of burials,
have a particular
significance for
Traditional Owners and
provide important
physical and spiritual
connections with the
land, culture and their
past. Burials provide an
important link to the
ancestral past, for they
are physical evidence of
a set of spiritual beliefs
that extend over many
thousands of years.
Burials can provide
information about past
ways of life, including
diet, health,
population, economy
and social structures.

Sediment erosion;
land uses that cause
surface and subsurface ground
disturbance; inability
of most people to
recognise human
ancestral remains;
inadequate
information on the
landforms most likely
to contain burials in
the GGL.

Stone tools have
cultural significance
because of their
association with
ancestors and places.
For some Aboriginal
people this significance
can have a spiritual
dimension. Stone tools
are of scientific
significance for their
capacities to
understand past human
history.

Stone artefacts are
one of the most
resilient categories of
cultural material.
Nonetheless, the
threats to find
locations (including
in open areas and
rock shelters)
include: sediment
erosion; land uses
that cause surface
and sub-surface
ground disturbance;
feral animal digging

Attribute/Feature: Burial or Burial Marker
Aboriginal burial sites
are identified
through the presence
of ancestral remains,
Traditional Owner
knowledge, and/or
features, such as rock
cairns. The burial
practices of the Djab
wurrung appear to
have been varied and
included burial,
cremation, leaving
the body on the
ground or placing it in
a tree.225

Three burials (ancestral
remains) have been
registered for the GGL. One
of these was excavated
prior to the inundation of
the Rocklands Reservoir
(about 1974). The burial
contained a male buried in a
flexed position, and
associated with nearby
‘canoe’ trees.226 Another
record is for human teeth,
located on a rise adjoining
Reedy Lake, and associated
with hearths and
artefacts.227 A third
recorded site, marked by
two rectangular stone
features, is thought to be
post-contact Aboriginal
graves.228

Attribute/Feature: Stone Artefact
Stone artefacts are
humanly modified
objects that are
typically associated
with hunting,
foraging and food
processing activities.
They are produced by
flaking (e.g. tools
such as scrapers and
blades) as well as
polishing by grinding
(e.g. ground-edge
axes).

Stone artefacts are the most
frequently occurring
evidence of past Traditional
Owner activities in the GGL.
They occur throughout area,
in both open locations and
rock shelters/caves; and in
both surface and buried
contexts. While most stone
artefact scatters are
typically small in number,
they can also comprise large
assemblages spread over a
considerable area (e.g.
settlement locations at Lake
Wartook and Barri yalug

See Section 5.0 – Threats. Those threats listed in this table are particular to the relevant attributes /
features.

224

Clark 1990, p. 9.
ACHRIS Site Card: 7323-0124 Rocklands Dam Burial.
227 ACHRIS Site Card: 7323-0056 Reedy Lake 1.
228 ACHRIS Site Card: 7423-0472 Millears 1.
225
226
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Description

Distribution

Aboriginal cultural
and scientific values

Threats 224
(e.g. pigs and goats)

[Fyans Creek]).229
Attribute/Feature: Quarry
Procurement or
source location for
raw stone materials
suitable for the
manufacture of stone
tools; as well as ochre
(pigment) sources.

54 stone quarry sites have
been documented within
the GGL. They include
individual quarried slabs,
worked rock faces in
shelters and larger worked
layers within rock
escarpments. A greenstone
quarry is known beside the
Hopkins River. Most quartz
stone artefacts originate
from dispersed pebbles,
rather than focussed stone
quarry sites. One ochre
source has been
documented – within a rock
shelter.

As for stone artefacts
since most quarries
contain stone artefacts.
In addition, quarries
have cultural and
scientific values related
to understanding lithic
technologies and the
movement and trade of
stone and ochre.

Quarried rock faces
are generally
resilient, though can
be threatened by
industrial rock
quarrying and land
use activities that
impact on rock
outcrops. Threats
may include impacts
associated with rock
climbing, including
use of chalk and
bolts, and direct
climbing contact.

The pigment art of the
GGL is of high or
‘elevated’ cultural
significance to
Traditional Owners.
Some motifs are
associated with stories
(e.g., Bunjil) and all art
has important cultural
meanings.
The art has high
scientific value for its
abilities to understand
social and belief
systems and the
chronology of past
Aboriginal occupation.
The art also has high
public and educational
values, as
demonstrated by public
access to some
shelters.230

Natural and culturally
exacerbated
processes of rock
shelter wall erosion
(e.g. goats);
bushfires; visitor
impacts (e.g.
touching; use of
shelters for camping;
vandalism). Rock
shelters are prone to
impacts associated
with rock climbing
and unauthorised
visitation.

Attribute/Feature: Rock Art
Visual images created
on rock surfaces – in
rock shelters, caves
and open rock
platforms. Includes
images created using
pigments (ochre) and
charcoal (paintings,
drawings and
stencils) and
engraved images
created by pecking,
pounding, abrasion
and/or scratching.

132 rock art locations have
been documented for the
GGL. All documented art
comprises paintings,
drawings and hand stencils
and all art is located within
rock shelters/caves. No
engraved art has been
documented in the GGL.

Note that the ACHRIS distribution map for stone artefacts (Appendix 3) is a product of where
archaeologists have recorded places rather than necessarily an accurate representation of their
distribution. In general, stone artefacts are found in all parts of the landscape.

229

Seven rock art shelters within the GGL are open and accessible to the public: Bunjils Shelter, Gulgurn
Manja Shelter, Gnamadjidj, Mugadgadjin, Burrunj, Billimina and Manja. (Wettenhall 2019, pp.7, 51-68)

230
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Description

Distribution

Aboriginal cultural
and scientific values

Threats 224

Rock shelters can have
high cultural values
associated with art and
ceremony, past
occupation, quarrying,
for the views that they
offer and for particular
feelings that they
invoke for Traditional
Owners.231 Rock
shelters without
tangible evidence of
occupation or use are
likely to be of
importance to
Traditional Owners.

See ‘Rock Art’ and
‘Quarry’ above for
the range of threats
to rock shelters. Feral
goats are a current
concern – they rub
art motifs and disturb
floor deposits.

Attribute/Feature: Rock Shelter
Overhang or small
cave located in cliff
face, rock outcrop or
large boulder. Rock
shelters will typically
range from small
spaces to extensive
sites with evidence of
occupation (including
hearths and ceiling
smoke stains), art
and quarrying.

Rock shelters in the GGL are
most associated with the
presence of rock art.
However, some shelters
have not been painted and
may contain evidence of
past occupation (e.g. stone
artefacts, quarries). Some
shelters may contain no
tangible evidence of past
use. The majority of rock
shelters (particularly those
without tangible heritage),
remain undocumented and
unmapped.

Attribute/Feature: Grinding Groove (also termed ‘Stone Feature’ in VHR)
Grooves formed by
rubbing stone, wood,
or bone on a rock
surface as part of
implement
manufacture or resharpening; and by
grinding on rock
surfaces as part of
food processing.

Two grinding groove
locations have been
documented within the
GGL, both in the Lake
Wartook area.232 These are
associated with food
processing (e.g. seed
grinding) rather than
polishing of tools (which is
the more commonly used
meaning of grinding
groove). No evidence for
polishing tools has been
identified in the study area.

Grinding patches, such
as those recorded, are
significant as evidence
of food processing. This
attribute is rare in the
GGL.

Relatively resilient
form of cultural
heritage. Subject to
natural and culturally
exacerbated forms of
rock surface erosion
(including through
water inundation), as
well as damage by
heavy machinery.

Attribute/Feature: Stone arrangement (also termed ‘Stone Feature’ in VHR)
Humanly arranged
stones or rocks used
to form patterns
(e.g., lines, circles) as
well as cairns (piles),
sometimes in
complex groups.
Stone arrangements
may be associated
with ceremonial

Two stone arrangements
have been documented in
the GGL. The ‘Asses Ears’
arrangement is situated on
a granite rock platform and
consists of 88 stones in an
oval layout over an area of
8m x 2m. Four collapsed
nearby stone mounds may
be associated with the

No information on the
cultural values of these
stone arrangements
was provided at the
Traditional Owner
Cultural Values
Workshop.
Nevertheless, they can
be assumed to have
cultural, historical and

Relatively ‘fragile’
form of cultural
heritage, typically
threatened by
removal of stones
(deliberate or
incidental) and land
use activities that
impact on land
surfaces, including

The ‘feelings’, both positive and uncomfortable, experienced in rock shelters was a value stated by
participants at the Aboriginal Cultural Values Workshop.
232 Gunn 1998. ‘The grinding grooves are formed on exposed bedrock and are … part of the Lake Wartook
site complex. Another set of grinding grooves, without an associated artefact scatter, is also located in
the Lake Wartook area and comprises four grinding patches and a grinding stone.’ (Williamson and
Barker 2018, p. 58)
231
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Description

Distribution

Aboriginal cultural
and scientific values

Threats 224

activities, creation
stories and /or
directional/territorial
markers or to
protect/mark burials.

arrangement.233 A second
recorded site comprises two
rectangular arrangements
that are thought to
represent post-contact
Aboriginal graves.234

scientific values. The
Asses Ears arrangement
may have had a
ceremonial function.

use of heavy
machinery.

Attribute/Feature: Fish Trap / Aquaculture Channel (also termed ‘Stone Feature’ in VAHR)
Constructed stone or
brush weir, walled
enclosure, channel or
modified pond
designed to capture
fish, including
kooyang (eel).
Typically situated
along watercourses
or the edges of lakes
or wetlands.

A channel (or ‘ditch’) has
been recorded at the foot of
the Mount William Range –
on the eastern boundary of
the GGL (The Morass Fish
Trap).235 It extends for
150m and is 2m wide.
Elizabeth Williams
concluded that Mt William
aquaculture system may be
buried under outwash from
early 19th century gold
mining.236

The complex
aquaculture system
observed by George
Augustus Robinson in
1841 is an important
area to Aboriginal
custodians, despite
being extensively
damaged and largely
destroyed. The channel
has potential to
understand past
aquaculture practices.

Wood structures
rarely survive. For
stone structures, as
for Stone
Arrangement. For cut
channels, threats
include land use
activities that impact
on land surfaces. The
recorded channel has
been impacted by
past gold mining
activities.

Attribute/Feature: Mound (also termed ‘Earth Feature’ in VHR)
Habitation sites
where people lived
seasonally over long
periods of time. They
comprise artificial,
raised earth
platforms; and may
incorporate evidence
of cooking (hearth,
oven, clay or stone
heat retainers), stone
working and plant
processing, as well as
human burials.

Approximately 35 mounds
have been documented on
the plains east of the
Grampians (Gariwerd)
National Park – between
Lake Lonsdale and Pomonal.
Some mounds occur in
groups or complexes, while
others occur as isolated
features. These mounds
offer opportunities to
examine past economic,
technological and social
relationships between
people living on the plains
environments and the
adjacent ranges in the past.

Mounds are of high
cultural significance to
Traditional Owners as
indicators of past
settlement and life
ways; as well as for
their potential to
contain burials. They
are of scientific
significance for the
information they can
shed on past resource
use, settlement
patterns and dating of
the sites.

Natural and culturally
exacerbated forms of
erosion. Land
clearing and
agricultural and
pastoral activities are
also threats to
mounds remaining
relatively intact, with
fencing being one
form of protection
against such threats.

While hearths have
cultural and scientific
values, they tend to be
poorly conserved

Due to their fragile
nature, heaths are
readily impacted by
erosion and land uses

Attribute/Feature: Hearth
A fireplace or oven
represented by
concentrations of
charcoal, ash and/or

26 hearths have been
documented within the
GGL. These are
concentrated in two

ACHRIS Site Card: 7323-0288 Asses Ears Stone Arrangement.
ACHRIS Site Card: 7423-0472 Millears 1.
235 ACHRIS Site Card: 7423-0531 The Morass Fish Trap.
236 Williams 1988. The area of the Mount William channels and traps is the subject of a current PhD
research project by Ane van der Walt.
233
234
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Description

Distribution

Aboriginal cultural
and scientific values

Threats 224

hearth stones or
discoloured/burnt
earth or other
materials - such as
bone, shell and heattreated stone
fragments.

locations: Lake Wartook and
Rocklands Reservoir. One of
the Lake Wartook hearths is
dated to approximately
4,000 years old.237 A
number of hearths are also
known from within
excavated shelters (e.g.
Billimina Shelter).

because of their fragile
nature. Nevertheless,
they have cultural value
to Traditional Owners
and scientific
importance for dating
past occupation and
understanding past
resource use.

(e.g. land clearance,
agriculture, visitor
treadage, etc.) that
impact on ground
surfaces and subsurface sediments.

Attribute/Feature: Scarred (Modified or Marked) Tree
Trees with evidence
of scarring (indicating
the removal of
wood/bark for
manufacture of
shields, containers,
shelters, etc.) or
other modifications
(e.g., cutting toeholds
in trunks to hunt
possum). Includes
traditional, postcontact and
contemporary
examples.

59 modified or scarred trees
have been documented
within the GGL. They are
typically associated with
mature native trees,
especially box and red gum
that occur along major
rivers, around lakes and
wetlands and on flood
plains. The number of
documented scarred trees
lost to wildfire and natural
attrition is unknown.238

Marked trees are
culturally significant
because they provide
tangible links between
Traditional Owners,
their culture and their
past. They provide
evidence of the use of
wood for
manufacturing material
culture items (see
‘object collection’
below) and for the use
of certain species of
plant resources.

Natural processes
associated with the
condition and aging
of trees. Bushfires
are a significant
threat to survival; as
is land clearing.

The values of each
collection will vary, and
should be assessed on
an individual basis. The
wooden artefacts from
Cultivation Creek
represent a rare
example of postcontact use of
rockshelters within the
GGL.

Generally limited
threats where
collections are stored
in ways that meet
contemporary
museum storage
standards. It can be
expected that there
will be increasing
demands from
Traditional Owners
to return such

Attribute/Feature: Object collection
Collection of cultural
objects (stone and
wooden artefacts,
excavated
assemblages)
resulting from
surface survey
collections,
excavations and/or in
Museum collections.

Collections of cultural
objects from the GGL are
held by a number of
institutions (e.g., Melbourne
Museum, Dunkeld
Museum239) and private
collections. Eleven ‘object
collections’ are recorded in
the VAHR.240 The collections
include wooden artefacts
from three shelters near
Cultivation Creek in the
northern part of Billawin

Gunn 2003.
See Gunn 2009, p.23 on the high incidence of bushfires across the Gariwerd area over the last 60
years.
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The Dunkeld Museum holds 13 Aboriginal cultural items, including shields, spears, boomerangs, spear
throwers, clubs and a carved stone implement. (Williamson and Barker 2018, p. 40).
240 The names of the registered collections are: Heard Collection 2; Heard Collection 3; Rudolf 1; Cave of
Hands Manja; Emus Foot Shelter Jananginj Njaui; Cooinda Track 1; Bargundidj LDAD 2; Cultivation Creek
1; and Matterhorn Shelter.
239
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Description

Distribution

Aboriginal cultural
and scientific values

Threats 224
objects to Country.

(Victoria Range).241
Attribute/Feature: Aboriginal Resource and Gathering
Wild resource places
where foods,
medicines, and
materials are
gathered, collected,
or hunted. Includes
use of fire and
agricultural
techniques to modify
vegetation and
landscapes and
promote
regeneration and
production of target
species.

Plant and animal resources
used by Traditional Owners
are found through all parts
of the GGL.242 Evidence for
use of such resources is
based on Traditional Owner
knowledge and evidence
recovered from
archaeological excavations
(e.g. emu eggshell,
freshwater mussel,
kangaroo bone, pollen,
etc.).

Some resource places
continue to be used to
obtain foods, medicines
and materials for
making wooden tools
and baskets. Key
cultural species (e.g.
totems) are of high
cultural significance to
Traditional Owners.

Land clearance;
biodiversity decline
generally; climate
change; inadequate
knowledge of species
use, species
distribution and
vulnerability.

Rock wells, whether
natural or culturally
modified, are of high
cultural significance as
indicators of past
Traditional Owner
occupation and water
management.

As for ‘Quarry’
attribute where
water source is
associated with rock
platforms and
outcrops.

Stories and the places
associated with them
have a high cultural
significance to
Traditional Owners,
and in particular those
places associated with
totemic species and the
actions of creation
ancestors.

Story places vary in
size and thus the
threats are variable.
Threats can be
include industrial
quarrying and the
construction of
infrastructure that
disrupts the integrity
of skylines.

Attribute/Feature: Water source
Natural or humanmade or modified
cavity, well or
depression from
which fresh water
could be obtained
(e.g. rock well)

Four rock wells have been
documented in the GGL – in
the Grampians National
Park and the Black Range
Scenic Reserve. Water
sources associated with
rock shelters are noted by
Gunn.243

Attribute/Feature: Indigenous Story Place
Places of cultural,
spiritual, historic and
or contemporary
significance to
Traditional Owners.
They may be
associated with deep
time or modern
history and typically
relate to landscape
features and rock art.

While not recorded as a
form of cultural place in the
Victorian heritage system,
there are many places in the
GGL associated with
Traditional Owner
stories.244 Some of these
stories have the potential to
be listed as ‘intangible
heritage’ under the
Aboriginal Heritage Act
2006 (Vic.).

Gunn 2009. Gunn concluded that the wooden artefacts are post-contact objects associated with the
preparation of possum skins.
242 See: Zola, N. and Gott, B. 1992. Koori Plants, Koori People: Traditional Aboriginal food, fibre and
healing plants of Victoria. Melbourne, Koorie Heritage Trust.
241

243
244
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Gunn 1983.
See: Parks Victoria 2019, pp. 70-115.
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Description

Distribution

Aboriginal cultural
and scientific values

Threats 245

Attribute/Feature: Potential Archaeological Deposit (PAD)
Location likely to
contain sub-surface
artefacts or other
cultural materials,
typically within
relatively
undisturbed
landforms. Often
identified as areas of
‘archaeological
sensitivity’.

While this form of
archaeological place is not
typically documented in
Victoria, nevertheless there
are many places that have
the potential to contain
buried Aboriginal cultural
materials throughout the
GGL. These will include both
rock shelter and open
situations. Identification of
past occupation or use is
reliant on sub-surface
investigation.

Potentially as for ‘Stone
Artefacts’, but
dependent on
demonstrating the
presence of cultural
materials.

Inadequate
knowledge of local
and regional
archaeology and
predictive models of
sensitive landforms.
Any disturbance,
including
archaeological
excavation, to rock
shelter floor
deposits.

See Section 5.0 – Threats. Those threats listed in this table are particular to the relevant attributes /
features.

245
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3.4 ABORIGINAL PLACES AND HISTORICAL THEMES
One of the tasks of the Traditional Owner Cultural Values project is to develop a framework of
themes, linking the history and knowledge of the three Traditional Owner corporations to the
landscape. The project developed an initial framework of themes related to local Aboriginal
history, from creation times to the present (Table 2.1).
Following the Traditional Owner Cultural Values Workshop with Aboriginal community
representatives in February 2020, examples of known places have been added to help illustrate
each theme, including places drawn from the archaeological and historical evidence (Table 3.3).

Table 3.3 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Themes, related stories and cultural places.

Creating Country
This theme relates to the making of Gariwerd by Aboriginal creation ancestors
as illustrated by creation stories.
Stories
• Story of Bunjil

Cultural places
• Bunjil’s Shelter *

• Story of Bram-bram-bult brothers
• Story of Tchingal the Emu

• Associated Aboriginal women’s place*
• Bunjil jumps from Duwil*

• Giant Kangaroo and Duan
• Waa the Crow

• Bunjil encounters Bunyip*
• Bunjil’s resting place (Bomoma Range)*
• Mountain-top silhouettes*

 Sky Country: Stories associated with
stars

• Barigar (Roses Gap) *
• Jananginj Njaui (Victoria Gap)*
• Large tree climbed by Bunya to avoid Tchingal*
• Blood marks the course of Barringi Gadjin (Wimmera
River)*
• Creation of Barringi Gadjin (Wimmera River)*
• Moora Moora Swamp (totem place for Waa)*
• Waa Cave at Buurrung (Black Range, in Black Range
State Park)*

(* indicates a place referred to at the GGL Traditional Owner Cultural Values Workshop)
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Table 3.3 (cont.) Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Themes, related stories and cultural places.

Living on Country
This theme describes the ways in which Aboriginal peoples settled and occupied Gariwerd for more
than 22,000 years and how they used its resource-rich landscapes.
Stories
• First peoples
• Aquaculture
• Plant cultivation
• Material culture
• Travelling routes246
• Extensive settlement and gathering
places
• Astronomy / Sky Country

Cultural places
• Drual and Billimina rock shelters
• Foot of Duwul (Mt William) — Kooyang (eel)
channels, traps and associated oven mounds; an
aquaculture landscape*
• Murnong (yam daisy) ‘fields’
• Wooden objects collected from Cultivation Creek
shelters and other locations
• Travelling route - Halls Gap area (1940s)247
• (Lake) Wartook wetland occupation site*
• (Lake) Lonsdale wetland occupation site*
• Reedy Lake occupation site
• Mura Mura (Mount Zero), where the Seven Sisters
constellation appears above the ground*

Caring for Country
This theme explores the ways in which Aboriginal peoples managed the landscape and adapted to
changing climate and environments over a long period of time
Stories
• Six seasons


Managing resources

• Passing on knowledge
• Managing the landscape / fire-stick
farming

Aboriginal places
• Plains (Murnong harvesting areas)
• Waterways*
• Lake Lonsdale and surrounds*
• Aboriginal tracks (roads and highways now in use)*
• Wartook*
• The whole landscape — everywhere the ancestors
have been over more than 22,000 years*

(* indicates a place referred to at the GGL Traditional Owner Cultural Values Workshop)

246

Goulding 2002. Travelling routes could be associated with general patterns of movement, as well as
routes used to communicate with different clans and groups, routes to source resources and routes
associated with ceremony and ritual places.

247

Hall in Bride 1983, p. 267 ff.
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Table 3.3 (cont.) Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Themes, related stories and cultural places.

Spiritual life
This theme explores Aboriginal traditions of ceremony and ritual, relationships with the land and
the cosmos.
Stories
• Art
• Life and death

Cultural places
• Bunjil’s Shelter as a ceremonial place*
• Motifs associated with stories and ceremonies

 Burial sites
• Ceremony


Continuing cultural renewal

• All or most shelters with rock art
• Rocklands Reservoir burial (excavated)
• Reedy Creek ancestral remains



Cultural practices

• ‘Asses Ears’ Stone Arrangement

• Mountain peaks
• Ochre sources
• Night skies

• Ceremonial rings, Lake Lonsdale248
• Tanderrum Festival and ceremony (1990s)*
• Associated with creation stories and silhouettes*
• (Lake) Lonsdale wetlands ochre sources*
• Stars that represent creation ancestors / stories


Brambuk as a place for ceremony (Welcome to
Country, smoking ceremony, healing rituals)

Resistance and defending Country
This theme addresses conflict between Traditional Owners and colonists, and resisting government
restrictions on Traditional owners’ lives. It also incorporates the stories of Traditional Owners who
fought in the armed services.
Stories
• Resistance
• Conflict / massacres
• Missions

Cultural places
• Victoria Valley (sheep taken from here)
• Massacre sites: Mount Zero, Lake Lonsdale, The
Grange Station, Barton Station,249 Mount Sturgeon,
Lexington, Ledcourt, Halls Gap, Victoria Range250
• Traditional Owners relocated to Framlingham,
Ebenezer and Lake Condah missions (1870s)

(* indicates a place referred to at the GGL Traditional Owner Cultural Values Workshop)

248

Wettenhall 2019, p. 29.

249

Aboriginal Victoria holds a record on ‘Barton Station Murder’ (Historical reference 8.1-14).

250

Table 2.3 provides further detail on massacre sites.
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Table 3.3 (cont.) Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Themes, related stories and cultural places).

Living with settlers
This theme explores the Traditional owner experience of colonisation — disease, violence, friendship,
trade and exchange of goods, forced removal from Country — particularly during the 19th century
until the mid-20th century.
Stories
Cultural places
• Homesteads / [pastoral stations — The Grange,
Lexington, La Rose, Mokepilly, Ledcourt

• Decimation of population
• Disconnected families
• Removal to missions

• Post-contact Aboriginal graves

• Reciprocity ignored


Damage to ecosystems



Wetlands lost due to destruction of ecosystems



Resource places impacted by changes in land
use

Work and livelihoods
This theme relates to employment in and around Gariwerd and the livelihoods of Traditional Owners,
particularly in the 20th century.
Stories
• Working life (Industries: pastoral,
mining, tanning, leather, wattle bark,
honey, tourism)
• Sport
 Family pastime
• Impacts and opportunities from
tourism

Cultural places
• Homesteads at which Aboriginal stockmen and
domestics worked
• Timber Mills where Aboriginal people worked
• Quarries where Aboriginal people worked
• Mining sites, including gold rush sites
• Water infrastructure where Aboriginal people
worked
• Charcoal kilns where Aboriginal people worked

Self-determination and land justice
This theme, which is closely linked to cultural renewal and strengthening, relates to Aboriginal
activism to ensure recognition, rights to Country, native title claims and joint management of parks
Stories

Cultural places

• Land rights
• Cultural heritage legislation

• RAP boundaries
• Brambuk — National Park and Cultural Centre
Cultural Centre (Halls Gap)

• Native title (Includes ILUA)
• Changing Aboriginal organisations
• Joint management

• Budga Budga Aboriginal Corporation centre (Halls
Gap)
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Table 3.3 (cont.) Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Themes, related stories and cultural places).

Cultural renewal and strengthening
This theme relates, in particular, to the period from the 1960s when Aboriginal peoples increasingly
gained recognition and rights as Traditional Owners with responsibilities to care for Country.
This theme relates to cultural heritage management, as well as the return and repatriation of cultural
material and Ancestral remains that had been removed from Country by settlers, ethnographers,
anthropologists and archaeologists.
Stories
• Collectors and archaeologists
• Aboriginal people as objects of
research
• Changes to legislation


Restoring the health of Country



Renewal of cultural burning

Cultural places
• Ancestral remains and objects repatriated to Country
• Brambuk Aboriginal Cultural Centre (including
ceremonial space, Welcome to Country, smoking
ceremony)
• Rock art sites
• Lake Wartook
• Places associated with gatherings of Budja Budja
Aboriginal Corporation women’s group (Reed
Lookout, MacKenzie Falls)
• Places from which resources are gathered for art
making (e.g. by artist Lodi Lovett)
• Places at which Traditional Owners work with
archaeologists undertaking field surveys and
excavations
• Establishment of RAPs and RAP boundaries

Gariwerd as a symbolic landscape
This theme relates to ideas of Gariwerd as a healing place and the feelings evoked by the landscape
when approaching and leaving it, as well as being in it.
• Views to Gariwerd
• Views from Gariwerd

• Views from Budj Bim and Tae Rak (Lake Condah)
• Views from lookouts and some rock shelters

• Silhouettes
• Feelings for Country

• Silhouette: head of warrior
• Silhouette: warrior
• Silhouette: baby in the landscape
• Connection to ancestors
• Remembering or feeling the enduring presence of
ancestors
• Sense of sadness associated with post-contact
history
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3.5 GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE
There is an absence of any substantive archaeological testing of the Grampians National Park.
This means that although ... [information] on ethnography, geology and environment strongly
indicate that the area was once densely populated by Aboriginal peoples practicing diverse lifeways, it is nevertheless not possible from the existing archaeological literature to predict the
location of archaeological remains of the past with any confidence.251
Despite almost 50 years since legislation was introduced to protect Aboriginal places in Victoria,
and despite the considerable amount of archaeological and cultural information documented
for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL), there are significant gaps in information on cultural
places, Traditional Owner intangible heritage and cultural/natural history of the area. While the
identification and documentation of rock art is relatively comprehensive (although more
shelters with pigment art continue to be located252), archaeological knowledge of the GGL is
relatively poor (as indicated in the quote by Andrew Martin above).
As noted in the previous sections, cultural places are identified through current Traditional
Owner knowledge, historical information (a mix of historical Traditional Owner knowledge and
observations by colonists) and archaeological surveys/studies (Section 3.1). While information
on historical sources is well documented for the GGL (though not necessarily assembled into a
single, comprehensive document), this is not the case for the other two categories where there
are considerable gaps in knowledge. This is discussed below in relation to geographic, site
feature and thematic gaps and gaps related to Aboriginal cultural experience.

3.5.1 Knowledge gaps — geographic
The distribution of cultural places recorded on the VAHR reflects the areas of the GGL that have
been surveyed and inspected. However, the intensity of survey (i.e. ‘survey coverage’) of each
area is variable, with most being only partially or selectively examined. Additionally, even for
those areas that have been surveyed, many Aboriginal features (e.g. stone artefacts and
hearths) may not be visible because of dense vegetation cover over the ground surface (unless
there has been recent bushfires) or because they are buried beneath the ground surface. That
is, the ‘effective survey coverage’ for each archaeological survey can be relatively low.
Based on information contained in the VAHR, the area of the GGL that has been surveyed by
archaeologists and Traditional Owners for cultural places is estimated to be less than 5%.253 The
types of archaeological field surveys undertaken in the past include targeted surveys for rock
shelters with rock art and floor deposits (e.g. Ben Gunn’s work in the 1970s and 1980s to locate
rock art254), research studies (e.g. work by Caroline Bird to locate Aboriginal places in open
251

Martin, in prep.

252

Gunn and Goodes 2020; Martin, in prep.

253

An accurate estimate of survey coverage is not readily available from ACHRIS, but it can be calculated
by individually extracting the shapefile / spatial data associated with each report. 5% is an estimate
based on the number of archaeological survey reports and the likely ‘effective survey coverage’.

254

Gunn 1983.
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areas away from rock shelters255), environmental impact assessments and the preparation of
Cultural Heritage Management Plans (e.g., prior to constructing new campsites or walking trails
in parks256). Since the introduction of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.), archaeological
investigations in the GGL are predominantly associated with the preparation of Cultural
Heritage Management Plans driven by infrastructure, extractive industry, flood recovery
reconstruction, and redevelopment projects. Parks Victoria have undertaken a number of
targeted post-fire surveys in the GGL.257 In summary, there has been limited survey undertaken
across the whole geographic area of the GGL, encompassing 291,747 hectares.
Figure 3.2 shows the numbers of archaeological reports, by decades, registered in the Victorian
Aboriginal Heritage Register (VAHR) for the GGL. The graph illustrates that most reports were
produced between 2000 and 2009. Many of those reports responded to legislative
requirements for the development of Cultural Heritage Management Plans.
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Figure 3.2 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Numbers of archaeological reports (vertical axis), by
decades (horizontal axis), registered in the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register.

There are two main ways in which geographic knowledge gaps can be addressed. The first is
through the guidance of Traditional Owners of the GGL, who can apply their knowledge and
experience of Country to identify priority areas and land systems for field survey and
assessment. The second approach is through the use of ‘predictive modelling’. Predictive
255

Bird 1989.

256

For example, Williamson and Barker 2018.

257

Gunn 1984, 1999, 2006; Thorn 1999; Williamson and Barker 2018; Webber 2006.
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modelling is an archaeological method used to determine the character and likelihood of
cultural places occurring in any given landform unit and across an entire land system or region.
The use of predictive modelling, as well as sensitivity zoning, in Aboriginal heritage
management has been applied in Victoria since the 1970s. The method relies on accurate
qualitative and quantitative data; and is most used in heritage management and Environmental
Impact Assessment as a cost-effective method for identifying the sensitivity of landscapes for
land-use planning purposes. An example of predictive modelling developed for the GGL, is that
by Andrew Martin for rock art sites.258

3.5.2 Knowledge gaps — features
Care must be taken in attempting to establish the knowledge gaps associated with different
objects and features because not all features will have an equal level of frequency or
distribution. For example, occupation/living places evidenced by stone artefacts are common to
most areas of the GGL while art sites and stone quarries are limited to areas with suitable
geology. In other words, not all features are equally represented nor equally spread across the
landscape.
Sections 3.2 and 3.3, and Table 3.2, summarise information on cultural places in the GGL. From
the available information, it is evident that the VAHR records under-represent certain
categories of features, including ceremony and story places, resource places, ochre sources,
burial places, and places associated with post-contact history (Tables 3.2 and 3.3).
The reasons for the under-representation of such site features are not always clear. The reasons
for the relatively low numbers of burials and ceremony places needs to recognise that these
places include features that might be rare (e.g. ancestral remains are not preserved in the local
soil conditions) and/or because Traditional Owners may consider such information restricted
and culturally sensitive and, thus, they are reluctant to have such places listed on the
government heritage register.
Traditionally in heritage registers, resource places (e.g. places where plant foods, medicines and
fibres are gathered and harvested) have not been recorded as ‘sites’259 or cultural places; and
nor have key cultural species (e.g. totem animals and plants) been widely identified as part of
biodiversity or heritage studies. Consultant archaeologists and ecologists do not typically
document such places as part of environmental impact assessments. However, there is an
increasing focus on resource places and key cultural species as significant features of Traditional
Owners’ culture and heritage.
Cultural places such as ochre sources are poorly represented because they can be ephemeral
and often rare, and are generally difficult to identify without Traditional Owner knowledge. At
the GGL Traditional Owner Cultural Values Workshop, reference was made to the availability of
ochre in the Lake Lonsdale area, however there is no record on the VAHR of this ochre site.
258

Martin, in prep., uses a ‘terrain classification model’ to predict the likelihood of rock art shelters being
located in different parts of the GGL based on geology and vegetation associations.

259

For an exception, see: English 2002.
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Generally, post-contact cultural places are not well represented on the VAHR. The Thematic
Framework for Post-Contact Aboriginal Places260 is a useful guide to identifying the kinds of
places that might exist within the GGL.
In order to address such gaps in knowledge on the kinds of features listed above, there is a
need for targeted research that seeks to establish their location, distribution and rarity. As
noted in Appendix 2 and in the 2003 Grampians National Park Management Plan,261 and
despite a long history of archaeological investigation and the regional synthesis by Bird and
Frankel,262 no comprehensive archaeological field survey has been undertaken of the Grampians
National Park, or the wider Gariwerd cultural landscape. Consequently, there is likely to be a
large number of unidentified and undocumented features and cultural places across the whole
area. That is, there is considerable potential for the survival of features and places, both preand post-contact, across the GGL.
What is required with respect to the points made above, is the inclusion of a long-term heritage
and history research plan in the new Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape Management
Plan. Traditional Owners and their associated communities should be at the forefront of
developing any such research plan on their heritage and history, in consultation with
archaeologists, historians, ecologists, planners and other disciplinary ‘experts’.

3.5.3 Knowledge gaps — thematic
The ten historic themes identified in Tables 2.1 and 3.2 provide a framework for understanding
the stories and cultural places that have shaped and continue to shape the Traditional Owner
history of the GGL. The tables also identifies key stories and places associated with each theme.
Some themes (such as Creating Country) have a high degree of associated knowledge and
documentation, while others (such as Work and Livelihoods — a theme associated with postcontact and present-day experiences of Traditional Owners; see Sections 2.8 and 3.4.2) have
little in the way of stories and places documented. It is likely that a close analysis of oral
histories relevant to the GGL will reveal further places and stories with some information being
allowable into the public realm and some being knowledge restricted to Traditional Owners.

3.4.4 Knowledge gaps — Aboriginal cultural experience
This knowledge gap relates to documentation of Traditional Owner cultural experience. One
example is the absence of information on the present-day cultural meanings and feelings
associated with rock escarpments, boulders and rock shelters in the GGL. Since rock climbing
260

Goulding 2002. Goulding’s framework lists 16 major themes and 54 sub-themes, and reflects two main
elements: ‘…firstly, there are [Aboriginal] associations with the landscape that have enduring quality
that stretch back to attachments and landscape meanings imprinted in the pre-contact period.
Secondly, there are those attachments that have been shaped by the historical forces that Aboriginal
people have faced since white settlement. Both of these attachments are not necessarily static and both
continue to evolve ‘ (Goulding 2002, p. 56)

261

Parks Victoria 2003.

262

Bird and Frankel 2005.
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activities are impacting on such places, a consequence of this gap in knowledge is an inability to
assess the impacts of rock climbing and associated activities on the health and wellbeing of
Traditional Owners of the GGL.
A second example is Aboriginal experience associated with stone artefacts. Typically, in the
VAHR these objects are treated as ‘archaeological’ and of importance to scientific studies.
However, little, if anything, is documented concerning the current Traditional Owner views of
the meanings of stone artefacts (e.g. their capacity to be used by Traditional Owners to connect
with ancestors and Country).263 This knowledge gap can perpetuate a situation where ‘low
density artefact scatters’ are determined to be unimportant and may ignore calls by some
Traditional Owners to have stone artefact collections that have been removed from traditional
territories to be returned as part of the process of restoring the health and wellbeing of Country
and people.
In part, this Aboriginal cultural values project, as well as other projects currently being
undertaken by Parks Victoria as part of the Draft Management Plan process, seeks to go some
way to addressing this gap in knowledge.

263

Brown 2020.
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4.0 Values
4.1 WHAT ARE VALUES? WHOSE VALUES?
The Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter (2013)264 provides guidance for the conservation and
management of places of cultural significance (cultural heritage places) throughout Australia.
The Burra Charter defines cultural significance as aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual
value for past, present and future generations. Cultural significance may be evident in the place
itself, its fabric (i.e. tangible heritage, materials), setting, use, associations, meanings, records,
related places and related objects.265
Cultural places may have a range of values for different Traditional Owners and their
communities, and these values can change over time. This report focuses on cultural values and
the ways in which Traditional owners value Country and the places and features on Country,
including cultural values associated with plants and animals, land and water, earth and sky.
Some key cultural values are:
• social and spiritual value, meaning the special attachments and connections that Traditional
Owners have with places and practices, as well as plant and animal species
• historic value, meaning the values and connections that Traditional Owners have with places
that are known through community knowledge and historic records
• aesthetic value, meaning visual, sensory and emotional response to place, landmark
qualities and/or creative excellence
• scientific or research value, including archaeological value, biodiversity value and Traditional
Owner evidence-based knowledge and values associated with places, objects and species,
including in relation to wild resource use.
Cultural places and practices may also have a range of other values for particular Aboriginal
communities and specific parts of Country. Such values can include:
• educational, recreational, amenity,266 economic and health benefits (e.g. derived from being
on Country and from modern-day food / medicine / fibre gathering and use)
• social health and wellbeing, including values that contribute to individual and community
identity
• aspirational value, which can be associated with cultural renewal and strengthening, land
ownership, joint management and assertion of intellectual property rights.
This section focuses is on those values held and practiced by the GGL’s Traditional Owners.
These values are not necessarily the same as those attributed by archaeologists and ecologists.
Nevertheless, Traditional Owners’ values and those created by Western scientific disciplines,
such as archaeology, geology and ecology, can work together in a ‘two-way’ approach to Caring
for Country and land management.
264

Australia ICOMOS 2013.
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Australia ICOMOS 2013, Article 1.2.

266

Amenity means qualities of usefulness, comfort and pleasure.
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The report offers a holistic or multi-value approach to cultural places and practices and to key
cultural species and recognises:
• The interconnections between natural and cultural places, physical and spiritual elements,
and values for Traditional Owners.
• Values relate to the tangible (material evidence) and intangible (beliefs, stories and
knowledge)
• Traditional Owner cultural values may be attributed to pre-contact, post-contact and current
places and practices
• All values — social and spiritual values, as well as scientific, historic and aesthetic values —
need to be considered in the management of places and practices.

4.2 VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE GREATER GARIWERD
LANDSCAPE
Known as Gariwerd by local Indigenous people, the region has been home to the Djab
Wurrung and Jardwardjali people for 20,000 years and contains the densest
concentration of rock art paintings and the largest assemblage of Aboriginal art motifs
in Victoria… The Indigenous values of the Grampians National Heritage Place are not
definitively mapped. Indigenous people are the primary source of information on the
value of their heritage and should be consulted on a proposed action likely to
significantly impact on the listed Indigenous heritage values of the place and/or on a
protected matter that has Indigenous heritage values (like listed threatened species). 267
The GGL as a whole holds values for Traditional Owners.268 These values relate to Gariwerd
being part of an extensive landscape and being part of the traditional Country of two language
groups — the Jadawadjali and Djab wurrung. Gariwerd also has connections with some
Traditional Owners whose Countries are some distance from the ranges, including Wergaia,
Djadja wurrung, Wada Wurrung, Girai wurrung, Dhauwurd wurrung and Baudig. The cultural
values of Gariwerd for these latter language groups have not been assessed as part of this
project. The analysis presented below is based on the information on values provided through
the three Traditional Owner corporations partnering with Parks Victoria for this project (Table
3.3).
The Traditional Owner cultural values identified for GGL as a whole include:
1. Gariwerd as a symbolic and spiritual place. This is a key theme for the GGL and relates to
the feelings evoked when approaching or leaving the area. This value was captured at the
Traditional Owner Cultural Values Workshop as ‘a sense of arrival’ and of ‘coming home’.
Equally, some views from Gariwerd can arouse powerful feelings associated with looking out
to distant Traditional Owner Country (e.g. looking to and from Budj Bim [Mount Eccles], a
volcanic peak).
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Australian Government 2006.
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Traditional Owner Cultural Values Workshop (18-19 February 2020; Halls Gap).
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2. Gariwerd as a healing place. This value was expressed strongly at the Cultural Values
Workshop and relates to the ability of the GGL to help to ‘heal’ Traditional Owners and their
Countries. Both people and Country have been impacted and damaged as a consequence of
post-contact occupation and settlement of the area. This sense of healing relates to cultural
renewal and strengthening by Traditional Owners and restoration of Country to counter the
environmental impacts of land clearance, mining, the introduction of pest animals and
invasive plant species, and non-Aboriginal burning practices.
Establishing the health of Country is often evaluated by asking: ‘how good or sick is this
Country?’ The values associated with Gariwerd as a healing place include feelings such as
profound loss and disconnection combined with aspirations to reconnect to Country and
with other Traditional Owners, that can create physical and mental health benefits through
being and working on Country, and by reconnecting with the spirit of Gariwerd and its
special places. Examples of the emotions and feelings expressed toward Gariwerd include
that it ‘always feels safe’, that there are places that ‘make me feel physically calm and make
my soul calm’, that it gives feelings of ‘protection’, and that it can be a place where there is a
‘sense and feeling’ of ancestors being present and being in the landscape.269
3. Gariwerd as a source of water. The GGL Gariwerd’s mountain ranges, running roughly north
to south, rise above the otherwise flat terrain of Victoria’s western plains. From these
mountains water flows out into the adjoining lands. From a Traditional Owner cultural
perspective, the Gariwerd ranges are a source of life-giving water to many neighbouring and
distant Countries (e.g. water from the Glenelg and Wannon Rivers flows into Gunditjmara
Country). Water provides both traditional boundaries and shared areas. The impact of water
diversion on the health of wetlands and waterways is a legacy that requires healing to
restore healthy waterways and ecosystems.

4.3 VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIFIC PLACES
People don’t recognise the values we have here, some of this art; all of this art, has
stories attached, and they’re not just painting on the wall, they’re more like libraries
and places of exchange where people had conversations and told stories, laws were
made, kids were inducted in their education through this type of medium and that
value isn’t recognised for what it is by most visitors, it’s pretty sad, it’s disappointing.270
Traditional Owner cultural values are also associated with specific places and features. Table 3.2
identifies some of these values in relation to ancestral remains, stone artefacts, quarries, rock
art, rock shelters grinding ‘patches’, stone arrangements, fish traps, mounds, hearths, scarred
or modified trees, object collections, resource and gathering places, water sources and story
places.

269

The phrases presented in quotation marks are not direct quotes. Rather they attempt to capture some
of the words and emotions expressed at the Cultural Values Workshop.
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John Clarke. Source: Draft Managing Country Together Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Plan.
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Typically the values of these kinds of places are documented in archaeological, geological and
ecological terms (i.e. scientific value) and less frequently in terms of the cultural values held by
Traditional Owners (see discussion of this as a knowledge gap in Section 3.4). While Traditional
Owners may value such places for their aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual
significance, they may be spoken of in different ways. For Traditional Owners, cultural values
are typically expressed as a mix of place and personal connections with culture, with creation
and other stories, and with being at and experiencing places. And most often the expressions
used for cultural significance by Traditional Owners are conveyed in terms of the cultural
context of being a Traditional Owner.
For example, at the Traditional Owner Cultural Values Workshop, Bunjil’s Shelter was visited
and the responses revealed a diverse range of values including: powerful, story place, special,
sharing, healing, energised, sadness, loss, uplifting, place to listen, ‘deadly’, spiritual and
ceremonial place.271 While the painted motifs of Bunjil and his two dingo companions were
talked of as important, this importance was more strongly expressed as relating to the creation
stories, cultural meanings, cultural practices and knowledge of Bunjil that the images evoke and
represent. The emotional experience of being at the place differed markedly between
individuals. Some participants recognised that Bunjil’s Shelter has educational value for
Traditional Owners and ‘public value’ for its capacity to share some, but not all, cultural
knowledge with non-Aboriginal visitors. Some Traditional Owner participants at the Cultural
Values Workshop supported restriction of public access to the reserve, expressing a preference
for Traditional Owner guided access for visitors.

4.4 VALUES AND KEY HISTORICAL THEMES
Table 4.1 summarises the connections between values categories (Section 4.1) and historic
themes (Table 3.2). The focus of the table is the values held by Traditional Owners. The table is
not comprehensive, but rather indicative of the range of values held by Traditional Owners for
different cultural places within the GGL.

271

These words and phrases were documented by participants in notebooks and in the discussions
following the field visit to Bunjil’s Shelter.
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Table 4.1 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Traditional Owner cultural values associated with historical
themes.

Value

Historic theme

Cultural place examples

Social (or cultural)
and spiritual

• Creating Country
• Living on Country

• Bunjil’s Shelter
• Rock art sites
• Participation in archaeological field
surveys

• Caring for Country
• Spiritual Life
• Cultural renewal and
strengthening
• Self-determination and land
justice
• Gariwerd as a symbolic
landscape
Historic

• Resistance and defending
Country
• Living with settlers
• Work and livelihoods

• Brambuck Cultural Centre ceremony
space
• (Lake) Lonsdale wetlands ochre
sources
• Budga Budga Aboriginal Corporation
centre (Halls Gap)
• Views to and from Gariwerd
•
•
•
•

Massacre sites
Sites of conflict
Post-contact Aboriginal graves
Homesteads at which Aboriginal
stockmen and domestics worked

Aesthetic

• Gariwerd as a symbolic
landscape

• Views to Gariwerd
• Views from Gariwerd
• Silhouettes

Scientific or
research

• Caring for Country
• Cultural renewal and
strengthening

 First peoples: Drual and Billimina
rock shelters
 Tanderrum Festival and ceremony
(1990s)
 Use of Aboriginal fire regimes

Educational

• Cultural renewal and
strengthening

• Brambuk Cultural Centre
• Rock art sites open to public

• Self-determination and land
justice

• Institute or university for Aboriginal
learning

Recreational and
amenity

• Living on Country
• Caring for Country

• Places associated with gatherings of
Budja Budja Aboriginal Corporation
women’s group (Reed Lookout,
MacKenzie Falls)
• Places from which resources
gathered for art making

Economic,
ecological and
resource

• Caring for Country
• Cultural renewal and
strengthening

• Places where Aboriginal fire regimes
implemented/cultural burning


Places requiring cultural water
restoration

Places from which food and
medicine resources gathered
• Aboriginal intellectual property
associated with practices and
knowledge
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Table 4.1 (cont.) Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Traditional Owner cultural values associated with
historical themes.

Value

Historic theme

Cultural place examples

Wellbeing and
social health

• Creating Country
• Living on Country

• Places associated with gatherings of
Budja Budja Aboriginal Corporation
women’s group (Reed Lookout,
MacKenzie Falls)

• Caring for Country
• Spiritual Life
• Cultural renewal and
strengthening
Aspirational

• Cultural renewal and
strengthening
• Self-determination and land
justice

• Bunjil’s Shelter (Traditional Owner
Cultural Values Workshop visit by
three Traditional Owner corporation
representatives)
• Joint management
• Native title
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5.0 Threats
This section looks at the threats to Traditional Owner culture and heritage in the Greater
Gariwerd Landscape (GGL). A key issue is pressure on Traditional Owners’ capacity and ability to
re-connect to Country, maintain cultural knowledge and stories, undertake cultural practices,
and protect the values for the GGL described in Section 4.
Section 5.1 describes threats to Country and Traditional Owner wellbeing, and Section 5.2
discusses the threats to specific locations and cultural places in the GGL. Sections 5.3 and 5.4
then look at threats from the perspectives of local Parks Victoria staff based on a two-hour
workshop, facilitated by Chris Johnson (Context), that focused on current and emerging issues
and risks in managing Traditional Owner cultural values. Key topics addressed in more detail
are: managing the environment, wildfire and planned burning, and visitors and visitors’
experience.

5.1 THREATS TO COUNTRY AND TRADITIONAL OWNER
WELLBEING
Damage and destruction of cultural places can have a significant impact on Traditional Owners’
wellbeing and to Country. The concept of ‘Country’ has become increasingly recognised for its
whole-of-landscape meaning (cf. Rose 1996). For present-day Australian Aboriginal people, the
concept of ‘caring for Country’ is a complex notion related both to personal and group
belonging and to maintaining and looking after the ecological and spiritual wellbeing of the land
and of oneself. Hence, damage to cultural places, all of which are part of Country, can impact
the wellbeing of Aboriginal communities.
Table 5.1 sets out some of the threats and potential consequences related to the health of
Country and Traditional Owner wellbeing. Table 5.1 is not comprehensive; it identifies a range
of threats and potential consequences related to cultural, environmental, management and
visitor factors. Some of these threats lie outside the control of Traditional Owners and Parks
Victoria — for example, those that relate to broad legal and political systems, changing
hydrology regimes, and climate change — and many are broader than the GGL planning area.
Many threats, however, can be planned for and managed by Parks Victoria in partnership with
the three Traditional Owner Corporations, such as those in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Threats to Country and the health and wellbeing of Traditional Owners.272

Threat

Potential consequences

No form of joint
management or TO-Parks
Victoria partnership for
the GGL

Inability of TOs to fully participate in the care and safeguarding of their
Country
Continuation of historical processes of dispossession, dis-empowerment
and diminishing of TO authority
Lack of self-determination over the GGL
Lack of formalised recognition of TOs as rights-holders

Inadequate legal and
political systems

Negative impacts on cultural places and features (e.g. through graffiti,
vandalism, inappropriate behaviour) can cause cultural harm to TOs
Inadequate protection for intellectual property can cause cultural harm,
loss of business opportunities and exploitation of TOs’ cultural and
ecological knowledge

Dysfunctional social,
cultural and political
relations

Relations between TO corporations and Parks Victoria: Inability of TOs to
effectively access, work on and care for Country
Relations between TO corporations: Diminished ability to effectively
implement caring for Country practices

Inappropriate land-use
decisions

Land-use change and habitat destruction
Tourism development and increasing visitor-use pressure that can impact
on Aboriginal cultural values

Insufficient management
resources

Failure to act, or inadequate management response to threats (e.g.
bushfire, vandalism)
Insufficient participation of Aboriginal TOs (as staff, consultants or
contractors) to effectively care for Country

Climate change

Changes to species and habitat distribution and/or abundance (and even
extinctions)
Impact on key cultural species and accessible resources (e.g. Aboriginal
food, medicine and fibre species)
Changes to physical environment (e.g. rainfall, stream-flow regimes, fire
frequency)

Pollution through
littering, toilet waste,
artificial light and sound

Lack of respect and inappropriate behaviours impact the health and
wellbeing of Country and TOs
Light pollution can impact on visibility of night skies
Impact on cultural values of peace, quiet and serenity

Impoundment of rivers,
diversion of water and
drawdown of
groundwater
Introduced animals

Unsustainable water use impacting on health of GGL
Unsustainable water use impacting on environmental and cultural health of
Countries relying on water from Gariwerd
Impact on key cultural species native to the GGL
Impact on cultural places (e.g. feral goats damage to rock art motifs and
rock shelter deposits)

Introduced plants

Impact on key cultural species native to the GGL
Impact on cultural practices related to food, medicines, fibres, creative arts,
etc.

272

The threats identified here draw on work undertaken by Graeme Worboys, Colin Winkler and Michael
Lockwood (2006).
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Table 5.1 (cont.) Threats to Country and the health and wellbeing of Traditional Owners. 273

Threat

Potential consequences

Tourism and
infrastructure
development

Damage to Aboriginal cultural heritage
Loss of Aboriginal cultural values
Loss of resources and TO responsibility for Brambuk Cultural Centre

Unsustainable visitor use

Damage to cultural heritage, cultural species, water quality and availability
Increased challenge to ensuring culturally appropriate behaviours

Rock climbing

Impact on cultural heritage (e.g. rock art, stone quarries, rock shelter
deposits)
Visual impacts on rock surfaces (bolts, chalk, etc.)
Increase in littering, toilet waste and vegetation trampling
Impact on peace, quiet and serenity of Gariwerd

Pandemics

Restrictions on TO access to Country
Detrimental effect on health of TOs and their ability to care for Country

5.2 THREATS TO CULTURAL PLACES
There are a wide range of threats to the conservation and protection of recorded and unknown
cultural places in the GGL. Threats to cultural places and features are noted in Table 3.2.
Threats can arise from both natural and human causes, though typically the threats are a
mixture of and exacerbated by both natural forces and cultural factors.
Threats to cultural places include:
• road construction and maintenance
• bushfires (a particular threat to scarred trees and rock art)
• vegetation clearance and timber extraction
• water and landscape erosion
• recreational visitation and construction/maintenance of associated infrastructure
(campsites, toilets, access roads, walking tracks, ‘cages’ at rock shelters, etc.)
• rock climbing (bouldering, chalking, access roads, walking tracks, littering, toilet waste)
• vandalism
• land uses such as grazing and agriculture.
Pest and weed management practices that involve ground disturbance have the potential to
disturb archaeological deposits and cultural places (e.g. stone artefact scatters, quarries,
hearths, mounds and stone arrangements — Table 3.2).
An increasing threat to Aboriginal cultural values is rock climbing and its associated
infrastructure (e.g. access routes, associated formal and informal camping sites, climbing
routes, bolts and chain anchors, chalk). This threat is exacerbated by: the number of climbing
routes (more than 8,000); the size and nature of the GGL; the incomplete knowledge of
273

The threats identified here draw on work undertaken by Graeme Worboys, Colin Winkler and Michael
Lockwood (2006).
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Aboriginal heritage across the GGL (Section 3.5.2); and incomplete knowledge of formal (or
‘catalogued’) and informal (or uncatalogued) climbing areas. The large number of climbing
routes, and their widespread distribution, are threats because of the challenges of managing,
controlling and policing rock climbing. The cultural values of rock escarpments and boulders in
the GGL to Traditional Owners have not been sufficiently documented for the purpose of
determining the levels of threat to those potential values; nor have cultural heritage surveys
been completed for all existing climbing areas, much less for new climbing areas that may be
created by climbers.
Table 5.2 Environment — Protecting and managing topography, hydrology and geology, native
plant and animal species and ecological systems: issues and opportunities.

Issues

Opportunities

• Plants — introduced species, cinnamon
fungus
• Animals — cats, foxes, deer, goats
impacting directly on rock art
• Natural events - floods, fire, etc.
• Management strategies often reactive
rather than proactive
• Management of animals is about
reducing numbers not about protecting
sites/values
• Change of climate — emerging issue,
reduction of natural habitats for
indigenous species, escalation of
conditions for severe bushfires
• Conservation Action Plan has no
consideration of cultural values
• Increasing water use and water
extraction from the National Park —
provides water for stock, recreational
and domestic use for c.30% of Victoria
(another two pipelines in the planning)
(Note: PV doesn’t manage water
allocations)

• Engage with TOs to learn more about indigenous
plants, traditional uses and values and how to manage
them
• Environmental cultural values should be identified
(food items, significant cultural species, totem animals
etc.)
• Engage with TOs to manage the knowledge of
environmental values
• TOs to use plants/animals near rock art sites (or other
ceremonial places) when groups want to reconnect to
the landscape
• Floor grids to limit feral goat access to art sites
 Continued funding for aerial culling of feral goats
• Conservation Action Plans to incorporate cultural
values
• Community science project to report cinnamon fungus
• Build relationship with Landcare groups
• Reintroduce rock wallaby, quolls and other species
• Research the effect of climate change on habitats for
indigenous species of plants and animals
• Engage with water authorities to ensure adequate
water supply for Aboriginal cultural purposes — inside
and outside of the GGL

Source: Parks Victoria Staff Workshop, 17 February 2020.

5.3 THREATS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ENVIRONMENT, FIRE
AND VISITORS
Parks Victoria has identified a range of topics relevant to the management of parks and reserves
within the GGL. Priority topics identified at the Parks Victoria Staff Workshop (17 February
2020; Halls Gap) are discussed below.
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5.3.1 Environment
Environment is central to the work of Parks Victoria and to Traditional Owner cultural values.
Environment in a Parks Victoria context means landscape (topography, hydrology and geology),
native plant and animal species and ecological systems. The management of ecological systems
is primarily undertaken through the control of invasive plants and feral animals, including the
containment of known diseases (e.g. Phytophthora cinnamomi and chytrid fungus) and of new
diseases and pests.
Key threats identified for the care and safeguarding of Traditional Owner cultural values
include:
• Parks Victoria has inadequate knowledge on key cultural species and their importance, as
well as significant food, medicine and fibre species; Parks Victoria’s information-base is
inadequate to ensure appropriate management prescriptions and actions are included in
Conservation Action Plans.
• Lack of management action to prevent feral goats impact on rock art (i.e. rubbing of painted
motifs and disturbance to rock shelter floor deposits).
• Lack of heritage surveys and engagement with Traditional Owners to identify the full range
of cultural places and values.
• Lack of support for Traditional Owner access to significant places for the purposes of cultural
renewal and strengthening, and continuing re-connection to Country.
• Lack of planning and action on water allocations to retain sufficient water within Gariwerd to
support flourishing of local plant and animal species, including key cultural species, and to
ensure adequate environmental and/or cultural flows to support important cultural places
and Country outside of Gariwerd.

5.3.2 Fire
Fire is critical to caring for Aboriginal cultural values. Fire, in the context of the work of Parks
Victoria, refers to bushfires (wildfires) and planned burning, including opportunities for the
reintroduction of Aboriginal fire regimes into the landscape.274 Legislation, planning,
management and suppression of fire are the responsibilities of the Victorian State Government
through its departments and agencies including the Country Fire Authority (CFA), the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) and Parks Victoria. Cultural
burning and the potential partnerships between Forest Fire Management Victoria, Parks
Victoria and the three Traditional Owner Corporations is supported by recent State policy: The
Victorian Traditional Owner Cultural Fire Strategy.275

274

See Parks Victoria 2008, p. 20, on the annual fire ceremony in the Grampians National Park marking
the first ecological burn by lighting a fire using a Xanthorrhoea spike.
275
Forest Fire Management Victoria. ‘The Victorian Traditional Owner Cultural Fire Strategy’,
https://www.ffm.vic.gov.au/fuel-management-report-2018-19/statewide-achievements/cultural-firestrategy
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Key threats identified for the care and safeguarding of Traditional Owner cultural values
include:
• Fire can be a threat to cultural places, and in particular scarred trees and rock art. Fire can
be both a threat and a management tool for key cultural species and wild plant and animal
resources.
• Lack of engagement with and employment of Traditional Owners in fighting wildfires and
preparation for planned burns.
• Lack of mapping of cultural places and cultural values as a basis for decision-making with
regard to fighting wildfires and undertaking planned burning.
• Lack of awareness of Traditional Owner cultural values by fire crews, which can result in
unnecessary impacts on cultural places and cultural landscapes.
• Lack of application of Aboriginal fire regimes may contribute to the increased likelihood of
wildfires. Cultural burns are a method of Caring for Country and for Traditional Owners to be
on Country.
• Lack of recognition of Traditional Owner engagement in fighting wildfires and in undertaking
planned burns as an opportunity for connect to Country.
Table 5.3 Fire — Bushfire and planned burning: issues and opportunities.

What PV does well

Issues

Opportunities

• Fire readiness, work and train
with DELWP; preparations of
roads and tracks three
months prior; protect known
values — checked every three
months; suppression of fires
to avoid harm

• Not having on-ground
teams who know the
TO cultural values; fire
crews having to depend
on having an electronic
update of a map with
them while the fire is
going on
• Timelines for getting
information — depends
on who is in the
Incident Management
Team

• Avoid harm and protect known and
unknown values; assessing values can
improve awareness of fire crews
• Introduce Aboriginal fire regimes
strategically (e.g. Dja Dja Wurrung
and Gunaikurnai)
• Further involvement of TOs in onground incidents
• Provide real opportunities for
connection and reconnection to the
GGL (as at Arapiles)
• Appoint a cultural heritage specialist
to the Incident Management Team

• If a fire starts outside
the Grampians National
Park it is managed by
the CFA and coordination with PV can
be lacking
• Awareness that fire
crews are working in a
cultural landscape (not
a visitor landscape).

• Appoint a cultural heritage specialist
to the Incident Management Team

• Planned burning for known
sites (DELWP consults with
Aboriginal Victoria for
planned burns)
•
• More extensive background
and planning (works to
protect values ahead of
planned fires); how they
approach the landscape to
conduct the burning;
consultation with RAPs (by
DELWP) to discuss each
planned burn with the TOs. If
there is no RAP, DELWP
engages with Aboriginal
Victoria.

• Engage with the CFA and local
brigades to enhance cultural
awareness and site knowledge
• Develop a TO fire strategy document
• Develop readily available georeferenced maps of cultural heritage
sites for use when staff are out of
range

Source: Parks Victoria Staff Workshop, 17 February 2020.
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5.3.3 Visitor Experience
Visitors and visitor experience are important components of the work of Parks Victoria and
relevant to Traditional Owner cultural values. Visitor experience refers to subjective and
personal responses to activities (e.g. walking, bicycling, picnicking, camping, rock climbing, etc.),
settings (e.g. lookouts, rock art sites, Brambuk) or events (e.g. guided tours, smoking
ceremonies, performances). Local Parks Victoria staff are responsible for visitor management
and delivering a range of visitor experiences.
Visitor experience and cultural interpretation planning are essential to ensure cultural
experience is central to the visitor experience across the GGL — at Brambuk and cultural places
out in the landscape. This connection across the landscape needs to be coordinated, holistic
and central to visitor experience and learning. It is essential that the interpretive planning
process is collaborative between Parks Victoria and the three Traditional Owner Corporations;
and that Traditional Owners authorise proposed content and how it is delivered. There are
opportunities for the three Traditional Owner Corporations or other Traditional Owner
businesses to operate as Licensed Tour Operators – for example, providing commercial guided
tours – and such businesses could compliment or be totally separate to the services offered by
Brambuk — The National Park and Cultural Centre.
Key issues and threats include:
• A need for respect for Country by all visitors, along with communicating and enforcing
appropriate behaviours to all visitors to the GGL.
• Lack of communication of the idea of cultural landscape and Country to visitors (e.g.
communicating the landscape contexts and values of art sites).
• Lack of adequate management of visitors’ disrespect for Country and cultural places as a
result of graffiti, littering, toilet waste and trampling vegetation.
• Lack of an identified future role and management for Brambuk — The National Park and
Cultural Centre.
• Lack of adequate information on sharing Traditional Owner cultural and ecological
knowledge with visitors, at what places and when it is appropriate.
• Lack of adequate information on Traditional Owner intellectual property rights for the GGL.
• Lack of adequate understanding of increased use of technology by visitors, including social
media.
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Table 5.4 Visitors and visitors’ experience: issues and opportunities.

What PV does well

• Opportunities and
ease of access to
selected cultural
sites
• Prioritising
environmental
values — ensuring
that wherever
people enter the
GGL, they know
about animals and
plants

Issues

• Generations of people have knowledge
and experience provided by Brambuk but
this has not been done well. Sites are seen
in isolation rather than as part of a cultural
landscape
• Information boards are okay but getting
tired, could be updated
• There is no cultural heritage strategy or
plan that was supposed to be followed276
• Unlike readily available knowledge about
the plants and animals, visitors don’t know
they are entering or are in an cultural
landscape unless they really search for
relevant information
• ‘Insta-explorers’ who want to find
something new; they don’t see the
landscape, just isolated art sites as photo
opportunities for selfies
• Visitors come to ‘take’ something
• Could do interpretation a lot better —
signs currently old and dated
• Aboriginal cultural heritage strategy
recommended in the last Management
Plan was never finalised or implemented
• PV is able to open the access to physical
sites, but intangible information should
also be shared. The question is how do
TOs want to introduce this information to
the public? Up to TOs as to how they want
history and knowledge to be shared across
the landscape. How does it benefit each
group?
• How to manage ‘closed sites’? More
cages? Not providing any information? (It
was later discussed with TOs and they all
proposed that more information is better,
to create conscience, respect and agency)
• Lack of commercial benefit / opportunity
for TOs
• General and human waste management
(visitors don’t see area as a cultural
landscape)
Source: Parks Victoria Staff Workshop, 17 February 2020.

Opportunities

• To communicate the ‘voices’
of TOs through renewal of
interpretation: TOs could take
lead on what goes on new
boards, signs and interactive
media (opportunity to include
information provided by
corporations). Visitors want to
hear it directly from TOs. TO
participation before any
interpretation is signed off
• Use of digital and audio
technology in visitor
experience to promote
respect when they visit a
significant cultural place
• Grampians Peak Trail
Interpretation Strategy is
currently sitting with TOs. If
accepted, it can become a
model process that could be
rolled out to other places
• Revisit which sites should be
open / closed with TOs —
different TOs to when the
decisions about this were
made in the 1990s
• TO input into promotion of
Gariwerd as a cultural
landscape
• Commercial benefits /
opportunities for TOs
participation in businesses
related to tourism

Parks Victoria 2008 – a draft Indigenous cultural heritage strategy that was not finalised or
implemented.
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6.0 Places, values, connections
6.1 FROM PLACES TO CULTURAL LANDSCAPES
The notion of ‘sites’ has long been pervasive in archaeological theory and practice and,
from the 1960s, as discrete assemblages of material traces of past human presence
entered into Australian Aboriginal heritage legislation. By contrast, the Aboriginal
English concept of ‘Country’ has become increasingly recognised for its whole-oflandscape meaning... Caring for Country in Aboriginal cosmology is a phrase
encompassing all parts of the landscape and seascape, as well as people and nonhuman species. Within the meaning of Country, the idea of ‘sites’, where it exists, is but
a small part of a bigger cosmological whole.277
Cultural places (or sites) recorded by archaeologists and entered into registers as
dots/polygons-on-maps, such as in the case of the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register
(VAHR), can misrepresent the ‘whole of landscape’ nature of Country. This limitation has two
dimensions. First, cultural objects and places deemed to be ‘archaeological’ are a small
component of a complex, lived-in landscape where dynamic and diverse stories, material
culture, belief systems, ceremonial and ritual practices, social systems, plants and animals and
the topography of the landscape are deeply intertwined (Table 3.3). Second, documented
archaeological cultural places tend to focus on pre-contact, tangible cultural heritage and less
on the Aboriginal heritage (tangible and intangible) of the post-contact period.278 These biases
can misrepresent the continuity, change, renewal and strengthening of living Traditional Owner
cultures in the ‘historic’ or post-contact and modern periods.
The idea of cultural landscape recognises the interconnections between history, cultures and
ecological systems, as well as the continuity between the past and people living and working on
the land today.279 While there are differences, the cultural landscape concept has much in
common with the Aboriginal concept of Country (described above). Both emphasise whole-oflandscape meanings, such as the inseparability of nature and culture, physical and spiritual, past
and present, tangible and intangible heritage, and humans and other species. Such dualisms (or
opposites) are Western constructs and not categories in Aboriginal worldviews or in the
application of cultural landscape approaches.280 The challenge for land management in Victoria
is integrating many of these dualisms — nature-culture in particular — since their separation is
typically entrenched in legislative, policy and administrative systems.
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Brown 2016, p. 24.
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See Byrne and Nugent 2004, for example.
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Brown 2012.
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Brown 2010, 2012.
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The idea of cultural landscapes is not just conceptual, but also practical and applied. There are a
range of publications that outline operational approaches to cultural landscapes — for park
management,281 in World Heritage practice282 and for Aboriginal landscapes.283
For the purpose of this project, a whole-of-landscape approach is used and applied in ways that
are inclusive of Country and cultural landscape. To this end, Table 6.1 provides an overview of
the history and climatic/environmental context of Traditional Owner occupation of the Greater
Gariwerd Landscape (GGL). Though simplified, the table hints at the dynamism and diversity of
human occupation over a period of more than 22,000 years. Gib Wettenhall, in The People of
Gariwerd, elaborates on such changes in his plain English narrative.284

Table 6.1 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: An overview of changing climate,285 environment and
history.

Time

Climate and environment

History

> 22,000
years ago

Notable for the volcanic activity across
the western plains and the existence of
a wide range of megafaunal species.

People in western Victoria for at least
32,000 years,286 although no evidence
has yet been located that
demonstrates occupation of the
Greater Gariwerd Landscape prior to
22,000 years ago.

22,000–10,500
years ago
Late Pleistocene

During the last Ice Age (24,000 to 18,000
years ago), Gariwerd was on the
southern edge of an expanded arid
zone.287 The area had a dry climate, and
from 18,000 to 10,500 years ago there
was a gradual increase in temperature
and rainfall. Grassland and heath were
the dominant vegetation on the ranges
and plains.

People occupy rock shelters as part of
their settlement patterns. They used
stone raw materials from both east and
north of the ranges. ‘Gariwerd may
have functioned as the core territory
for groups making less intensive and
more wide-ranging use of the arid
surrounding plains.’288

281

Brown 2010; Lennon 2006.

282

UNESCO 2010.

283

Andrews and Buggey 2012; Guilfoyle 2006.

284

Wettenhall 2019, pp. 10-12. See also Wilkie 2020.

285

After Jones, Bowler and McMahon 1998.

286

Richards et al. 2007.

287

Dodson, Fullagar and Head 1992.

288

Frankel and Bird 2013, p. 80.
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Table 6.1 (cont.) Greater Gariward Landscape: An overview of changing climate,289 environment
and history.

Time

Climate and environment

Aboriginal history

10,500–7000
years ago

Wetter climate; lake levels begin rising
from about 8500 years ago; with lakes
overflowing by 7000 years ago. There
was an expansion of tree cover in the
ranges, with the establishment of open
red gum woodland with grassy
understorey by 7000 years ago.

With more reliable water supplies,
people increasingly used the
surrounding plains, resulting in more
independent regional groups.

Wettest period of the Holocene. Ranges
densely vegetated and much of the area
may have been relatively inaccessible.

Emergence of aquaculture in the areas
to the south and west of Gariwerd.

Early Holocene

7000–5500
years ago
5500–3500
years ago
Mid-Holocene

Drying conditions in the mid-Holocene.

Increased environmental stress caused
by the drier climate. Rock art begins to
be created.

3500–2000
years ago
2000 years ago
onward
Late Holocene

Dry but unstable climatic conditions.
Arrival of the dingo.
Wetter period. Drier climate; falling lake
levels; comparable to early Holocene.

Intensification of land-use by
Aboriginal groups. Increased use of
local stone and new tool forms.
Jadawadjali and Djab Wurrung
language groups become established.
Aboriginal fire regimes well
established.

1830s –
present290

Period characterised by colonial
modification of the landscape, habitat
fragmentation and pest invasion. Ranges
densely vegetated, in part resulting from
the cessation of Aboriginal burning
practices. Gradual environmental
recovery from past land uses with
creation of protected areas for
conservation in the late twentieth
century. Increasing dryness and bushfire
severity associated with human induced
climate change (global warming).

In early 19th century, Country of
Jadawadjali (population of 1500–4400;
c.37 clans) and Djab Wurrung (1600–
5000; c.41 clans) language groups.291
By 1843, Traditional Owner population
reduced to 403 (Djab Wurrung) and
455 (Jadawadjali).292
Period characterised by Traditional
Owner resistance, persistence and
continuous cultural renewal and
strengthening.293

6.2 ALL COUNTRY HAS TRADITIONAL OWNER HERITAGE
VALUES
289

After Jones, Bowler and McMahon 1998.

290

Includes the Anthropocene, a geological period (starting about 1950) that recognises the profound
impact of humans on Earth. It can be defined, for example, by the radioactive elements dispersed across
the planet by nuclear bomb tests, plastic pollution, emissions from power stations and the use of
concrete.
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Clark 1990, pp. 17, 108–109, 311 — based on Lourandos 1977 and Dawson 1881.

292

Clark 1990, p. 103 — based on accounts by George Augustus Robinson (1791-1866) and Edward Stone
Parker (1802–1865) — Aboriginal Protector of the Western District of Victoria (1841-c.1848).

293

Wettenhall 2019, p. 69 ff.
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Throughout this report, it has been emphasised that all parts of the GGL have cultural values.
Both Traditional Owner historical experience and present-day cultural perspectives support this
assertion.
First, across 1,100 generations and more than 22,000 years, people have walked over, occupied
and collected resources from all parts of the landscape at one time or another, although the
pattern of landscape use will have varied over time in response to changing climates and
environments and changing social organisation. Expressed another way, all parts of the
landscape have a human history.
Second, the notion of Country recognises that all parts of the landscape have cultural meanings
and associated values for Traditional Owners. This concept encompasses land and water, plants
and animals, earth and sky. It also emphasises the interconnectedness of nature and cultures,
physical and spiritual (Section 6.1).

6.3 SPECIAL PLACES
While all parts of the GGL are part of Country and all parts of Country have importance to
Traditional Owners, some cultural places are special because of the powerful or deep-time
stories connected to them and because of the tangible features that survive there. ‘Special’
does not necessarily mean a place or story is more important than other stories and places
(though they might be to some Traditional Owners), but rather that they are a prominent part
of cultural identity. Stories and places associated with creation ancestors (Table 3.3) are
typically recognised as special because they are significant within Aboriginal worldviews.
Equally, ancestral remains are considered special because they are actual ancestors and,
regardless of how old the remains are, they are regarded as kin to present day Traditional
Owners. Rock art is considered special because of its power to engage with history, creativity,
cultural practices and spiritual beliefs. And key animal and plant species may be highly valued
because of their ‘kinship’ or totemic relationships with living people. And even low-density
scatters of stone artefacts, often discounted in archaeological studies, are important as these
artefacts help connect modern day Traditional Owners with Country and past ancestors.

6.4 CULTURAL RENEWAL AND STRENGTHENING —
EXPERIENCING PLACES TODAY
Cultural renewal refers to strengthening and reconnecting with Country, community and
identity, which may include language, stories, dance and song. Cultural renewal can involve
creating new knowledge (e.g. adapting traditional burning techniques to landscapes that have
not been subject to cultural burns for generations; creating new stories about present-day
experiences) and cultural revitalisation or resurgence (e.g. return of cultural material in
museums and other collections to Country; conducting ancient, new and hybrid ceremonies and
performances on Country).
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Living, working and being on Country are also part of the experience of cultural renewal. Joint
management of parks enables cultural renewal and respects the rights of Traditional Owners,294
and is in itself a process for cultural renewal and strengthening Traditional Owners. The concept
of adaptive management, an approach applied by Parks Victoria,295 is relevant here.296
‘Adaptive’ can also be extended to the inclusion of Traditional Owner cultural values to mean:
• responsive to changing knowledge about stories, places and values
• respectful, including the building of mutual respect
• listening to each other, building understanding and working through differences
• learning together.297
The particular cultural setting of the GGL brings with it the opportunity to bring to adaptive
management concepts of respect, right people and right relationships, partnership and sharing
learning.298
Respect is at the heart of the model. Respect needs to be mutual, and constantly built and
reinforced.

Figure 6.1 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: An adaptive model applicable to Country. 299

294

See: Parks Victoria, ‘Managing Country Together’.

295

Parks Victoria ‘Managing Country Together’.

296

For a diagram, see Parks Victoria 2015, p. 13.

297

Context 2012, vol. 1, pp. 50–52.

298

This concept also draws on the work of David Guilfoyle et al. 2009 and their work in Western Australia
that proposed a model for implementing cultural heritage projects: its four elements are communitydriven, customary protocols, landscape management and legal agreement.

299

Context 2012, vol. 1, p. 51.
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Asking the right questions is the place to start. The right questions are the ones that engage
people, support partnerships, accord with protocols and enable action and learning. And the
right questions can change as knowledge is built and values and stories are shared, for example.
A consequence of applying a holistic approach to adaptive management is that, in an
operational sense, it can involve asking three basic questions in advance of planning any action
that will change or impact on the landscape:
 What is the Traditional Owner history and story of this place or area?
 Who are the Traditional Owners with rights, special attachment and/or historical
connection to this place or area?
 What are the threats of my management action to the place/area and its values, Country
and its Traditional Owners?
When these questions are asked in relation to lands jointly management between Parks Victoria
and Traditional Owners, responses can be accessible through Traditional Owners and staff
involved in the GGL’s management.
The right people are all those who want to engage with a question. Right people must involve
all those with legal and cultural responsibilities, recognising that Traditional Owners are rightsholders and therefore are foremost as the right people. As action is taken, for example on a
project to document place-connections in a particular locality, new people may become
interested. They too are the right people. This reflects an adaptive approach.
Partnerships and agreed protocols are essential. Partnerships mean clear and specific
relationships between those engaged. This might mean formal relationships between
organisations such as Parks Victoria, BGLC, EMAC, GMTOAC, local government and other
Victorian government departments and catchment management authorities, for example. It
might also mean agreement about how individuals and community groups will participate. Such
agreements need to reflect the knowledge and resources that each party brings and how these
will be respected through agreed protocols. Informed consent is always needed. And all
processes need to be culturally appropriate — for everyone.
Action is how what is planned is delivered. Action needs to be outcome and learning focused.
The right questions will be explored through action.
Review includes monitoring as an action is being taken followed by review of what was
achieved. Learning and potential adaptations emerge from this process of review. Involvement
of Traditional Owners views is essential.
Sharing learning is the last step, but critical to shaping the next set of right questions and
engaging the right people and so on. Sharing learning can include passing on of knowledge from
one generation to the next, formal training, mentoring and sharing in other ways. Knowledge
needs to be recorded and available, in accordance with agreed protocols of course.
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6.5 TOWARD A CONNECTED FUTURE
Joint management recognises the ongoing connection of Traditional Owners to the land. It
involves Traditional Owners and park staff sharing their knowledge to manage specific areas.
In Victoria, joint management is established under the terms of the Traditional Owners
Settlement Act 2010 (Vic). This Act establishes a framework that recognises native title in
Victoria and joint management can be a component of a native title settlement. The Act allows
for parks and reserves to be returned to Aboriginal ownership under a form of land title called
Aboriginal Title. Land under this title will continue to be managed as national parks or other
forms of public parks.300
Joint management of the GGL is asserted as essential by the three Traditional Owner
corporations and is foreshadowed by Parks Victoria.
This report argues that Traditional Owner culture and heritage should be at the forefront of the
Draft Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape Management Plan. The reasons for this, which
are discussed further in Section 7., include:
• Traditional Owners are rights-holders for their Country
• Traditional Owners of the GGL have more than 22,000 years of connection to this Country
and have endured almost 200 years of violence, dispossession, removal from Country,
racism — and cultural harm more generally
• Enabling Traditional Owners to care for Country is a matter of social and land justice
• Working and living on Country is a process of reconciliation and of continuing cultural
renewal and cultural strengthening
• Affording Traditional Owner culture and heritage priority status in land management signals
that culture is respected, celebrated and valued.
• All parts of the GGL has Traditional Owner cultural values (Section 4.0 and 6.2).
• Traditional Owner cultural values are different from the values constructed by, for example,
archaeologists, ecologists and geologists about cultural places. That is, Traditional Owners
are the ‘experts’ on the values of their culture and heritage.
• All land and park management actions have an Traditional Owner cultural component and,
thus, the potential to negatively impact on Traditional Owner cultural values.

300

Parks Victoria, ‘Managing Country Together’.
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7.0 Management
7.1 MANAGING ABORIGINAL CULTURAL HERITAGE PLACES
AND VALUES
Parks Victoria recognises that Aboriginal people have lived throughout Victoria for more
than a thousand generations, maintaining complex societies with many languages,
kinship systems, laws, polities and spiritualities. Aboriginal people are the original
inhabitants … of this state. Land, along with water and natural resources, is central to
Aboriginal existence and identity; it has always been subject to access and use rights —
sustainably managed according to traditional laws and customs.301
This section of the report is concerned with the Traditional Owner cultural places within, and
the values associated with, the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL) and how those places and
values will be responsibly cared for and safeguarded into the future. The management
approach advocated here is framed by three key considerations.
1. The Greater Gariwerd Landscape is the Country of Traditional Owners
All parts of the GGL are the Country of Traditional Owners and all parts of the land — including
the plants and animals, as well as the waters and sky — have significance to the Traditional
Owners. Within the GGL there are specific places — some very large (e.g. places associated with
the story of Tchingal, the emu) and some quite small (e.g. small rock shelters with painted
images) — that are special to Traditional Owners because of the stories, memories,
experiences, history, ceremony, practices, resources, and surviving material remains connected
to those places.
2. Continuing connection to Country strengthens culture
All engagements with the GGL by Traditional Owners are forms of continuing connection to
Country that strengthen culture, sustain cultural renewal and support cultural revitalisation. By
visiting known cultural places, documenting new places, meeting and working on Country,
travelling through Country, sharing stories about Country and caring for Country, Traditional
Owners continue to maintain, build, re-connect with and re-make their cultural landscapes.
From this perspective, landscape is a dynamic and evolving process involving people, places and
practices created through a history of Aboriginal presence, experience and knowledge
extending back more than 22,000 years.302
3. Traditional Owners are rights-holders
Traditional Owners of the GGL are ‘rights-holders’; that is, they have recognised legal and/or
moral rights to Country, landscape, places and knowledge. Rights-holders will typically hold a
range of intellectual property rights connected to their customary and ecological knowledge,
301

Parks Victoria, ‘Managing Country Together’.

302

Bird and Frankel 2005.
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practices and skills. This differentiates them from stakeholders: a stakeholder is a person, group
or community with an interest or concern in something — such as the future management of a
place on public land and/or the impacts a development or change of use may have on a place or
landscape. Relationships of collaboration and partnerships are required with rights-holders;
while in the case of stakeholders, a consultative approach is typical.
The Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape Management Plan will establish a vision,
principles and strategies for managing the GGL. This section looks at the broader planning
framework for management planning (7.2), before detailing a vision and principles (7.3),
examining strategic issues (7.4) and then defining strategic directions (7.5), all elements arising
from the research and engagement undertaken in this project. The rationale for the principles
presented in Table 7.1 is presented in Section 7.3, the key planning issues related to Traditional
Owner culture and heritage are outlined in Section 7.4, and a series of management directions
are developed in Section 7.5. The information in these three sections will inform the
preparation of a Draft Management Plan for the GGL.

7.2 BROADER PLANNING FRAMEWORK
The broader planning framework for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL) should emphasise
Traditional Owner heritage and culture as an over-riding concern and priority for the next 15
years (2021-2036) as a response to past dispossession and denial of Traditional Owner rights
and responsibilities. Equally, it should recognise the need for a forward-looking, proactive
reconciliation project between Traditional Owners and other Victorians, and the importance of
supporting processes of continuing cultural renewal and strengthening.
This broad planning framework for GGL sits within a number of high-level directives: from the
global to the local. Table 7.1 lists the documents that will guide the management of the GGL
into the future.
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People (2007). This document, to
which Australia became a signatory in 2009, is a global statement and binding approach that
establishes a universal framework of standards for the survival, dignity and well-being of
Indigenous peoples and elaborates on fundamental freedoms as they apply to them. Indigenous
peoples, including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, drafted the Declaration. Those
articles that are particularly relevant to the protections of Australian Aboriginal culture,
heritage and practices are reproduced in Appendix 4.
Legislation. Purposes and objectives are established in a range of Australian legislation, such as
the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth), Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984 (Cwlth), Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth),
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.), Traditional Owners Settlement Act 2010 (Vic.) and Parks
Victoria Act 2018 (Vic.). The aims presented in these laws that are relevant to Traditional
Owners and their culture and heritage with respect to the GGL are listed in Appendix 4.
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Heritage guides. Good practice documents for heritage include the Australia ICOMOS Burra
Charter,303 Australian Natural Heritage Charter304 and Ask First: A guide to respecting Indigenous
heritage places and values.305
Table 7.1 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Hierarchical planning framework
Global
Responsibility

United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People (2007)306

Commonwealth
Legislation

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 2004; Native Title Act
1993
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984

Victorian
Legislation

Key Acts: National Parks Act 1975; Parks Victoria Act 2018; Aboriginal Heritage
Act 2006; Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010; Crown Lands (Reserve) Act
1978; Water Act 1979.

Heritage guides

Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter 2013; Australian Natural Heritage Charter; Ask
First: A guide to respecting Indigenous heritage places and values

Cultural Landscape
guides

Landscapes of Cultural Heritage Significance: Assessment guidelines; Cultural
Landscapes: A guide for park management.

State Strategic
Plan

PV Corporate Plan 2019-22. Objectives:
1. Conserving Victoria’s special places (Goal 3. Establish new and strengthen
existing partnership arrangements with Traditional Owners)
2. Connecting people and parks
3. Providing benefits beyond park boundaries.

PV Frameworks

Adaptive Management Framework; Land Management Framework; Managing
Country Together Framework

TO Country Plans

BGLC Country Plan 2017; EMAC Country Plan 2015; GMTOAC Country Plan 2015

Draft Strategy

Grampians – Gariwerd Indigenous Cultural Heritage Strategy 2008

Management Plan

Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape Management Plan (in preparation)

Action Plans

Conservation Action Plans307

These documents provide guidance on caring for Australia’s heritage places and landscapes. It
should be noted that in the case of the two charters, the guidance extends beyond Aboriginal
heritage and includes the cultural and natural significance of non-Aboriginal and natural places.
Both charters recommend the adoption of a ‘precautionary principle’ in the management of
303

Australia ICOMOS 2013.

304

Commonwealth of Australia 2002.

305

Australian Heritage Commission 2002. With regard to heritage collections, see: Significance 2.0: A
guide to assessing the significance of collections (Winkworth and Russell 2009).

306

There are many other relevant global declarations, conventions, agendas and agreements (e.g. relating
to climate change, sustainable development and biodiversity) but, because of their number, are not
listed here.

307

See also Parks Victoria 2010, a Conservation Action Plan for Gariwerd rock art sites that covered the
period 2010-2016.
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heritage — that is, do as much as necessary to care for a place or landscape, but otherwise
change it as little as possible.
Cultural landscape guides. Integrated approaches to the management of cultural and natural,
physical and spiritual heritage — i.e. a cultural landscape approach — include documents such
as Landscapes of Cultural Heritage Significance: Assessment guidelines308 and Cultural
Landscapes: A guide for park management.309 The Budj Bim Cultural Landscape, situated to the
south of Gariwerd, is inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List,310 and is an outstanding
example of a cultural landscape.
Parks Victoria Frameworks. A number of Parks Victoria frameworks are relevant to the
planning hierarchy, including the Adaptive Management Framework (outlined in Section 6.4 of
this report), Land Management Strategy (currently in development)311 and Managing Country
Together Framework312 that recognises the valuable contribution Traditional Owners make to
the State and the importance of working with them to care for their Country on Parks Victoria
managed land.
Traditional Owner Corporation Country Plans. The three relevant plans are:
 Barengi Gadjin Land Council Aboriginal Corporation (BGLC) (2017). Growing What is Good
Country Plan: Voices of the Wotjobaluk Nations.313
 Eastern Maar Aboriginal Corporation (EMAC) (2016). Meerreengeeye ngakeepoorryeeyt.314
 Gunditj Mirring Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation (GMTOAC) (2015) Ngootyoong
Gunditj Ngootyoong Mara South West Management Plan.315
Each plan sets out visions, goals and actions relevant to the Countries of each of the three
Traditional Owner corporations (see Section 7.3.1 below).
Draft Grampians – Gariwerd Indigenous Cultural Heritage Strategy. This draft document was
prepared for Parks Victoria in 2008. The strategy identifies three key principles and four
strategic directions, as well as proposes key actions. However, the strategy was not finalised or
implemented. Changes in legislation and the creation of Traditional Owner corporations since
2008 has meant that the strategy is now out of date, though many of the issues that it identifies
are still relevant in 2020.

308

Heritage Council of Victoria 2015.

309

Brown 2010. For international examples, see: British Colombia 2018; and National Park Service (United
States). ‘Cultural landscapes’.

310

Commonwealth of Australia 2017.

311

Parks Victoria. ‘Land Management Strategy’, https://engage.vic.gov.au/lms. The state-wide Land
Management Strategy is being prepared to guide and inform future planning and decision-making
across Victoria’s parks estate.

312

Parks Victoria. ‘Managing Country Together’, https://www.parks.vic.gov.au/managing-countrytogether

313

Available at: https://www.bglc.com.au/bglc-country-plan

314

Available at: https://easternmaar.com.au/emac-country-planning/

315

Parks Victoria 2015.
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Grampians / Gariwerd Conservation Action Plan.316 This document recognises that:
…the Grampians Conservation Action Plan may be revised before its scheduled review
period to integrate traditional ecological knowledge and input from Gariwerd
Traditional Owners, and to capture their role in managing this highly biodiverse and
culturally significant landscape in future conservation strategies. This Conservation
Action Plan may assist in informing a future Joint Management Plan.317
Parks Victoria’s planning framework includes the Adaptive Management Framework and a
Conservation Action Planning Process, and Managing Country Together.
The Adaptive Management Framework supports ongoing learning by continually evaluating the
success of actions in meeting management objectives and subsequently adjusting future
management actions.318 This framework applies a five-step approach:
1. Define management objectives.
2. Plan actions and monitoring.
3. Implement actions and monitoring.
4 Analyse results and evaluate effectiveness of actions.
5. Share results and promote learning.
Section 6.4 of this report proposes ways in which this framework might by updated to better
integrate Traditional Owner rights and responsibilities.
Parks Victoria applies a cyclical, ten-step Conservation Action Planning Process in the
development of Conservation Action Plans.319 The steps are:
1. Scope planning, people and resources.
2. Identify conservation assets.
3. Assess the viability of conservation assets and set conservation outcomes.
4. Identify and assess threats to conservation outcomes.
5. Develop action options from situational analysis.
6. Assess and select preferred strategies and actions.
7. Set performance measures.
8. Plan work.
9. Implement operational plans.
10. Adapt the conservation action plan and operational activities.
Traditional Owner cultural heritage is typically one component to which these approaches may
be applied: others include ecosystems (which encompasses pest animal and invasive plant
control); historic cultural heritage; asset (including infrastructure) maintenance; visitor
experience and recreation; fire management; and resourcing. For the purpose of land and
visitor management, these components are typically recognised as separate and distinct.
316

Parks Victoria 2018b, p. iii.

317

Parks Victoria 2018b, p. iv
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Parks Victoria 2015, p. 12.
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Parks Victoria 2018b, p. 1–3.
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However, given the principles, issues and directions presented in Sections 7.3–7.5 below, it is
clear that Traditional Owner interests and responsibilities extend across all of these listed
components.
The application of both an Adaptive Management Framework and a Conservation Action
Planning Process by Parks Victoria within the GGL needs to be undertaken in ways that
recognise and respect that Traditional Owner knowledge, culture and heritage are components
of all land, water and visitor management activities. Traditional Owner knowledge, culture and
heritage therefore needs to be incorporated into all of the steps applied in the two approaches
(discussed in Section 6.4).
A key question in working through each step of these two approaches is:
 What are the Aboriginal cultural heritage connections, values, issues and concerns relevant
to this management topic?
Subsidiary questions might include:
• Who are the relevant TO corporations, organisations and/or individuals to lead and/or guide
planning and actions?
• How can Traditional Owner knowledge, including traditional ecological knowledge, be
incorporated alongside Western scientific knowledge into a ‘two-way’ process of Caring for
Country?
Revising or reframing the Adaptive Management Framework and a Conservation Action
Planning Process will need to incorporate current Traditional Owner cultural knowledge and
experience, and Traditional Owner decision-making processes and practices into these
processes. Revisions should acknowledge, respect and include Traditional Owner participation.
The vision and principles presented here are intended to support such work.

7.3 VISION AND PRINCIPLES
7.3.1 Shaping the Vision
The vision for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape is as follows:
The Greater Gariwerd Landscape is celebrated for its Traditional Owner history, heritage,
knowledge, voice, and cultural practices. It is Country actively cared for by Traditional
Owners and respected by local residents, visitors, tourists, workers and managers.
The vision for the GGL responds to the three key considerations presented at the start of this
chapter. It advocates for the recognition of Traditional Owner history, heritage, knowledge,
voice and cultural practices to be a priority for the care and safeguarding of the GGL — initially
for the period of the Greater Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape Management Plan (2021-2036).
The vision aligns with that of Parks Victoria: ‘Parks Victoria is a world-class park service ensuring
healthy parks for healthy people.’320 For the GGL to be a ‘healthy’, it is necessary that the
320

Parks Victoria 2019a, p. iii.
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Traditional Owners work in partnership with Parks Victoria to restore the physical and cultural
health of Country and of its Traditional Owners.
The vision also aligns with the stated visions of the three Traditional Owner Corporations as
outlined below.
Barengi Gadjin Land Council Aboriginal Corporation (BGLC). ‘Our identity and culture are
intrinsic to who we are as Wotjobaluk Peoples. It is important that we cherish and nurture all
aspects of our lands, water and heritage in order to preserve the strength and resilience of our
peoples. Our Country links us to our ancestors and spirits and it is the foundation of our future.
If Country is treated with respect and care, and we can act on our responsibility for Country, the
Wotjobaluk Country will continue to provide for us. Our vision: Wotjobaluk National working
together as custodians of Culture, Country, Heritage, Lore and Language, sharing our values and
representing the rights and interests of our People. ’321
Eastern Maar Aboriginal Corporation (EMAC). ‘Through Meerreengeyye ngakeepoorryeeyt —
our Country Plan — we have defined our vision for the future. To help us on the path to
achieving our vision, we have identified six goals that will form the focus of our effort:
Wellbeing of our citizens; Active youth; Strong identity; Healthy Country; Cultural strength;
Independence. For each of our goals, we have a number of objectives that we will work toward
— as individuals, as a nation and in partnership with others. These goals are underpinned by the
law of the land, our moral authority that dictates how we live and behave, who we interact with
and how we will always care for our Country.’ 322
Gunditj Mirring Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation (GMTOAC). ‘Healthy Country,
Healthy People – Ngootyoong Gunditj, Ngootyoong Mara in Gunditjmara – is what we want for
the planning area. The different landscapes – Stone Country, Sea Country, River Forest Country
and Forest Country – are all important and connect with each other and people. We all have a
right and responsibility to care for Country, working together with respectful conversations to
achieve our aspirations for Country. We will work together to restore and improve ecosystems
so that they are intact and resilient. We recognise the connections between people and
Country; between communities and Country – past, present and future. Forever.’323

7.3.2 The principles
‘Principle’ is used here to mean a high-level statement that guides and informs the care,
safeguarding and management of a landscape. In the context of the Traditional Owner cultural
heritage values of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape (GGL), the principles are basic rules or
standards that direct how management processes and practices will be implemented and
measured. In short, principles underpin effective management.
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Barendji Gadjin Land Council Aboriginal Corporation 2017.
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Eastern Marr Aboriginal Corporation 2015.

323

Parks Victoria and Gunditj Mirring Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation 2015.
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The seven principles listed in Table 7.2 draw on a range of sources, especially the Traditional
Owner Cultural Values Workshop (18–19 February 2020; Halls Gap), which was attended by
representatives of the three Traditional Owner Corporations (BGLC, GMTOAC and EMAC).
The principles also seek to progress the likelihood of joint management arrangements being
established in the coming decade for public land within the GGL. For Parks Victoria, joint
management ‘recognises the ongoing connection of Traditional Owners to the land. It involves
Traditional Owners and park staff sharing their knowledge to manage specific areas.’ 324

Table 7.2 Principles for guiding and informing the care, safeguarding and management of the
Greater Gariwerd Landscape.
1. All parts of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape have cultural meanings and associated values for
Traditional Owners.
2. The Traditional Owners of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape are recognised rights-holders for their
Country.
3. Traditional Owner cultural heritage is central to all planning for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape
and a key to effective management.
4. Traditional Owners guide planning for the visitor experience of Greater Gariwerd Landscape.
5. Traditional Owners have access to and use of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape for cultural
purposes, activities and events as part of strengthening connections to Country.
6. Greater Gariwerd is celebrated, managed and promoted for its vibrant Traditional Owner culture
and use of local languages, being a place of learning, with an emphasis on local produce and
distinctive experiences, and as a landscape of serenity and peace.
7. Traditional Owners guide the identification and documentation of new and known Aboriginal
cultural places including habitats and ecologies that support key cultural species.

324

Parks Victoria, ‘Managing Country Together’, https://www.parks.vic.gov.au/managing-countrytogether.
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Principle 1 — Greater Gariwerd Landscape is the Country of Traditional Owners
All parts of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape have cultural meanings and associated values for
Traditional Owners.
Rationale. The Aboriginal term ‘Country’ expresses the holistic nature of landscape (Section 7.1,
this report) inclusive of cultural features, physical features (e.g. land forms, geology, water, sky),
plant and animal species (biodiversity) and ecological systems. Cultural and natural elements
and spiritual connections are generally not seen as separate in Traditional Owner worldviews,
whereas most protected area management organisations treat cultural and natural heritage as
separate and disconnected. Adopting a holistic and integrated perspective will enable effective
Traditional Owner engagement in all facets (planning, infrastructure, cultural heritage, natural
heritage, visitation, etc.) of management decision-making and delivery.
Principle 2 — Traditional Owners are rights-holders
The Traditional Owners of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape are recognised rights-holders for
their Country.
Rationale. The State of Victoria has entered into an Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA) with
three Traditional Owner Corporations (BGLC, EMAC, GMTOAC). Aboriginal Victoria recognises
that, while there are currently no Registered Aboriginal Parties for the whole of the GGL and
native title hasn’t been determined or extinguished, the three corporations should be consulted
in relation to any cultural heritage matters which require decision by the Secretary, Department
of Premier and Cabinet, under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.). These three Traditional
Owner groups are recognised as the collective owners of the GGL and hold rights to ‘Care for
Country’, and their roles as custodians of Country will be acknowledged and supported.
Each Traditional Owners corporation may have greater authority for some parts of the GGL than
for other parts of that landscape, and different parts of the GGL may have different Aboriginal
spokespersons. Equally, there may be a need for continuing discussions to be had regarding the
connections of some family and clan groups in relation to the three corporations.
Principle 3 — Aboriginal cultural heritage is central to decision-making
Traditional Owner cultural heritage is central to all planning for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape
and a key to effective management.
Rationale. From Principle 1 (GGL as Aboriginal Country) and Principle 2 (Traditional Owners as
rights-holders), it is evident that cultural heritage is everywhere; that is all parts of the
landscape have cultural values for Traditional Owners, and all natural processes and human
activities have an cultural heritage dimension
All park management actions (e.g. construction and maintenance of infrastructure and visitor
facilities, revegetation, management of native species, feral pest and invasive weed control, fire
management, management of historic places, management of tourism, etc.) will impact on
and/or effect Traditional Owner cultural heritage places and values. Thus, all park management
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activities necessarily require the input and involvement of relevant Traditional Owners as part
of a mutual learning approach to the management of the GGL.
Principle 4 — Experiencing Gariwerd
Traditional Owners guide planning for the visitor experience of Greater Gariwerd Landscape.
Rationale. ‘Experience’ is taken here to mean all the ways in which the GGL is interpreted and
presented to visitors, tourists and local residents — including through information available on
and off site, activities (including visiting rock art sites and lookouts, bushing walking, longdistance trekking, camping, rock climbing, bike riding) and the delivery of cultural events.
Visitor experience of GGL will be shaped by: the language used (i.e. dual naming of places;
agreed and appropriate English words and expressions; removal of offensive names such as
some used for rock climbing routes); and the delivery of appropriate cultural awareness
information and training to visitors, local residents, local business operators and park
staff/contractors.
The success or otherwise of such programs will be measured by the levels of respect shown to
Country — the cultural landscape (e.g. use of indicators such as levels of littering, disposal of
toilet waste, trampling of vegetation, vandalism and graffiti, increase/decrease in numbers of
totemic animals, noise and light pollution, etc.). The primacy of GGL as Traditional Owner
Country (Principle 1) means that the protocols associated with how the experience of Country is
offered to visitors should be based on the wishes of Traditional Owners.
Principle 5 — Access specific to Traditional Owner use
Traditional Owners have access to and use of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape for cultural
purposes, activities and events as part of strengthening connections to Country.
Rationale. Traditional Owner connection to and continuing cultural renewal within the GGL
requires regular visits to significant places (e.g. art sites, lookouts, story places, etc.), wild food
and medicine resources, and meeting places. Traditional Owners have expressed the
importance of gatherings on Country in order to reconnect, heal, create and strengthen
community relationships and to renew cultural practices.
Access to different parts of the GGL may be required at different times. While some activities
can be undertaken as part of the daily life of people (e.g., visits to lookouts by members of the
Budja Budja Aboriginal Cooperative Women’s Group), special access requirements may be
required for healing and other ceremonies and this may mean periodic closure of those
locations to the public. These events may also require access to particular plant, animal or
mineral resources.
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Principle 6 — Respecting Country and cultural renewal and strengthening
Greater Gariwerd is celebrated, managed and promoted for its vibrant Traditional Owner
culture and use of local languages, being a place of learning, with an emphasis on local produce
and distinctive experiences, and as a landscape of serenity and peace.
Rationale. A primary concern of Traditional Owners, as expressed at the Traditional Owner
Cultural Values Workshop and elsewhere, is that the GGL be treated with respect (see Principle
4). Beyond this, Traditional Owners have communicated a vision and aspirations for the GGL
that encompasses the following points:
• The GGL continues to be, and increasingly becomes, known for its vibrant culture, evident in
the visibility of Aboriginal people practising caring for Country and being active here, both
culturally and as land managers.
 Local languages are used in place naming throughout the GGL (see also Principle 4).
• The GGL becomes a place of learning for Traditional Owners and visiting Indigenous peoples
and for visitors and tourists.
• Local businesses, and the products they sell, emphasise locally sourced foods and artworks
and local knowledge.
• Each and every visitor to the GGL has a distinctive and valued experience (Principle 4).
• Gariwerd is recognised and widely acknowledged for its sense of place, serenity, healing and
peace, and that these concepts are seen as linked to Aboriginal rights and wellbeing.
Principle 7 — Identifying and monitoring Aboriginal places
Traditional Owners guide the identification and documentation of new and known Aboriginal
cultural places including habitats and ecologies that support key cultural species.
Rationale. While studies and field surveys have been and are being undertaken within the GGL
to identify and document cultural places (e.g. heritage assessments for rock climbing areas),
there are many areas still to be surveyed and investigated (including private lands bordering
parks and reserves). There are gaps in the information base on Traditional Owner cultural
heritage with regard to current knowledge, meanings and values ascribed to places by
Traditional Owners; for example, little was recorded on this aspect as part of the rock climbing
areas survey, where the greater emphasis was on tangible features of past occupation.
What is required is a long-term heritage and history research plan. Traditional Owners and their
associated communities should be at the forefront of developing any such research plan on
Aboriginal heritage and history, in consultation with archaeologists, historians, ecologists,
planners and others.
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7.4 STRATEGIC ISSUES
This section identifies key issues related to the future management of the Greater Gariwerd
Landscape (GGL). The primary source of information has been the workshops undertaken with
the three Traditional Owner corporations and Parks Victoria.
Four types of issues are recognised:
Legacy issues. Issues that were current at the time of the 2003 Grampians National Park
Management Plan.325 The relationship between Parks Victoria and the Brambuk Cultural Centre
is one such issue, as is the failure to finalise and adopt an Indigenous Cultural Heritage
Strategy326 for the Grampians National Park.
Ongoing issues. These issues have been addressed or have begun to be implemented to varying
degrees in the GGL (e.g. dual naming, intellectual property with regard to Aboriginal ecological
knowledge, and management of rock art sites). In general, these issues require ongoing work by
Parks Victoria, guided by the Traditional Owners.
New and emerging issues. These are issues that have arisen in the preparation of the Greater
Gariwerd (Grampians) Landscape Management Plan and include joint management
arrangements, better understanding of Aboriginal spokespersons for different parts of the GGL,
and building effective and respectful collaborative partnerships.
Issues to explore. These issues were raised at the Traditional Owner Cultural Values Workshop
and require further discussion to determine their relative priority. Examples include the need to
care for totemic species (as well as their habitats and ecosystems), the introduction of cultural
burning practices and ways that newly identified art (and other cultural) sites and places be
documented.
Although the list of issues in Table 7.3 aims to be as complete as possible and to recognise the
overlaps between issues, there will be issues that have been missed. The table is intended to
inform the development of the forthcoming GGL Draft Management Plan; and to share
information with Traditional Owners and other peoples with an interest in the planning area.

325

Parks Victoria 2003.

326

Parks Victoria 2008.
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Table 7.3 Strategic issues for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.

Legacy issues
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Strategy327
Explanation. A ‘major management direction’ identified in Parks Victoria’s (2003) Grampians National
Park Management Plan was the ‘Development of a Gariwerd/Grampians Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Strategy’ with Aboriginal groups and communities. A draft Indigenous Cultural Heritage Strategy was
prepared in 2008,328 but has not been finalised, adopted or implemented.
Comment. This is a long-time legacy issue for Parks Victoria and a source of consternation for
Traditional Owners (TOs). A commitment to an TO cultural heritage planning document (with content
and naming to be determined) should form part of the forthcoming Management Plan and be
developed in collaboration with the three TO corporations.

Brambuk329
Explanation. The mission of Brambuk — The National Park and Cultural Centre, which opened in
1990, is to document, recover, conserve and present the Aboriginal culture of the Gariwerd region.
The working relationship between Brambuk with its constituent communities, as well as with Parks
Victoria (PV), has shifted over the decades and there remain tensions within those relationships.
Comment. The close proximity, and overlapping functions of, the National Park Information Centre
and Brambuk Cultural Centre require that a close, cooperative and mutually beneficial relationship be
established. PV will temporarily take over management of the Cultural Centre when the current
operators permit expires at the end of June 2020 for up to three years. Parks Victoria will work with a
new Strategic Partnership Committee of Gariwerd TO corporations to devise a new operating model
and refreshed cultural experiences and visitor services at the Brambuk precinct. This process will
involve extensive consultation with TOs to understand their aspirations for Brambuk as a place of
culture, community, learning, heritage conservation, employment, economic outcomes, and
connection to Country. It will also involve consultation with a broad range of local community and
government stakeholders. Outputs will include plans for visitor experiences and services, cultural
facilities, building and site designs, and commercial activities.

Legacy issues
Re-connecting to the GGL330
Explanation. Through historical processes of colonialism, including dispossession, many Aboriginal
peoples — including TOs — may have incomplete and/or disrupted connection to places and
landscapes within the GGL. A process of cultural renewal, reconnection and strengthening has been
going on for some time and will continue. Access to places within Gariwerd, including places to meet
independently of PV, remains an issue in this regard.
Comment. Participation in the management of the GGL (Caring for Country) should be actively
supported as part of a process of cultural renewal and strengthening of connection / reconnection to
Country. This process is associated with ideas of ‘healing’ of people and of Country.
327

Parks Victoria 2003, pp. v, 23. ‘Development of a Gariwerd/Grampians Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Strategy with the Indigenous Nations, Gariwerd Enterprises Pty Ltd and Brambuk Incorporated, relevant
Government agencies and other community groups’.

328

Parks Victoria 2008.
Parks Victoria 2003, pp. v, 23. ‘Establishment of Brambuk: The National Park and Cultural Centre by
integrating Brambuk Aboriginal Cultural Centre and the Grampians National Park Visitor Centre, and
management of the Centre in partnership with Gariwerd Enterprises Pty Ltd (Brambuk)’.

329

330

Parks Victoria 2003, pp. v, 23. ‘Continue and maintain a strong and close relationship with the
Indigenous Nations, Brambuk Incorporated and Gariwerd Enterprises Pty Ltd, based on respect for their
aspirations for the park, perspectives of environment and landscape, tradition, and interests and rights
in the land’.
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Partnership approach331
Explanation. Considerable work remains to be undertaken to build and strengthen relationships
between PV and TO corporations. Relationships should be about working together in proactive, not
reactive, ways. An issue here is to establish processes for collaborating with TO corporations in all
aspects of management (see Principle 3 above)
Comment. This issue was identified in 2003. Currently the focus is on establishing Joint Management
for the GGL as a part of partnership making. See ‘Joint Management’ under ‘New and emerging
issues’ below.

Ongoing issues
Language and dual naming
Explanation. A process of dual naming across the GGL has been implemented for some time (since at
least 1990).332 Naming is recognised as a way for TOs to continue connections with, and/or reconnect with, Country; as well as to present the GGL to visitors and the wider community as an
Aboriginal landscape. A key issue is the re-naming of the Grampians National Park to Gariwerd.
Another relevant issue is that each TO corporation associated with Gariwerd has its own language,
meaning that some places will have more than one traditional name.
Comment. Continue the process of applying traditional names and language to places, plants and
animals, and experiences (e.g. walking tracks, lookouts, campgrounds, climbing routes) across the
GGL. A long-term aspiration expressed at the TO Cultural Values Workshop was for the GGL to be
entirely named using Aboriginal words and phrases; this would need to be underpinned by research
in consultation with and guided by TOs. Place names using local languages are recognised as critical to
the identity of the cultural landscape and its Traditional Owners. Re-claiming the landscape through
use of language names is a significant element of decolonisation. This includes removal of informal –
sometimes offensive – names applied to visitor sites, including climbing areas.

Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP) status

Explanation. Other than the Black Range State Park and a small area along the north-west edge of the
GGL (which is within the BGLC RAP area), the majority of the GGL has not been recognised by the
Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Council as having an identified RAP (Figure 1.2).
Comment. In 2019, the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Council made the decision not to award RAP
status to EMAC over the Grampians National Park because, ‘primarily, that EMAC did not
demonstrate it alone was representative of the Traditional Owners of the Decision Area.’333

Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)

Explanation. There is a ‘non-extinguishment’ ILUA in place over the Gariwerd/Grampians National
Park and adjacent areas.334 The agreement is between the State of Victoria and six individuals who
collectively represent the 3 TO corporations.
Comment. The ILUA means that any acts by the State of Victoria from the agreement date of
3/12/2018 and into the future will not extinguish the rights to native title by the claimants. The ILUA
is included as an issue here as it is relevant to any future native title claim.
331

Parks Victoria 2003, pp. 23. ‘Adopt a working partnership approach with the Indigenous Nations,
Brambuk Incorporated and Gariwerd Enterprises Pty Ltd in all aspects of the park’ s planning and
management. ‘Respect, consider and as appropriate apply Indigenous Nations aspirations for the park,
perspectives of environment and landscape, and tradition, to all aspects of park planning and
management’.
332 Clark & Harradine 1990; Parks Victoria 2003, p. 22.
333 Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Council. ‘Registered Aboriginal Party Decisions Declined or Withdrawn
— Eastern Maar Aboriginal Corporation’.
334 The agreement covers approximately 1,708 sq km and comprises the Grampians National Park and
adjacent areas. See National Native Title Tribunal. ‘Register of Indigenous Land Use Agreements Details.
VI2018/001 — Gariwerd Non-Extinguishment Principle ILUA’, http://www.nntt.gov.au/searchRegApps/
NativeTitleRegisters/Pages/ILUA_details.aspx?NNTT_Fileno=VI2018/001.
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TO governance
Explanation. There has not been a formally constituted, TO decision-making body established for the
GGL through the TO representative corporations. In the past, this has limited the extent to which
government agencies have been able to partner with TOs on landscape management.
Comment. This issue is connected to other issues, such as Brambuk Cultural Centre, RAP status,
intellectual property, joint management, and who speaks for Country.

Intellectual property
Explanation. There is a need to understand the issues for the GGL and TOs regarding intellectual
property, moral rights, and worldwide licences and patents.
Comment. The Aboriginal Heritage Act (2006) allows for the registration of intangible heritage to
protect the rights of Aboriginal people in traditional knowledge and cultural expressions, held
collectively by Aboriginal people or a particular group of TOs, and passed down across generations
with or without adaptations and evolutions in nature or practice. These provisions are designed to
address some aspects of intellectual property.
Comment. Joint management may be a mechanism to progress understanding and managing
intellectual property and related issues, including the development of appropriate systems and
protocols – including, for example, mechanisms for protecting the images at art sites from
commercial exploitation.

Water
Explanation. GGL is a source of water (‘life blood’) for Gariwerd itself, as well as for the adjoining
Countries (e.g. the Wannon River, a tributary of the Glenelg River, for the GMTOAC). It is also
recognised as the largest water catchment for the region, supplying water to nearby towns and
surrounding farmlands.335 There are a number of issues related to TO cultural values, including: the
need to better recognise environmental/cultural water flows; a need to protect the GGL from further
water capture; and the need for controls on water extraction from rivers and ground supplies (in the
GGL and surrounds).
Comment. Creation of Lake Wartook (1885), Lake Lonsdale (1905), Moora Moora Reservoir (1933)
and other artificial water bodies (as well as associated infrastructure) have impacted on TO cultural
values through transforming previous wetlands into reservoirs. The restoration of water flows,
wetlands and water dependant ecosystems within Gariwerd is critical to the health and healing of
Country.

Art sites
Explanation. Rock art is a high priority for protection, management and maintenance for TOs. There is
concern by TOs that these places are not regularly monitored or maintained, and additional
protection activities are not regularly undertaken. Such work needs to be undertaken by the TOs. A
specific issue is the impact on the art and rock shelters by feral goats.
Comment. 132 rock art sites have been registered on the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register in the
GGL. Recent surveys by PV will result in the registration of further sites. Rock art is typically
associated with spiritual, ceremonial, and, on occasion, domestic cultural values. Seven rock art sites
are currently open to public visitation.336

Entry points
Explanation. There are some 50 entry points into the Grampians NP, with many more into the other
parks and reserves within the GGL. This issue relates to control of access and in communicating
335

Wilkie 2020, p. 83–86.

336

Wettenhall 2018, p. 51–68. Gunn (2020: 10) notes that bolts, carabiners and chalk occur up to 10 m
and more above the ground, thus making the cost and practice of cleaning and repairing damage
overwhelming.
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respectful behaviour to visitors and local people.
Comment. Appropriate messaging is needed at the key entry points into the GGL’s parks. Such
messaging to be guided by TOs.

Bunjil’s Shelter
Explanation. In 1893, Mukjarrawait man, John Connolly, described the art and story behind the
painting of Bunjil to William Howitt. The management of the place has a long and contested
history.337 The shelter and its painting is also described by Rev. J. Mathew in a newspaper article in
1925 as a memorial to the story of Bumjil and Bunyip.338 Today there are diverse TO views on
whether it should be open to the public. If so, then TOs should guide and explain the story, history
and need for respect. Significant issues were expressed concerning the presentation of this place:
littering, maintenance of signage (most has been damaged or removed), vegetation management and
presentation in general. These concerns indicate a lack of respect by PV and the public for this
significant place and story. There are mixed views on the appropriateness of having a ‘cage’. The wellmaintained public toilets are seen as a stark contrast to the state of the cultural site.
Comment. Situated in the territory of the Mukjarrawait who are represented by BGLC. Diverse
responses to the place (powerful, story place, special, sharing, healing, energised, sadness, loss,
uplifting, place to listen, ‘deadly’, spiritual, ceremonial place). A new ‘cage’ has been constructed but
not yet installed, with continuing discussions concerning its appropriateness. This is a place where
cultural practices may be renewed.

Finding and reporting sites
Explanation. While the requirements for reporting previously unrecorded cultural places are clearly
set out in the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.), the process for documenting new and known
cultural places/sites in the GGL continues to be an issue. There is a lack of clear processes for
identifying such places or establishing the highest priorities for field survey work. Current TOs’
associations and feelings for these places are not being documented. The role of sites in processes of
cultural renewal and strengthening (i.e. reuse of sites by TOs) is yet to be fully explored.
Comment. This is an important issue for any future GGL TO cultural heritage planning document.
There was a mixed response at the TO Cultural Values Workshop to the use of ‘predictive modelling’
as a single method for determining priorities for future surveys. TO knowledge was advocated as an
equally important determinant.

Aboriginal employment
Explanation. Aboriginal employment is a significant issue for TOs. The numbers of Aboriginal people,
including TOs, employed in State and local government with responsibilities for GGL are relatively
low; and there are few TO employees with actual on-ground cultural heritage management
responsibility.
Comment. Parks Victoria has an Aboriginal Employment and Wellbeing Plan 2018-2023.339 Calculating
the actual number of TO employees for the GGL is complex because many roles are broader than just
the GGL. Nevertheless, there is a low number of TO public sector employees for the GGL.

Visitor impact
Explanation. From the 1860s, Gariwerd has been a tourism and recreation destination. Visitor
numbers increased by 29% in 2018 over previous years. Visitor impact to cultural places and values
includes direct impacts (e.g. vandalism at art sites; graffiti; littering; removal of artefacts) and indirect
impacts (e.g. damage to vegetation; rock climbing).
Comment. The majority of visitors to the Grampians National Park are domestic Australian residents,
and the vast majority are overnight visitors (931,000 in 2017).340 A public education program is
337

Clark 2014, Chapter 4.
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Mathew 1925, p. 66.

339

Parks Victoria 2018a.
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needed to communicate to visitors that the GGL is a cultural landscape invested with thousands of
years of cultural use and history, and that retains significant cultural values.

New and emerging issues
Joint management
Explanation. Joint management of the public land in the GGL is an assertion of TOs and is supported
by PV. There are issues around who will be represented and what governance arrangements will be
implemented. It is recognised that this is a significant issue that requires respectful discussions and
time to progress.
Comment. Given that joint management is an assertion of TOs and is supported by PV, consideration
should be given to starting to frame a management and governance structure through the new GGL
Management Plan, for example by establishing principles for working together. In the absence of the
certainty provided by formal recognition process, PV will continue to support a partnership approach
based on the goodwill and cooperation between PV and the three TO corporations.

Who speaks for Country?
Explanation. The GGL is a planning area, created by PV, that incorporates various parks, reserves,
other public land categories and private land. The GGL is a shared/contested landscape that has longstanding and continuing boundary issues and a lack of clarity about the nature of TO connections.It is
unclear how the planning area intersects with TO responsibility for Country, though TO rights and
recognition are acknowledged. Thus, there is an issue about who are the appropriate TOs, custodians
and spokespersons for the different parts of the GGL. There is also an issue about recognition of TOs
who have cultural associations with the GGL but who choose not to be represented by one of the
three TO corporations.
Comment. Work is required by PV and the three TO corporations to clarify the cultural responsibility
and decision-making authority for different parts of the GGL. Agreements may be required on: areas
where there is collective/shared responsibility and accountability, and areas with recognised
spokespersons, including Aboriginal people outside the formal corporations.

Relationship of public and private lands
Explanation. The GGL is an area within which there is both public and private land. There is a need to
establish good relationships between government departments and private landholders in caring for
and safeguarding the TO cultural values for the whole area. Issues of concern include the need to
restore of habitat connectivity (especially on private land between large and small public reserves)
and developing a common approach to rock climbing on public/private lands with regard to the
management of cultural places and values.
Comment. The current break down of percentages of public and private land for the GGL is:
• Crown land including parks and State Forrest managed by DELWP: 223,443 hectares (78%)
• Private land: 68,304 hectares (22%)
See also ‘Acquiring properties’ below.

Relationship with lands outside GGL
Explanation. For TOs, such connections extend beyond the boundaries of the area (e.g. cultural
stories that cross through the GGL; the flow of water from the GGL to adjoining Countries; the views
to and from Gariwerd and the emotions they elicit). An understanding of the management issues
arising from these broader links beyond the GGL boundaries is required.
Comment. Options for the management of TO cultural values on non-park land within the GGL can
include recognition of cultural landscapes on VAHR as an Aboriginal place, and recognition in local
council planning schemes.

340

‘The Grampians had the highest performing growth in this [domestic visitor] market in Victoria in 2018
(29% increase). Length of stay in this market is 2.5 nights and increasing.’ Parks Victoria 2019b, p. 10.
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Rock climbing
Explanation. The exponential growth in numbers of climbers and numbers of climbing locations over
the last decade is a significant issue. The issues arising include lack of respect for Country, as
evidenced by impact on cultural heritage, littering, toilet practices, trampling of vegetation, use of
bolts and chalk, inappropriate naming of climbs, noise levels, graffiti, etc. There are issues around
closing some/all climbs, restricting climbing to defined areas or at different times, establishing a
hierarchy of controls, and implementing a collaborative decision-making process with TO
corporations.
Comment. Parks Victoria and the three TO corporations have initiated surveys for cultural places and
objects at climbing sites. Monitoring, licensing and cultural heritage permits are seen as necessary.
Summerday Valley climbing area, in which Licensed Tour Operators (LTOs) are required to implement
respectful behaviour, is seen as one model.

Cultural safety
Explanation. Cultural safety for TOs is an ever-present issue, which may relate to, for example,
physical and racist threats, and challenges to their identity and authority. Cultural safety also applies
to TOs providing safe places for their own communities. The GGL should be a culturally safe space for
TOs. To address this issue, strategies are required to foster improved respect for TOs, cultural places,
practices and responsibilities.
Comment. This issue also embraces matters of inequality and ‘structural violence’; as well as
contesting and challenging structures of power, domination and marginalisation.

Night skies
Explanation. The night skies are significant in Aboriginal culture — as places associated with stories as
well as being the source of astrological knowledge. The control of light is needed to ensure the
visibility of the vibrant night skies above the GGL.
Comment. Consideration establishing Dark Sky Reserves or equivalent precincts within the GGL that
protect night skies from light pollution.

Peace, quiet and serenity
Explanation. TOs have emphasised the values of peace, quietness and serenity as part of the
experience of Country.
Comment. Understand the TO cultural values of peace, quiet and serenity. Ensure appropriate
controls and regulations are adopted to respect these values.

Local produce

Explanation. The National Park Visitor Centre and Brambuk Cultural Centre sell a range of products,
but very little is locally sourced and/or produced. Examples include foodstuffs, artworks and
artefacts. In considering the future of Brambuk Cultural Centre, these issues could be addressed by
the new Strategic Partnership Committee of Traditional Owner Corporations (e.g. how to source such
produce; and how to foster local, small businesses in their creation).
Comment. The TOs would prefer Aboriginal suppliers provide foodstuffs, artworks, etc. at Brambuk.

Biosecurity
Explanation. The introduction and spread (e.g. Phytophthora cinnamomi and chytrid fungus)341 is an
issue for the GGL, and for public land in particular. Continuing research is required into their impact
on TO totemic species, as well as on which totemic species are most at threat from introduced
diseases and pests.
Comment. This issue relates to the introduction of new diseases and pests, as well as the
containment of known diseases within infected areas.
341

Phytophthora and chytrid fungus are diseases which result in the decline of vegetation and amphibian
diversity respectively (Parks Victoria 2018b, pp. 40, 47).
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Issues to explore
Gatherings
Explanation. A general enthusiasm was expressed for having occasional gatherings of large numbers
of TOs. The reasons for gatherings include: healing of places/Country; renewing connections with
people and Country; and spending time on-Country for cultural practices and cultural strengthening.
Gariwerd is seen as a place of inter-generational healing for TOs.
Comment. A four-day Tanderrum festival / ceremony was held in Gariwerd in the early 1990s. Those
that attended the event remember it fondly. It is recognised as an important historical and cultural
event. Work is required to understand the issues for holding such gatherings, including exclusive use
gatherings and camping, and how they can be facilitated, supported and funded.

New art sites
Explanation. At the workshop the desire to create new, culturally appropriate art sites was
expressed. This issue requires consideration of the associated cultural, ethical, management, legal
and practical issues; including how such activities may require regulated.342
Comment. Ochre sources (such as from the Lake Lonsdale area) have been used as a source of
pigment for current Aboriginal art-making (and body painting).

Acquiring properties
Explanation. A long-term plan is required for the GGL which prioritises the acquisition of additional
conservation lands. There is a need to establish priorities for land acquisition related to Aboriginal
cultural heritage, as well as whether any such acquisitions might include gazettal as Indigenous
Protected Areas (IPAs).
Comment. Parks Victoria does not actively acquire land. Policy for public land acquisition are
generally an outcome of the VEAC recommendations. DELWP is accountable for the acquisition and
formal gazettal of Crown lands under the various legislations and the subsequent transfers to the
Parks Victoria Land Register. Land acquisitions by DELWP may sometimes be a result of vegetation
offsets associated with development projects: these occasionally establish ‘additions’ to existing
parks and reserves.

Reintroduction of species
Explanation. TO Cultural Values Workshop participants expressed some support for the
reintroduction of species, such as koala, spotted quoll and dingo, into the GGL, especially since these
species have cultural significance.
Comment. Specific Conservation Action Plans would be required to evaluate and implement any such
proposals.

Totem animals and plants (key cultural species)
Explanation. The treatment of totemic plant and animal species is important to TOs. Further work is
needed to understand which species are culturally important, to which groups and their role in the
management and recovery of these species. There is some reluctance to share information regarding
plants used for medicinal purposes due to intellectual property concerns.
Comment. In NSW, the phrase ‘kinship with the natural world’ is sometimes used to describe TOs’
relationships with key cultural species.343 It is likely that ‘managing for totemic species’ would
reshape or modify current biodiversity management policies and practices.344

342

There are some models in terms of resource ‘take’ (e.g. priority animal, plant foods and fibres) being
implemented by TOs — e.g. Dja Dja Wurrung has a system in which individuals record online their
resource ‘take’ of priority animals, plant foods and fibres (Dhelkunya Dja Land Management Board 2018).

343

Rose, James and Watson 2003.

344

See Australian National University, Austkin online database.
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Treating features as legal persons
Explanation. Since Country is a living entity, it follows that some features (e.g. water courses, story
places) could be recognised and treated as ‘living persons’. This would have implications for the
management of TO cultural heritage in the GGL; as well as consideration as to what features might be
considered for such designation.
Comment. Examples of recognising rivers as legal persons can be found in India (Ganga and Yamuna
Rivers) and New Zealand (e.g. Wanganui River). However, in the GGL, many waterways have been
significantly altered due to historic and current water management schemes. The Yarra River
Protection (Wilip-gin Birrarung murron) Act 2017 (Vic.) may be an appropriate model. While it does
not quite give personhood, it does connect the people and the river directly and powerfully.

Moving rocks
Explanation. There is growing trend of building ‘cairns’ of stones as a statement of ‘I was here’. The
movement (and removal) of rocks can disrupt animal and plant habitats as well as water flows. In
turn, these actions can change the ‘spirit’ of the County.
Comment. Seen as a matter of education of and respect for Country by visitors, local people and PV
staff / contractors. It is also a matter of educating the public that Regulation 53(1) of the National
Parks Regulations 2013, which states that: A person must not damage, deface, remove or otherwise
interfere with any rock or similar natural object in a park.

Historic places
Explanation. A number of ‘historic places’ have been identified for the GGL and are listed on the
Victorian Heritage Register and through the Heritage Overlay in local planning schemes. Many such
places are likely to have unrecognised Aboriginal associations (and all exist on Aboriginal Country),
including Lake Wartook, Reed Lookout and MacKenzie Falls.
Comment. Entries for all places listed on the Victorian Heritage Register and Heritage Overlay require
review to recognise TO cultural associations. This may require further research and documentation.

Rockshelters
Explanation. All Aboriginal places are protected under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.)
whether registered or not.345 TOs who participated in the February Cultural Values Workshop held
the view that rock shelters are places their ancestors would have used and that, even where there is a
lack of tangible evidence of such use, these places are considered by TOs as places of cultural
significance. As such they would likely satisfy the definition of an ‘Aboriginal place’ under the
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006. To ensure this protection is transparent, such cultural places should be
recorded on the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register.
Comment. The registration of rock shelters throughout the GGL requires a comprehensive survey and
mapping project prior to registration on the VAHR. A public education program is needed to ensure a
broader knowledge of the significance of these places and the fact that harm to them is an offence.

345 An Aboriginal place is defined as an area in Victoria that is of cultural heritage significance to a group
of Aboriginal people in Victoria (Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006, section 5); area includes an area of land, a
natural feature / formation / landscape.
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7.5 STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
Parks Victoria recognises the importance of long-term, respectful and meaningful
partnerships with Traditional Owners; the opportunity to understand, share and
celebrate Aboriginal cultural values; and need for greater accountability and
responsibility for managing risks to Aboriginal cultural heritage. It is developing a robust
agency-wide approach that provides a strong foundation for partnerships to grow and
evolve, and become embedded in the way Parks Victoria works.346
This report supports a landscape-scale planning approach to caring for objects, places, people
and practices, and for managing recreation and tourism across the Greater Gariwerd Landscape
(GGL). It emphasises the need for Traditional Owners with connections to the GGL to have
significant cultural responsibilities and roles in setting directions and priorities for the planning
area, across all areas of public land and in all aspects of land and water management. No
distinction should be made between natural heritage and cultural heritage, since in Traditional
Owner worldviews, all natural features and species have cultural and spiritual meanings and
values.
The strategic directions for the management of cultural values are presented below, grouped
under four headings:
• Caring for Country
• Caring for culture
• People on Country
• Understanding Country.
Each section contains a number of topics, with a brief explanation and then a series of
directions statements. The directions statements are based on the principles in section 7.2 and
are mindful of the issues in section 7.3. They are strongly influenced by the engagement with
Traditional Owners and Parks Victoria and other background research and documents.347
The structure follows that used in the Ngootyoong Gunditj Ngootyoong Mara South West
Management Plan,348 a strategic guide for managing and protecting the parks, reserves and
Traditional Owner community-owned properties within the South West Victoria planning area.
The directions statements are directed toward Parks Victoria and the three Traditional Owner
corporations (BGLC, EMAC and GMTOAC), anticipating that implementation will occur through
partnerships and/or agreements between Parks Victoria and the three Traditional Owner
corporations, or in the future through Joint Management.

346

Parks Victoria 2018b, p. 5.

347

For example, the directions statements have been informed by the draft Grampians – Gariwerd
Indigenous Cultural Heritage Strategy (Parks Victoria 2008); and objectives, actions and outcomes
developed for cultural landscapes by Parks Victoria.

348

Parks Victoria 2015.
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7.5.1 Caring for Country
Country and Caring for Country are Aboriginal concepts expressed in English. Country is typically
capitalised to signify its Aboriginal meaning and use. Caring for Country relates to both personal
and group belonging and to maintaining and looking after the ecological and spiritual wellbeing
of the land. The Aboriginal concept of ‘Country’ refers to all parts of the land, its waters, skies,
living species and associated stories.349 Furthermore, Country embraces the idea that Aboriginal
cultural custodians have ‘kinship’ connections with particular places and key cultural species.
Damage to and desecration of any aspect of the environment, including cultural places, can
have a significant impact on Traditional Owner’s wellbeing, an impact related to the holistic
notion of Country.

Table 7.4 Caring for Country management directions for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.

Healthy Country — ecosystems
Explanation. Ecosystems are all the living things in an area and the way they affect each other and
the environment. Nine ecosystems are recognised within the GGL.350 Each includes iconic species,
threatened species, and flora and fauna assemblages. Ecosystems management is concerned with
maintaining functioning, ensuring long-term viability and building cultural health and resilience.
Directions:
• The knowledge and practices of TOs are necessary to develop clear, long-term ecosystem
management strategies and priorities.
• Identify ecological attributes and indicators associated with key cultural species.
• Develop guidelines to increase the resilience of ecosystems that are culturally important to TOs
and their wellbeing.

Healthy Country — water
Explanation. The catchments within the GGL provide important water resources for communities and
economic activities well beyond the planning area boundaries. The GGL includes the headwaters of
substantial streams and artificial water bodies.
Directions:
• Improve knowledge of the TO cultural ecology of waterways in the GGL.
• Manage water capture and allocations to ensure sufficient water to support the cultural and
environmental values of the GGL.
• Manage waterways to ensure sufficient supplies of water for cultural purposes – both inside and
outside the GGL (e.g. ecosystem resources, aquaculture and other systems and practices).
• Conduct TO-guided field surveys for cultural materials revealed when artificial water bodies are at
low levels.
• Interpret the water and wetland systems as a key element in sustaining life across Country.

349

Compare Rose 1996.

350

Parks Victoria 2018b.
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Table 7.4 (cont.) Caring for Country management directions for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.

Healthy Country — fire
Explanation. Fire is a natural part of the environment, important for regenerating and maintaining
the health of species and ecosystems. Fire has also been used as a land management tool by TOs for
thousands of years. Fire event records since 1939 indicate that much of the GGL has been subjected
to both increasing wildfire and planned burning regimes over the past 80 years, but seldom, if ever, to
cultural burning. The Victorian Traditional Owner Cultural Fire Strategy351 is a State-wide document
that supports TO rights and interests in reintroducing Cultural Fire to the landscape.
Directions:
• TOs participate in fire management and their traditional ecological and cultural knowledge is
integrated into fire management planning and practices.
• Implement new burning regimes across the planning area that focus on ecological and cultural
objectives, while recognising and responding to asset protection and safety issues.
• Plan, manage and contain wildfires to ensure the protection and management of significant
cultural places and values.352
• Recognise and support intellectual property rights associated with cultural burning practices.

Healthy Country — geology and topography
Explanation. Many of the geological features across the GGL are also TO cultural and story places
(e.g., Roses Gap, Victoria Gap, mountain top profiles of the Bram-bram-bult brothers), as well as rock
art, rock shelters (whether with known, tangible cultural materials or not), stone sources and
quarries, rock wells (natural and culturally modified), channels and stone arrangements.
Directions:
• TOs collaborate in the planning for and management of geological landscapes and features.
• Respect, recognise and manage culturally significant landscapes, features and their stories in
collaboration with TOs.
• Determine strategies for rock climbing activities that are culturally appropriate and respectful to
Country.

Health Country — night skies
Explanation. The night skies over the GGL are culturally significant — as places associated with
stories, as well as being the source for astrological knowledge.
Directions:
• Understand the TO cultural values of night skies and ensure appropriate controls and regulations
are adopted to ensure their continued visibility.

Healthy Country — peace, quiet and serenity
Explanation. TOs have emphasised the values of peace, quietness and serenity as part of the
experience of Country.
Directions:
• Understand the TO cultural values of peace, quiet and serenity; and ensure appropriate controls
and regulations are adopted to ensure these values are respected.

351

DELWP and the Victorian Traditional Owner Cultural Fire Knowledge Group n.d.

352

The model used by GMTOAC whereby corporation members are trained and onsite during a fire could
be applied in the GGL.
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7.5.2 Caring for Culture
Caring for Country is a concept that is inclusive of community and personal wellbeing, but it is
discussed separately here to emphasise continuing and current Traditional Owner cultural
practices associated with the GGL. Caring for Culture is inclusive of cultural places and their
associated values, practices (including gatherings and meetings, ceremonies, and use of
resources for food, medicine, art and crafts, etc.) and access to different parts of the GGL to
undertake cultural activities.
Table 7.5 Caring for culture management directions for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.

Healthy Country — access
Explanation. As part of continuing connection, reconnection and cultural renewal and strengthening
practices, TO corporations, organisations and individuals require ongoing access to special areas
within the GGL for activities such as meetings, gatherings, ceremonies, gathering and harvesting
resources, and for enjoyment.
Directions:
• Recognise and respect the cultural rights of TOs to access Country for cultural and economic
purposes and practices. This could mean developing cultural use zones or camps (other than
Brambuk) that could be used at times exclusively by TOs for cultural gatherings, camping and
cultural activities without interference by non-TOs.
• Develop protocols and regulations concerning access by the general public to cultural places,
behaviour and activities associated with being at cultural places, and appropriate levels of access
to cultural places (e.g. none, restricted, public).

Healthy Country — places
Explanation. Cultural places are those features in the landscape that are evidence of TO presence in
the past and today. Cultural places are found in all parts of the GGL, with some over 22,000 years old
and others more recent (e.g. Brambuk). The Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register contains records
for 474 cultural places (at May 2020) across the GGL. Many places are still being discovered,
rediscovered and recorded and this is an important part of continuing cultural renewal and
strengthening.
Directions:
• Develop protocols for identifying, documenting, assessing, protecting, managing and presenting all
cultural places within the GGL in partnership with TOs. This may be in the form of a whole-ofCountry TO cultural heritage landscape plan.
• Establish priorities for future field survey for cultural places. The basis for priority decisions will be
TO cultural knowledge combined with predictive modelling.
• Develop and implement ongoing condition monitoring programs at key cultural places and
landscapes.
• Enable TO activities to take place at relevant cultural places. See ‘Healthy Country – access’ above.
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Develop opportunities to increase the capacity of TOs to lead planning and management of
Country.
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Table 7.5 Caring for culture management directions for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.

Health Country — practices
Explanation. Heritage is more than objects, places and features — it also includes knowledge,
traditions, associations and experiences. Over more than 22,000 years, Aboriginal peoples have lived
on, made livelihoods from, conducted ceremonies on, told stories about and created tools, clothing
and ornaments across the GGL. These practices, including use of native species, use of diverse
languages and art and craft making, continue to the present day; and are integral to TO identity. In
some instances, resulting from invasion and dispossession, ‘healing’ practices (including smoking
ceremonies) are necessary to care for the wellbeing and restitution of Country.
Directions:
• Establish and resource an active program applying TO language names to places, plants, animals
and experiences across the GGL (e.g. walking tracks, lookouts, campgrounds, etc.).
• Facilitate and support TO access to the GGL as part of a process of continuing cultural renewal and
strengthening and reconnection to Country. ‘Healing’ practices may require access to particular
cultural places at particular times.
• Establish protocols and systems that respect and recognise the intellectual property held by TOs
on ecological and cultural knowledge, practices and stories associated with the GGL; including how
and what information is shared.
• Monitor priority cultural species and priority cultural places and features.

Healthy Country — values
Explanation. TOs with connections to the GGL value places because of their strong or special social,
cultural or spiritual association. These values may be associated with cultural places, practices,
experiences and/or memories.
Directions:
• Document the cultural values that TOs have with the GGL, cultural places within it and associated
practices. See Section 4 of this report.
• Recognise that cultural values are dynamic, can be contested and can change over time and across
generations. A proactive and collaborative approach to values documentation and management is
required.
• Build TO and other land manager capacity for the management of cultural landscapes and values.

7.5.3 People on Country
This section is concerned with the experiences offered to visitors — both non-Aboriginal people
and Indigenous peoples from different parts of Australia and the world. Visitor planning is
based on understanding the knowledge and experiences that Traditional Owners want to
communicate to visitors, tourists and local communities; and the relationship between those
experiences and the settings, facilities, services and recreational opportunities offered for the
different areas of the GGL.
In line with Principle 4 (Section 7.2.2), the visitor experiences offered at Gariwerd should be
guided by Traditional Owner wishes. Visitor management aims to facilitate respectful
experiences that build awareness and appreciation of the Aboriginal culture, history, heritage
and values of Country.
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Table 7.6 People on Country management directions for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.

Visiting Country
Explanation. Visiting Country is about how the GGL is promoted to potential and returning visitors. In
line with the principles developed in Section 7.2.2, the identity of GGL is fundamental to its
presentation, marketing and promotion.
Directions:
• The GGL is presented as a deep-time cultural landscape with a vibrant, modern-day TO culture.
• The GGL is presented as TO Country, and thus a landscape necessitating respectful and culturally
appropriate behaviours.


TOs are partners in the strategic decision making regarding the visitor experience and associated
infrastructure and, in making those decisions, must be fully cognisant of and consent to the scale
and consequent impact upon the cultural landscape.

• The GGL is presented as place of cultural learning and knowledge sharing.
• All tour operators undertake cultural awareness training.

Interpreting Country
Explanation. Interpreting Country is about how the GGL is presented to visitors experiencing and
staying in the planning area. The draft Grampians Peaks Trail Master Plan (2019) establishes a
framework for interpretation that might be applied across the GGL.
Directions:
• Continue developing information and welcome signs that recognise TOs and that strongly reflect
their presence in the landscape.
• Under the guidance of the Managing Country Together Framework, PV will work with TOs to identify
culturally appropriate information and interpretation methods and media to share with visitors to
the GGL.
• A consistent framework of messaging about TO culture, history and heritage within the GGL will be
developed and implemented. Interpretation and other signage, digital media and face-to-face talks,
walks and experiences will be aligned with this agreed framework.
• Ensure interpretation signage, facilities and infrastructure are well maintained and presented in
accordance with the cultural significance of each cultural place.

Experiencing Country
Explanation. Experiencing Country is about how visitors experience the GGL as TO Country that has a
deep history and a vibrant continuing culture.
Directions:
• Establish protocols for how visitors are welcomed to Country.
• Ensure new and returning visitors undertake appropriate levels of cultural awareness training.
• Establish indicators for monitoring visitor behaviour based on levels of respect shown for Country
(e.g. behaviour around littering, graffiti, vegetation trampling, removal of vegetation, peace and
quiet, etc.).
• Recognise and respect that TOs guide the culturally appropriate ways in which cultural places may
be experienced by visitors, tour operators and PV staff/contractors.
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Table 7.6 (cont.) People on Country management directions for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.

Activities on Country
Explanation. Activities on Country is about the diversity of activities available across the GGL to
visitors. The range of activities currently available for the GGL include visiting rock art sites, visiting
lookouts, walking, hiking, camping, bike riding, horse riding, fishing and rock climbing.
Directions:
• Minimise the impacts of visitors on environmental and cultural values.
• Develop ways that visitors can show respect for cultural places as well as for Country as a whole.
• Monitor impacts of different activities on cultural places and develop appropriate responses to
minimise visitor impacts.
• Establish protocols and strategies that address issues related to rock climbing, including suitable
areas, licences and permits, cultural awareness training, access and culturally appropriate
behaviours.
• Recognise, support and facilitate activities specific to TO cultural practices within the GGL.

Cultural safety
Explanation. Cultural safety is about the wellbeing of TOs working with visitors, including the
management of racist and offensive remarks and actions.
Directions:


Recognise and document the links between respect for people, cultural places and
practices and the relationships with local inhabitants and visitors.

• The GGL will be a culturally safe space for TOs and other Aboriginal peoples.
• Understand the potential risks to TOs when engaging with visitors on Country and establish
protocols for managing culturally inappropriate behaviour.
• Monitor events and occurrences of cultural harm experienced by TOs working within the GGL.

7.5.4 Understanding Country
Research and monitoring are essential components of adaptive management approaches as
they provide objective and subjective evidence to support decision-making. As a result of
Traditional Owner dispossession from Country, and different degrees of subsequent reconnection with Country, research and learning are necessary parts of caring for the GGL. Types
of research in GGL should include applied research (targeted to specific objectives — such as
locating previously unrecorded rock art sites or understanding impacts of rock climbing on
Aboriginal cultural heritage), fundamental research (to improve basic knowledge — such as
drawing together community knowledge on Aboriginal plant uses, key cultural species and
cultural burning practices) and opportunistic research (e.g. documenting Aboriginal places
located as part of management activities).
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Table 7.7 Understanding Country management directions for the Greater Gariwerd Landscape.
Researching Country
Explanation. For TOs, engaging with Country is a continuous process of adaptation through learning
and knowledge creation. Country is also where knowledge is passed between generations. At the TO
Cultural Values Workshop, it was suggested that an internationally recognised institute or university
for cultural learning and research be established in the GGL.
Directions:
• Explore new ways to bring TO adaptive land / water management methods and traditional
ecological knowledge to work alongside Western, evidenced-based adaptive management
approaches.353
 Research partnerships to be led by TOs.
• Support continual gathering of appropriate cultural knowledge and stories for park and reserve
management, for future generations and to enable TOs to meet cultural obligations.
• Support and facilitate TOs in using Country for cultural learning and teaching.

Monitoring Country
Explanation. Monitoring requires a regular system of observations and checks on the condition of
places and the effective implementation of practices and processes. Monitoring processes for the
GGL are required that incorporate TO cultural concepts and practices.
Directions:
• Monitor and measure the condition of Country against agreed standards and indicators relevant to
TO cultural concepts and practices — including wellbeing indicators.
• Monitor connections between TOs and Country that contribute to personal, family and community
senses of identity.

353

For example, ‘reading Country’ describes an approach for TOs to record, manage, analyse, interpret
and share (when and if they choose) information on cultural and bio-cultural (living cultural values –
such as plants and animals) values to assess priorities for managing Country.
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Appendix 1
Greater Gariwerd Landscape: places listed on the Victorian Heritage
Register (VHR) and Victoria Heritage Inventory (VHI).
VHR Number

Name

H1556

Heatherlie (Mt Difficult) Quarry

H0339

Ledcourt Homestead

H0444

Glenisla Homestead/Squatting Run

H1049

Pise Cottages (Zumsteins)

VHI Number

Name

H7323-0013

Glenisla Sheepwash

H7323-0012

Heatherlie Quarry

H7423-0041

Trega

H7324-0001

Flat Rock Quarry

H7323-0002

Green Creek Road Sawmill

H7423-0021

Barneys Creek Sawmill

H7323-0003

Serra Road Camp

H7423-0022

Mt William Sawmill

H7323-0006

Stony Creek Sawmill 2

H7323-0001

Smith Mill

H7423-0024

Knowles Sawmill

H7423-0040

Hand In Hand Co

H7423-0028

Hand In Hand Cyanide Works

H7423-0044

Deep Lead Historic Reserve

H7424-0002

Four Posts Diggings

H7423-0078

Deep Lead Ballast Line

H7323-0009

Red Gum Walk Sawmill

H7423-0025

Mafeking Alluvial Workings

H7423-0079

Stawell Water Supply Scheme

H7423-0037

Mafeking Memorial

H7423-0023

Mt William Picnic Ground Sawmill

H7423-0020

Borough Charcoal Kilns
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Appendix 2
An overview of the findings of archaeological investigations in the greater
gariwerd landscape
An interest in the material culture of the Traditional Owners of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape
(GGL) has a history extending back to early colonial exploration (c. 1836), invasion, occupation
and settlement. While the locations of art sites became known to colonists from an early
period354 (for example, Billimina Shelter was known to Europeans by the 1860s355), professional
archaeological interest in the area only developed following the introduction of Aboriginal
cultural heritage legislation in Victoria in 1972356 and the formation of the Victorian
government’s Archaeological and Aboriginal Relics Office (renamed the Victorian Archaeological
Survey [VAS] in 1975). An initial focus of this agency’s work was the rock art sites of the GGL,
including their documentation, excavation, conservation and management.357
The most notable work on rock art sites in the GGL has been that undertaken by archaeologist
Ben Gunn — in the 1980s in particular.358 In summarising information on more than 100 rock
art sites, Gunn defines four distinct clusters: Black Range (in the Black Range State Park);
Stapylton; Wartook/Asses Ears; and Thackeray, and three isolated places. Gunn argues that the
art of the Grampians forms a single corpus and can be attributed to three chronological art
phases:
• Art Phase A (c. 3,500-1,600 BP), is ‘typified by paintings in red ochre. Bars are the dominant
motif, while human figures, lines and emu tracks are also common. Red hand stencils and
handprints are also found.’359 Gunn, as well as Frankel and Bird, argue that the symbols in
the art directly relate to mythology tied to named places.360
• Art Phase B (c. 1,000-800BP), which is restricted to the central Grampians area, comprises
fine line drawings in red ochre and charcoal.
• Art Phase C (c. 800AD -19th century, probably into the contact period), comprises art
produced with wet white pigments that, unlike the art of Phases A and B, is found
throughout the Grampians and does not have a particular geographic focus. ‘The Art Phase C
sites tend to occur singly rather than in clusters. They are also located around the periphery
of the ranges in easily accessible locations.’361

354

See Gunn 1983, pp. 8-9; Williamson and Barker 2018, pp.60-72; Martin (in prep), part 4.1; for a
summary of early rock art and other archaeological studies undertaken in the Greater Gariwerd
landscape.

355

Bird and Frankel 2005, p. 10; Wettenhall 2019, p. 62.

356

Victorian Archaeological and Aboriginal Relics Preservation Act 1972.

357

Coutts and Lorblanchet 1982; Gunn, 1983; Lorblanchet 1975. See also Bird and Frankel (2005, 2013) for
review and further analysis of these earlier studies.

358

For example, Gunn 1981, 1983, 1987.

359

Frankel and Bird 2013, p. 77.

360

Gunn 1987; Frankel and Bird 2013, p. 77.

361

Frankel and Bird, 2009, p. 77.
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Gunn argued that ‘the sequence could be related to differences in the social context within
which the art was produced. In this way the art of Phase A can be regarded as tightly controlled
and associated with particular locations, and was perhaps carried out in specific ritual contexts,
while the art of Phases B and C suggests a more casual, public art.’362
In the late 1980s, Caroline Bird conducted field surveys targeting non-art sites within the
Grampians National Park.363 The results of the survey, which included the identification of 64
cultural places, demonstrated that stone artefacts within the park are found either as isolated
artefacts or in small, low density scatters dominated by quartz artefacts with items of quartzite
and silcrete sometimes present in small numbers. Artefact types recorded included backed
pieces, thumbnail scrapers, core scrapers, cores and unretouched flakes. Based on the tool
forms and geomorphic contexts of the recorded sites, Bird suggests that most are likely to
represent the presence of peoples over the last 4,000 years.
Although to the west of the study area, investigations carried out by archaeologist Harry
Lourandos in the 1970s in the area of Lake Toolondo revealed extensive systems of earth cut
channels and ditches that are interpreted to be primarily associated with kooyang (Anguilla
australis; short-finned eel) aquaculture.364 This system is part of widespread aquaculture
practices across western and central Victoria, which resulted in considerable modification of the
landscape, best illustrated at the World Heritage listed Budj Bim Cultural Landscape, a system
which has developed over at least 6,600 years. However, despite their proximity of the
aquaculture systems and the GGL, any cultural, technological or social connections between
them remain unknown.
In 1997 the draining for repairs of Lake Wartook (the first reservoir to be completed in the
Grampians, in 1887) provided the opportunity for a survey of normally inundated areas.
Features such as surface artefact scatters, hearths and grinding patches, which had survived the
impact of inundation over more than 100 years, were located around the margins of the lake.
The quantity of cultural material recorded suggests that the sparseness of evidence of
occupation of Gariwerd, other than rock art, is indeed an artefact of visibility and that the
Aboriginal use of the region was more diverse and widespread than previously recognised. 365
Nevertheless, sites remain difficult to find (because of the generally dense vegetation cover and
processes of burial of stone artefacts) and more recent surveys associated with the
development of National Park facilities have located very few. 366 The most recent surveys,
undertaken by Parks Victoria at climbing sites outside of Special Protected Areas, identified 37
cultural places (sites) — 23 stone (quartzite) quarries, four rock shelter deposits, three potential
archaeological deposits (i.e. three soil deposits associated with rock overhangs and which have

362

Frankel and Bird 2013, p. 78.

363

Bird 1989.

364

Lourandos 1980.

365

Gunn 1998.

366

Bird and Frankel 2005, p. 10.
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potential to contain buried Aboriginal cultural materials), three artefact scatters, three rock
wells and one ochre source.367
In 2005, Bird and Frankel published an overview of the results of archaeological excavations at
Pleistocene and Holocene dated cultural places across Gariwerd.368 They determined that the
recovered artefacts could be grouped chronologically into two main sets, an Early (c. 22,000 to
c. 6,000 years ago) group and a Late (c. 6,000–200 years ago) group.369 They surmised that:
• A striking feature of the Gariwerd stone artefact assemblages is their diversity in raw
materials, technologies and finished tools.
• Radiocarbon dates from Drual shelter (c. 22,000 years ago) and Billimina shelter (c.11,000
years ago), both in the Victoria Range, evidence occupation of the landscape during and
following the Last Glaciation, and the use of a variety of local (quartzite, coarse-grained
igneous rock, volcanic glass, chert) and imported (silcrete, rhyolite) stone for producing
artefacts.
• From about 4,000 years ago, people moved to making implements from locally derived
quartz and quartzite instead of imported silcrete and rhyolite. A range of backed pieces
(associated with barbs, a component of spears) may signal a change in resource focus (e.g.
greater reliance on kangaroos and wallabies) and specialised site function (e.g. backed piece
manufacture associated with men’s places, ‘while more generalised tools indicate more
varied occupation’).370
• From 3,000 years ago, there is evidence for the use of greenstone — a stone used in the
production of edge-ground hatchet (axe) heads, and possibly sourced from a quarry on the
Hopkins River.
• The patterns of stone artefact distribution, along with the art phases, suggest complex and
continuously fluctuating strategies of land use and regional associations.371
On the basis of these findings, Bird and Frankel developed schematic models illustrating land
use patterns in and beside the ranges (Figure A2.1; and see Table 3.3).
On the evidence of the type and distribution of site types discussed above, and drawing on the
summary by Christine Williamson and Anita Barker,372 the archaeological ‘signature’ or
character of the Greater Gariwerd Landscape can generally be described as follows:

367

Martin, in prep.

368

Based on an analysis of materials excavated from Gariwerd in the 1970s by the Victorian
Archaeological Survey. The excavated sites were Drual and Billimina, both rockshelters in the Victoria
Range; and Mugadgadjin, a rockshelter in Burrunj (the Black Range State Park). Artefacts from small test
pits dug in association with the replacement of protective grilles at two other shelters in the Victoria
Range — Manja and Jananginj Njaui — were also examined. Bird and Frankel 2005, p. 3.

369

Frankel and Bird 2013, p. 70.

370

Frankel and Bird 2013, pp. 72-76.

371

See also Martin (in prep.), section 4.2.

372

Williamson and Barker 2018, p. 72.
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• Registered Aboriginal cultural heritage places are predominantly the widespread, isolated
stone artefacts and small artefact scatters with occasional scarred trees, quarries and rock
shelters with associated cultural deposits and/or art.
• Larger artefact scatters are found within the Fyans Creek valley in the vicinity of Lake
Bellfield and in the Lake Wartook area.
• Habitation sites or ‘base camps’ in open (non-rock shelter) environments are predominantly
located on sandy soil on flat or gently undulating ground in open forest or woodland; and
are generally situated in close proximity to fresh water / wetlands.
• Aboriginal cultural places in rocky and steep landscapes tend to be limited to isolated
artefacts, occasional cultural deposits in rock shelters and art sites.
• Stone artefact assemblages are dominated by quartz but may include low numbers of
quartzite, silcrete and volcanic rocks. The percentage of quartz artefacts in stone artefact
assemblages tends to be higher in sites in the northern Grampians.

Figure A.2.1 Schematic models of land use patterns in and beside the ranges. Pleistocene refers to
the period before 10,000 years ago; Early Holocene to the period from 10,000 years ago until 6,000
years ago; and Late Holocene to the last 3,000 years. Source: Frankel and Bird 2013, p. 81.

Despite a long history of archaeological investigation, no comprehensive archaeological field
survey has been undertaken of the Grampians National Park.373 Furthermore, recent desktop
assessments, undertaken by Parks Victoria, have commented on the limited archaeological
research undertaken in general for the GGL.374 Overall, the Grampians National Park, along with
the GGL lacks a comprehensive archaeological synthesis, with available information currently
dispersed through registers, publications and grey literature, as well as held as local Traditional
Owner knowledge. Because so few cultural places in the GGL have been excavated or dated
using radio-carbon and other scientific methods, any such synthesis will be hampered in
creating a more than 22,000 year old chronological history of Aboriginal occupation of the
GGL.375

373

Parks Victoria 2003, p. 66.

374

Martin, in prep.
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Williamson and Barker 2018, p. 60.
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Appendix 3
Maps showing the distribution of known landscape features in the Greater
Gariwerd landscape
Source: ACHRIS and Context.

Gariwerd (Grampians)
National Park

Figure A.3.1 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Distribution of artefacts scatter sites. Source: VAHR.
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Gariwerd (Grampians)
National Park

Figure A.3.2 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Distribution of rock art sites and stone features (quarry,
fish trap, grinding groove, rock well). Source: VAHR.
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Gariwerd (Grampians)
National Park

Figure A.3.3 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Distribution of scarred trees and ancestral remains.
Source: VAHR.
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Gariwerd (Grampians)
National Park

Figure A.3.4 Greater Gariwerd Landscape: Distribution of earth features (mound, hearth, soil
deposit) . Source: VAHR.
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Appendix 4
Aims and objectives related to aboriginal cultural heritage that are
enshrined in selected legal and non-statutory documents.
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People (2007)
Article 2
Indigenous peoples and individuals are free and equal to all other peoples and individuals and have the
right to be free from any kind of discrimination, in the exercise of their rights, in particular that based
on their indigenous origin or identity.
Article 3
Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine
their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.
Article 11
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to practise and revitalise their cultural traditions and customs.
This includes the right to maintain, protect and develop the past, present and future manifestations of
their cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts, designs, ceremonies, technologies
and visual and performing arts and literature.
2. States shall provide redress through effective mechanisms, which may include restitution, developed
in conjunction with indigenous peoples, with respect to their cultural, intellectual, religious and
spiritual property taken without their free, prior and informed consent or in violation of their laws,
traditions and customs.
Article 13
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalise, use, develop and transmit to future generations their
histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and literatures, and to designate and
retain their own names for communities, places and persons.
2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that this right is protected and also to ensure that
indigenous peoples can understand and be understood in political, legal and administrative
proceedings, where necessary through the provision of interpretation or by other appropriate means.

Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth)
Preamble
This preamble sets out considerations taken into account by the Parliament of Australia in enacting the
law that follows.
The people whose descendants are now known as Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders were
the inhabitants of Australia before European settlement.
They have been progressively dispossessed of their lands. This dispossession occurred largely without
compensation, and successive governments have failed to reach a lasting and equitable agreement
with Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders concerning the use of their lands.
As a consequence, Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders have become, as a group, the most
disadvantaged in Australian society.
The people of Australia voted overwhelmingly to amend the Constitution so that the Parliament of
Australia would be able to make special laws for peoples of the aboriginal race.
It is … important to recognise that many Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders, because they
have been dispossessed of their traditional lands, will be unable to assert native title rights and
interests and that a special fund needs to be established to assist them to acquire land.
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Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth)
Chapter 1—Preliminary
3 Objects of Act
(1) The objects of this Act are: …
(d) to promote a co-operative approach to the protection and management of the environment
involving governments, the community, land-holders and indigenous peoples; and
(e) to assist in the co-operative implementation of Australia’s international environmental
responsibilities; and
(f) to recognise the role of indigenous people in the conservation and ecologically sustainable use of
Australia’s biodiversity; and
(g) to promote the use of indigenous peoples’ knowledge of biodiversity with the involvement of, and
in co-operation with, the owners of the knowledge.

Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic.)
Part 1—Preliminary
1 Purposes
The main purposes of this Act are—
(a) to provide for the protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage and Aboriginal intangible heritage in
Victoria; and
(b) to empower traditional owners as protectors of their cultural heritage on behalf of Aboriginal
people and all other peoples; and
(c) to strengthen the ongoing right to maintain the distinctive spiritual, cultural, material and
economic relationship of traditional owners with the land and waters and other resources with which
they have a connection under traditional laws and customs; and
(d) to promote respect for Aboriginal cultural heritage, contributing to its protection as part of the
common heritage of all peoples and to the sustainable development and management of land and of
the environment.
3 Objectives
The objectives of this Act are—
(a) to recognise, protect and conserve Aboriginal cultural heritage in Victoria in ways that are based on
respect for Aboriginal knowledge and cultural and traditional practices;
(b) to recognise Aboriginal people as the primary guardians, keepers and knowledge holders of
Aboriginal cultural heritage;
(c) to accord appropriate status to traditional owners, including a preference to appoint traditional
owner bodies corporate as registered Aboriginal parties;
(d) to promote the management of Aboriginal cultural heritage as an integral part of land and natural
resource management;
(e) to promote public awareness and understanding of Aboriginal cultural heritage in Victoria;
(f) to establish an Aboriginal cultural heritage register to record Aboriginal cultural heritage;
(g) to establish processes for the timely and efficient assessment of activities that have the potential to
harm Aboriginal cultural heritage;
(h) to promote the use of agreements that provide for the management and protection of Aboriginal
cultural heritage;
(i) to establish mechanisms that enable the resolution of disputes relating to the protection of
Aboriginal cultural heritage;
(j) to provide appropriate sanctions and penalties to prevent harm to Aboriginal cultural heritage;
(k) to recognise, protect and conserve Aboriginal intangible heritage by recording it on the Victorian
Aboriginal Heritage Register.
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Traditional Owners Settlement Act 2010 (Vic.)
Part 1—Preliminary
1 Purposes
The purposes of this Act are to advance reconciliation and promote good relations between the State
and traditional owners and to recognise traditional owner groups based on their traditional and
cultural associations to certain land in Victoria by—
(a) providing for the making of agreements between the State and traditional owner groups—
(i) to recognise traditional owner rights and to confer rights on traditional owner groups as to access
to or ownership or management of certain public land; and
(ii) as to decision making rights and other rights that may be exercised in relation to the use and
development of the land or natural resources on the land; and (etc.)

Parks Victoria Act 2018 (Vic.)
Part 2—Establishment of and general provisions about Parks Victoria
7 Objects of Parks Victoria
(1) The objects of Parks Victoria are to—
(a) protect, conserve and enhance Parks Victoria managed land, including its natural and cultural
values, for the benefit of the environment and current and future generations; and
(b) recognise and support traditional owner knowledge of and interests in Parks Victoria managed
land; and
(c) provide for and encourage the community's enjoyment of and involvement in Parks Victoria
managed land; and
(d) improve the community's knowledge and appreciation of Parks Victoria managed land; and
(e) contribute to the wellbeing of the community through the effective protection and management of
Parks Victoria managed land; and
(f) contribute to the achievement of State and regional land management outcomes as far as is
consistent with the effective protection and management of Parks Victoria managed land.
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